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I.  IITKaPCTKM 

A.  Scope of Baeearch 

The basic objectlre of this research is the iyirestlgatJott of 
the ecLuiralent circuit "behavior of rectangular slots of arbitrary 
dimensions located in a Tariety of positions in rectan/.'ular «aregaide. 
Previous work on this subject has been reported by Watson and Stevenson1, 
where the experimental investigation «as primarily concerned with radiating 
slots near resonance, and vhere the theory restricts itself to narrow 
slots. The present work considers slots of arbitrary dimensions, both 
experimentally and theoretically, where the theoretical results are both 
more accurate and easier to use than those of Stevenson. This investiga- 
tion «as initiated under the direction of Dr. H. Marcuritz approximately 
two years ago. However, due to the pressure of increased academic 
conmltments. Dr. Marcuvltz has found it Impossible to continue in this 
capacity, and he has been replaced by Dr. A. A. Ollner as supervisor. 

The choices of equivalent circuit representation, method of 
measurement for the parameters of this representation, and method of 
theoretical calculation of these parameters for tne rectangular slot 
program are the following. The equivalent circuit representations used 
are "invariant" ones (to be described later); the parameters for lossless 
slots are measured by means of the tangent relation method, while radiatic 
slots are measured by a method described later; and the theoretical calcu- 
lations are made "by means of the varlational method, due to J. Schwinger. 
Details of these methods will be discussed later, but it should be mentioned 
here that stress is laid on them because in some respects they are in 
.themselves contributions to mlcroieve techniques. The types (geometrical 
location) of slots Investigated are the following: 

a) Transverse slot (guide to guide coupling)• as a function 
of aperture dimensions, angle of rotation, and thickness. 

b) Transverse radiating slot (permitting radiation from the end 
of the guide); as a function of aperture dinensions and 
thickness. 

For example, see» 
Stevenson, A. f.,  "Theory of Slots in Bectangular Wave Guides" 
J. App. Phys., 19, 2^  (19^8) 
Watson, V. E., "The Physical Principles of feve Guide Transmission" 
Oxford University Press, 19^7 



c) Slot-coupled E plane Teei as a function of aperture 
dimensions and thickness. 

d) Slot radiating from the broad face of the guide (E plane): 
as a function of aperture dimensions and thickness. 

Work is c>v procMding in a fashion similar to e) and d) for slot-coupled 
H plane Tees and H plane radiating slots. The radiating slots of h) and 
d) cot^le the guide to a half space (infinite haffle) rather than a "full" 
space,primarily because the theoretical calculations are then much simpler. 
Typical slots are shown in Fig. 1.1. 

A. number of smaller progress reports have been issued some time 
back, but attention is called here to two major reports which are referred 
to later in the present report. They are: 

1) "The Representation, Measurement, and Calculation of 
Equivalent Circuits for Waveguide Discontinuities with 
Application to Rectangular Slots", Final Report, R-193-U9, 
PIB-I37. 

2) "tfanregulde Circuit Theory: Coupling of IfaTeguides by 
Small Apertures", Report R-I57-47, PIB-I06. 

The latter report was written by N. Marcuvltz, and gives a detailed pre- 
sentation cf the theoretical background necessary for setting up the re- 
quired variational expressions. The report describes the rigorous fomula- 
tion of an arbitrary electromagnetic field in terns of modes characteristic 
of the guide cross-section, and includes terms which account for sources 
within the guide due to obstacles and apertures. It is then shown how the 
fields everywhere may be solved for by means of an integral equation, from 
which one may easily obtain the corresponding varlatlonal expression. The 
report contains other material, such as the solution of the Integral equa- 
tions for small apertures (not rectangular, however), but these are not of 
direct interest. The former report was a group project, and contains 
information on the first portion of the slots program, information which 
will not be repeated in the present report. The experimented results 
presented there are for the transverse slot, as a function of aperture 
dimensions, angle of rotation, and thickness, and for the tMn transverse 
slot radiating from an "infinite" baffle, as a function of aperture dimen- 
sions. Corresponding theoretical results are presented there, but they 
are neither as accurate nor as simple In form as those presented for the 
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tnuMTcra« slot In the present report. The aeeenreoent method need it 
presented in eoneldemble detail, including the tangent relation procedure 
4tgelf, mjw of obtaining the final paraMete** to within the ultimate 
precision of the data, the manner in which estimates of error are obtained, 
and a description of the equipment, together vith the eaperlmental techniques 
and the precautions to be obserred. In addition, the "imrsriant11 representa- 
tion for the transrerse slot is given (although not by that name), and the 
method of setting 19 the rariatlonal expression for transrerse slots is 
described. The contents of these previous reports are listed here since in 
the present report reference to thsa is made frequently and it is tacitly 
assmsd that they are available. 

the tens •invariant", applied to the equivalent circuit repre- 
sentations used in the slot program, is novel, and is introduced in this 
report. It is known that the parameters of an equivalent circuit representa- 
tion can be changed by shifting the circuit reference planes. The pupose 
of the ■iatariant" representation is to obtain an equivalent circuit «herein 
the parameters are detomlned experimentally independently of any absolute 
distance measurements, i.e. the parameter valuee are "Inrariant* to absolute 
distance measurements, and depend only on electrical measurements. The 
absolute dlataaee measurements, which are always less accurate, are then 
inrolved only in the location of the reference planes. As expected, the 
resultant representation is intimately connected with the measurement method, 
so that further details will be gUen in ftirt II. While it is of course 
true that the accuracy of the overall circuit, including the reference planes, 
is not improved in any way by the inrariant representation, there are a 
number of distinct advantages: 

a) Tor certain locations of reference planes, the circuit 
parameter values are critically dependent on the sources 
of error, and may change wildly for a very small error in, 
say, a distance measurement. It is known, however, that 
the overall accuracy is affected only slightly, sb that 
the large change is spurious. It is therefore preferable 
to use a representation wherein the parameter values are 
insensitive to such small errors, and the invariant repre- 
sentatlon serves this purpose. 

b) lr mentioned above, the parameters depend only on the 
electrical measurements and are Independent of the absolute 
distance measurements. Sue to this separation of dependence. 
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it is Buch «Ktier to ntiaat« quantitatirclj th« «ffsot 
the pftnunster« of «aall toure«« of orror, «ad thcrofor« 

lior to oatiaato th« accuracy of the final romlto. 

Ihe invariant reprooontation reioltt in an oqoiTalaat 
circtdt «hich is sinplor in form, and is eonssqaently 
easier to use. This is especially true lAea sereral 
networks are compounded to font a eoqposite netuork» 

Ihe neasur^ent methods described in Part IZ are such as to result 
in an iznrariant representation and to lend theaselres to a sjrstsaatie pro- 
cedure which Obtains the final paraseter ralues to id thin the precision of 
the data. The systematic precision procedure used for lossless structures 
is the tangent relation method described in detail in the abore-aentioned 
final leport. Tor lossy structures (slots which radiate), the tangent re- 
lation method is no longer satisfactory and a different method has been 
darised. It is applicable both to purely series or shunt representations 
(such as that for a thick radiating slot) and to general lossy structures. 
The latter precision method is not included in the present report but «ill 
be described in detail in a separate report deroted ezelusiTely to precision 
measurements of dissipative structures. It should be added that for preci- 
sion measursnents one must not neglect the discontinualty produced by the 
end of the slot in the slotted section. A calibration procedure that takes 
this into account for lossless structures has been described in the above- 
mentioned Final Beport. When lossy structures are being measured, the cor- 
rections tc be applied to the slotted section readings are different fron 
those of the lossless case. ▲ method is given in Fart II of obtaining the 
corrections to both the location of the minimum and to the 7SWE, «hen lossy 
structures are being measured, which makes use of the ealibxation curve 
directly applicable to lossless structures. 

As mentioned earlier, the theoretical results for the susceptaneas 
are derived fron variational expressions. These are of the apevture type, 
and require the insertion of a trial electric field (in the aperture region) 
into the variational expression. A principal virtue of variational expres- 
sions is that the result (here a susceptance) is stationary about the correct 
field choice. In addition, since the trial field appears in both the numera- 
tor and denominator of the variational expressions, one need not know the 
amplitude of the trial field, but only its form. In some cases, one can 
fozmulate a maximum or a minimum principle for the susceptance, but such is 



not «fallabl« har« tine« the ksrnela Imrolred are not potltlre dsflnlt«. 
It la to ba atraaaad that the aaa of Tarlational expreaalosa radueaa the 
oalanlAtloa proeedare to that of latfl&ratlona rather than the aetatlon of 
integral aqaatlona. Boverer, the iategxatlona inrolre Infinite ama «hlch 
are aloidj ooarergent* There are a mmbar of aaya to deal vlth thla problea, 
Inolndlng that of traaafoalng the vm to a more rapidly conrergent one. 
8oae aetboda of aooo^pliihing the latter hare been given In the final Report 
mentioned above. An altematlra proeedare, that of approzlfflatins the guide 
Oreen'a function («hieh inrolrea the infinite suma) by a free apace Oreen'a 
function (in doaed foxm) plua corrections, has also been glren in that 
Final Eaport. In Bart III of the preeent report a still different method 
la preaented ahioh la the moat aucceaafol. The dyadic gnide Oreen'a funo* 
tion is first pat into the form of a dyadic operator operating on a scalar 
function. This scalar function, an Infinite doable eta, la separated into 
a sum corresponding to «hat is obtained for a vide open (capacitira) alot, 
and a sum orer the rsmainlng hi^ier modes. This latter sum is then tzana- 
formed by mems of a Poiaaon transfoznation into a much more convergent sum. 
AM » remit, the Green's function is separated into components in such a 
faahlon aa to make It possible to express the slot snacsptance as the vide 
open alot result plua correction terms* Proof that this latest method of 
proeedare la rery successful is supplied by Part IT, «here the experimental 
and theoretical results are compared, and «here it la seen that the agree- 
ment is azcellant orer vide ranges of aperture dimensions. 

Pmrt T is devoted to some«faat different considerations. Tor the 
radiating slots discussed in Parte IX to IT, the half space into itiich they 
radiate is considered simply as a tezminating admittance, «ithout regard to 
the propagation behavior in the half space itself. Part T Investigates the 
half space itself in terms of spherical transmission lines, and furthermore 
considers the coupling of the half space to the rectangular «avegaide. Evi- 
dently, the representation of the half space becomes comparatively simple 
if essentially only one mode must be considered. ▲ transverse radiating 
slot, «hich tAs treated in Parts II to 17 as a t«D terminal network, is con- 
sidered as a four terminal network from this viewpoint. The first portion 
of Part T is concerned «ith how veil and under what conditions a half space 
may be represented by a single spherical transmission line. It was found 
that the radiation pattern in the half space produced by a radiating slot 
was very well accounted for by only the E.. mode, and that more than 99 Per- 
cent of the power radiated «as carried by this mode. The equivalent circuit 
parameters ct the four tezminal structure representing the slot coupling 
element between the end of a rectangular guide and a half space have been 
measured and theoretically computed, both on the basis of the E.. mode only 



in the half space. As seen In fart V, the agreement is good. Also 
included in Part 7 are some "basic properties of spherical transmission 
lines. The study of spherical lines is continuing along the lines of 
determining the ■behavior of various transverse and longitudinal discon- 
tinuities in the half space. This will yield infonnation on the effect of 
neighboring slots, and of removing the infinite baffle, on the equivalent 
circuit of a given slot. 

B.  Personnel 

The mesnbers of the "Slots" program now include! 

Professional 

J. Blass, Research Assistant - MBB 
L. Felsen, Research Assistant - MEE 
H. Kurss, Research Assistant - EBB 
A.A. Oliner , Research Associate - Ph D (Supervisor) 

Technicians 

Miss M. Crowell, Technician 
Mrs. R. Ha'ber, Computress - BA 
Miss R. Hammond, Technician 
Miss P. Okim, Computress - BA. 

Messrs. J. Blass and H. Kurss have heen concerned essentially with 
the theoretical and experimental aspects, respectively, of the single slot 
investigation. Mr. L. Pelsen has participated in the experimental portion 
of the single slot program, but has lately devoted himself to the spherical 
transmission line study of a half space. In the writing of this report, 
major credit should be given to J, Blass for Part III, and to L. Felsen for 
Part 7. 

Although Dr. N. Marcuvitz is not included in the list of pemn- 
nel, and although it was mentioned earlier that he initiated the investiga- 
tion, it should be stressed here that he is responsible directly for some of | 
the work described In this report, as for example, the variational expres- 
sions discussed in Part III. 

♦ 



21.   IQPITALIIT CISCÜCT aPHiaMBATia» AP KUSDawmT PHOCPOaS 

A.     1 Plan» t»» itractqr— 

X.     laniTftlmt Clrctdt B«prwntatioM 

A sketch of the stroetnre and an oqtdyaleat circuit representation 
for It at centerllne reference planes are shown in Pigore 2.1. 

'** 

E PLANE TEE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

figure 2*1 

Since the considerations are restricted to synmetrlc structures 
the six-terminal network contains only four independent paraaeters.    The 
fourth paiameter appears as X   rather than in susceptance form "because X   is 
a small quantity.    The subscript c on the turns ratio signifies centerline 
representation.   The centerline representation corresponds to the one need 
for the theoretical calculations in Part III, since the relations hetveen 
the laput and output fields are valid over a single surface. 



Vor generBl tue, at «all at for Baaitiraaeat pruposot, a diffannt 
roproaontatlon ia prafambla.   Thla ■inrarlant1 rapraaantation, glran In 
rigara 2.2* bat the adtanta^a that tha Taluaa of tha circuit pamnatara 
depand aolalj on alaetrieal Baasoraments (indepandant of any abaolata 
diatanca Baaaar«Banta) t läilla the leaa accurate mechanical aaaaurananta (or 
other Bethoda of abso?ute distance Baaaurament) affect only tha location of 
tha rafaranca planet.    In addition tha circuit it nach timpler In fon.   The 

~,V: 
-^T«, 

I 
I   I 
i-4. 

T'.   | T', 

1 

E   PLANE   TEE 'INVARIANT" EQUIVALENT   CIRCUIT 

Pigare 2.2 

four independent parsmetera for the X plane Tee are B, nt 2£, and ^ß*, at 
Indicated in Figure 2.2. X corretponding "inrariant" representation for a 
symmetric lotslest four-iermloal network «at girsn in final laport,^ 
E-193-49, PIBtl37, Chap. 11.- Sec. D, 2. There, the circuit consisted of a 
single shunt element, whose yelue depended only upon the value of Tin the 
iaeasurement procedure. The value of y is that of the TSVK produced "by the 
structure idien a matched load is placed in hack of it, and is thus seen to 
be independent of any reference plan? locations. The reasons for the "in- 
variant" nature of the parameters B and n of Ilgure 2.2 vill he seen when 
the measuronent procedure is discussed. 

p 
Hereinafter referred to as "Final Eeport". 

* 
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Sine« th« theoretical calculation» are aada idth the reference 
planee at the centerllne, idille the eaperlaental retnlte are obtained valof 
the ■Inrarlant" representation, it la nece-tary to hare available ezpreesiona 
relating the ralnee of the paranetere of one representation to those of the 
other. In Table 2-1 the values of the paraaeters at the centerllne repre- 
sentation are given In tezas of the paraaeter values of the Invariant repre- 
sentation, «hlle the reverse Is presented In Table 2-11. These expressions 
naj be obtained In various *ays. The relations given In Table 2-1 arc 
derived In the ippendlz by two different methods in order to lllnstrate the 
possible approaches one can employ. Th» representations involved in Table 
2-1 vere chosen simply as a typical example« 

1 PULHI TB 

TABU 2-1 

Parameters of the Centerllne Representation in Term» of 

Those of the Invariant Hepresentation 

•^r.-tanx^ . >*'■? 
E 
f 

o "g 

B tan X/« 

T o 

^ n2 

ri+ 2 (B. . ta^ilj ^^n cos2 /C/ 

tan /t^ + 2 ["l- tan /€ i' + ^"j tan »< £ 
c 

Zo 
1+2(|-.t«i^L)tftn>,^ 

k, nc - n cos ><i cos /C / • ["i + 2 (— - taa ^t) tan *£ 
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ftirMwt«r» of the Inrariant Hgpr>t<ntatlon in terai of 

thoie of tho Centerline BBprMOEtation 

1. 2^.   ^-tan-M-^) . X -   j? 
A o g 

/       n
2     T I 

2. tan>e/- \     $ R      **   Z^ • r   1« the pawaeter. 
,  „    a / a .  o   Ov o 

^ ^T       2 T^ oo o 

*       „ .2-   tin X^     p tan K/       "] 3*     n   "   nc   .inx/'    Ltaa^i' +xj 
2o 

Bh 

U       1 tan**/'    .     Yo 
^  r- —2   + —B-B r o n .   ,    a / a ,   _   Dv 1 + ^ (^ + 2 ^) 

0       0 0 

♦ 

2»     Maawxremeat Method 

The meaearement procedure is haeod t?>on the representation shorn 
in Figure 2*2, and follows the practise of reducing the measurement of a 
2n-tenninal structure to a series of fonr-texminal measurements. 

In order to locate the reference planes fl and T' a rsrlahle short 
is placed at T' and adjusted until no power tnters the Tee stub.    Under this 
condition, open circuits occur at T* and at TJ, so that they are each locat- 
ed one quarter »avelength from the plane of tne roltage null in the output 
and input goides, respectively.     A tuning »tub le placed in the stub arm 
and adjusted so as to maximize the sensitivity of the measurement.    Care 
must he taken to maintain the symmetry of the curve of power detected In 
the stub guide versus position of the mriahle short ahout the point «here 
no power enters the Tee stub, since minima are located "by obtaining the 
average position hetween equal voltage levels on each side of the minimum. 
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Thl» 1« necMtazy here erren thoo^i the alnlBm point Is sharp (as opposed 
to the mlnlrai of a standing «are la the slotted line) because of possible 
uaeklash In the taziaole short. Since the stmctore Is syisetrlc, fi and 
T' are sTsmetrically disposed irtth respect to the oenterllne. By this 
BBtbod of neasorsment, the syanstry place, or eenterllne, need not he 
located aeehanlcally. The actual detemlnatlon of 2 A the distance he- 
tveen TJ and J', requires a measurwjsnt of the length of the section of 
guide containing the Tee structure. This length maj he aeasured aeebsait- 
ally, or electrically if one corers vp the slot opening, 
been found to be acre accurate. 

The latter bas 

To locate the reference plane Tl, one first places a short circuit 
at T' and inserts a rarlable short in th» stub guide. The stub guide short 
is tnen adjusted until a reltage null appears at T' indicating that a short 
circuit must then also be present at Tl. The actual length £*  Is then 
obtained froa a knovledge of the length of the stub guide, «hlch is deter- 
mined electrically by placing the stub guide at the end of a slotted section 
and corering up the slot opening («i h silrer paint, say, if it Is small). 
It should be noted that the relatire location of the reference planes T* , 
T< , and T* do not inyolre any absolute distance maagurements, while the 
parameters^ * and / • defining their absolute location do require their 
knovledge. 

The ranainiag circuit parameters can be determined by the measure- 
ment method for a four-tentinal structure described in the Final Bsport, 
Chap. II, Sec. D. ▲ four-terminal btructure between reference planes TJ and 
T* is obtained by placing a fixed termination on T'. In particular, a short 
circuit at T' «as chosen. The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in 
Figure 2.3. 

T8' 

Figure 2.3 



IS 

She taagsnt relation Beaeoroient technique ylelde three pameter«, 
^aad ß, ifclch depend t^on the input and output teralaal planee, respect ire- 
lyt and Y, wiish Is indepeadeat of than.    It is desired that the circuit 
panaeters B and n he obtained In an "invariant" fashion, i.e.« Independently 
of any absolute distance Beasureaent.   The location of T£ has been obtained 
in an Inrarlant oanner, namely, from a zero pover aeasurenent.    Therefore«^. 
Is knovn lamriantly, and Y is always an inrarlant, being equal to the TSWR 
produced by the structure yten a matched load is placed behind it.   The 
Talne or ß can be obtained from the relation between these parameters that 
holds when the network is a shunt one, namely (see final Beport, Chap. Ill, 
Sec. B, 1. a): 

ß   -    -</Y (1.1) 

The Talues of B and n are then detexmined from the ralues of A, ß, and Y 
according to relations given In the abore-mentioned section of the Final 
Beport. It is stressed that these values of B and n do no depend on any 
absolute distance measurements. 

The measurement procedure for the four-teminal network described 
above also yields a value for the location of the output reference plane Tl, 
so that if the length of the stub guide were known, £J  could be detexmined; 
Another method was given earlier for measuring ;£ *, and it was found that 
the methods agreed well. Sensitivity calculations of the dependence of the 
parameters B, n, and £*  on the various sources of error in the measurement 
procedure are given In Fart IT, and are used to detezmine the precision of 
the experimental results. 

in alternative method of proceeding in an "invariant" fashion is 
to obtain ok and ß relative to the invariantly detexmined T' and T* (in the 
manner described earlier), and to use the already invariant'S, without 
imposing the restriction for a shunt circuit. The resulting equivalent 
circuit, however, would contain a series element which would be non-zero if 
any error occurred in the measurements, and for this reason was not employed. 

3.  Experimental Techniques 

A portion of the experimental program consists of ieteimining the 
equivalent circuit parameters for slot-coupled X plane Tees as a function of 
slot dimensions. Bather than use different coupling elements for each slot 
size, the some element was used for each slot width, while the slot length 
was successitely increased. The first method used to change the slot size 
was tu unsolder the stub connection, increase the size of the slot, and then 
resolder the Tee stub. This crude method was abandoned when it was found 
thai the parameter values, especially that of jfc', varied with the particular 
resolderlng. Instead, an air chuck, a simplified drawing of which appears 
in Figure 2.U, was employed. A grooved metal plate is hmzed to the main 
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STUB GUIDE 

rigure ?.*k 

■action of the fee in a manner auch that the top of the guide ia in the aase 
plane aa the upper aurface of the metal plate. The alot la machined in the 
top of the guide. The air chuck "B" is placed over the alot, and ia proper- 
ly oriented hy maana of a pair of guide pina. A aeetlon of «aregulde ia then 
continued from the top of the chuck, ihile electrical contact at the alot is 
maintained by the weight of the air chuck unit and '-he racuum. It ia then a 
relatirely aimple matter to ranore the Tee aeetlon, change the size of the 
aperture , and aftervarda replace the Tee stub. 

Difficulties aroae, however, with the use of the air chuck in 
connection with thin alota («all thickness a .010"), where the top wall of 
the guide «as found to buckle when the slot «as enlarged by filing. (In 
order that the top of the guide be in the same plane aa the metal plate, it 
is necessary to have the whole top of the guide the same thickness aa the 
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■lot mil itself, at least ever the air chock region.)    The procedure flnellj 
adopted for thin elets mm to conetruct the Tee section with a reiy saall 
cotpling hole*   With the cotxpling aperture seeled by silver paint the effec- 
tive ■electrical" guide lengths are readily measured.   Slot ealargments are 
then still Hade hjr filing, but are effected vith the aid of a steel aandrel 
«faich fits the main guide and on «hose top face are allied slots of the 
desired sizes. 

The air uuuek 1» «ployed, however, for th« ■saaiir«ent of thick 
slots since there, no hnekling questions arise,   the physical arrangesent is 
slightly different fron that shoim in Figure 2.4, and Figure 2.5 indicates 
the actual structure, GBictlng the air chuck itself since it is the eame as 
that in Figure 2.4,   A phstograph of the thick slot is shown in Figure 2.6, 
sbere the slot thickness has been reduced to the point i&ere some of the 
construction features are evident.   The photograph in Figure 2.7 illustrates 
the arrangement of the equipment for tae taking of data, specifically the 
aero power aeasuremant for the location of reference planes T* and T'. 

HOLES FOR CLAMPS 

ThaEADED TO 
CONNECT BENDS 

GUIDE PIN HOLES 

GUIDE PIN HOLES 
?0R AIR CHUCK 

r-TTtfOINT 
LIP 

Figure 2.5 

*■:■=». 3 ^- ■ $1 
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yigap« 2.6 
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FIGURE   2.7 
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k.     The Thick Slat 

The thick slot-coupled 1 :»lane Tee, xhose phyBicel structure Is 
given in Figure 2.8, may he considered as a whole or in terns of its compe- 
nent parts.    Its "inroriant" equivalent circuit representation, when con- 
sidered as a *4iole,  is also given in Figure 2.8.    The measurement procedure 
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PHYSICAL   STRUCTURE INVARIANT   REPRESENTATION 

Figure 2.8 

used to ohtain the parameters of this network is identical to that descrihed 
for thin slots in Sec. 2. The component parts of this structure are an E 
plane Tee junction (with no slot), joined "by a transmission line of length t, 
equal to the slot thickness, to a change of cross-section junction in the 
stub guide. If one knows the circuit parameters for all the component parts 
of the structure, he can obtain the parameter values for the "invariant" 
representation of the overall structure. Alternatively, from the knowledge 
of the parameters of the overall structure and of the change of cross-section, 
one can obtain the parameters for the E plane Tee junction. In fact, a 
check on the measurement is obtained by seeing whether or not these latter 
parameters are independent of the slot thickness t, for values of t large 
enough so that no interaction occurs between the Tee junction and the chango 
of cross-section junction. Both of these methods of utilizing the data are 
employed in Part 17. 



The equivalent circuit for the change in guide cross'section is 
shown in Figure 2.9 (a) (see Final Hcport, Chap. 7). The reference plane 
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CHANGE OF CROSS-SECTION EQUIVALENT   CIRCUIT 

Figure 2.9 (a) 

shift Sis very small, and is usually negligihle. The turns ratio n (where 
the t R'cands for "transverse") is given hy» 

\   cos (TT a'/aa) 

" 1 - (a'/a)2 
(2.1) 

%faöre a1 and V are the smaller guide dimensions, and a and h the larger 
guide dimensions. The value of susceptance B. . is to a good approximation 
equal to .33 times the susceptance value B. ora thin transverse slot with 
aperture dimensions equal to the smaller cross-section. 

The equivalent circuit for the E plane Tee junction, at centerline 
reference planes, is givrn in Figure 2.9 (h), and may "be regarded as corres- 
ponding to an infinitely thick slot. The parameter values are distinguished 
from those in the slot-coupled case "by the subscript "j" meaning "junction1. 
Centerline reference planes are chosen hecause comparison will he made 
hetween the theoretical values for the junction ahove and for the thin slot- 
coupled E plane Tee, where the stub guide dimensions ahove are equal to the 
slot dimensions. The length of transmission line represented hy the slot 
proper has a propagation constant "fc^ related to its dimensions in the usue" 
manner, and a characteristic adnittance given hy Y' = *<*/uHA. 

tr 
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E  PLANE TEE JUNCTION 
EQUIVALENT    CIRCUIT     AT 
CENTERUNE REFERENCE PLANES 

Figure 2.9 (t) 

The parameters of the "invariant" representation for the overall 
structure are obtainable from a knowledge of the change of cross-section 
circuit, the thickness and cross-section dimensiosa of the slot, and the 
parameters of the thin slot-coupled X plane Tee of identical slot dimensions. 
The result is approximate but is adequate for engineering applications as is 
shown in Part 17.    The parameters for the 5 plane Tee junction of Figure 
2.9 (h) are related approximately to those cf the slot -coupled E plane Tee 
by the following: 

Junction Te« \ Slct -coupled Tee 

B.J = B 
a    Bt 

\) 
= ^ -A 

ncj • nt 
J0(Vb'/2)  J nc= Jo (>Cb»/2) 

^cj-0 ? xc = o 

(2.2) 
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The reasons for these relations will be giren in Rart III.    It is there 
pointed out that the relations ahore apply only for large <M ( -^ > ,5), Tmt 
are ralid for arbitrary ß, where -<  is a1/a and ß is b'/b.    The reason for 
the restriction in range of aperture dimensions is that the field assicp- 
tion used for large c< is not valid in the range of small M.    The corres- 
ponding relations in the range of small «^ have not yet been determined. 
The turns ratio JU is the Y^lue involved in the change of cross-section 
network of Figure 2.9 (a), and the expression for it is given in Equation 
(2.1).    The susceptance B.   is that for a zero-thickness transverse slot of 
Identical dimensions. 

Appropriate relations must be developed in order to obtain the 
parameters of the overall network from those of the composite one.    Bather 
than relate directly the overall network at invariant reference planes to 
the composite network at centerline reference planes, i* is more convenient 
to first transform the K plane Tee junction network to invariant reference 
planes and then to relate the overall and composite networks.    The £ plane 
Tee Junction at invariant reference planes is given in Figure 2.9(c), and, 
as seen, the partuoeters are B    , n.  , X1 .  , and 2-£,.    The turns ratio n 
is not equaX to n  , of Figure^.S^), sinc^ the reference plane location» J 
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E   PLANE  TEE JUNCTION EQUIVALENT    CIRCUIT   AT 
INVARIANT REFERENCE PLANES 

Figure 2.9 (c) 
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B.  1 Plane Badiatlng Slot« 

1»  EqalTalent Circuit Hepregentatlons 

1 sketch of a slot radiating from the broad face of rectangular 
guide, and an equivalent circuit representation for it at centerline refer- 
ence planes are shown in Figure 2.11• This representation, which corresponds 

RADIATING   SLOT EQUIVALENT   NETWORK 

Ilgure 2.11 

to that of a symmetrical lossy four-terminal structure, is most suitable for 
theoretical calculations (as «as the centerline representation for the X 
plane lee). However, for dissipative structures there exist a variety of 
"invariant" representations, the choice depending on the particular applica- 
tion. ▲ useful representation is the one given in Figure 2.12, obtained 
from the centerline representation by a suitable shift of reference planes. 
This particular representation was chosen because as the loss approaches 
zero, the representation becomes purely series. In addition, as is discussed 
later under thick radiating slots, the shunt arms vanish for the thick slots, 
resulting again in a purely series representation. 
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Figure 2.12 

The Talues of the parameters of the centerllne representation 
in terns of those of the representation of Jigure 2.12, and rise Tersa, 
are given In Tahlee 2-VIII and 2-TII, respectively. Also Included In 
the Tahles are limiting values for some of the parameters for small 0^ 
or R_. 
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I HAUE BiDIATIBG SLOT 
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g«  Measurement Method 

As mentioned earlier, an "invariant" measurement method is one in 
which the equivalent circuit parameters are determined independent of any 
absolute distance measoranents, i.e., where the latter affect onl/ the 
location of the reference planes. There are two «ays by which such a mea- 
surement method may precede: (a) Some invariant method is used to obtain 
the relative location of the reference planes for the invariant representa- 
tion. The values of D  and S  in the tangent relation procedure are then 
evaluated at these reference planes, (b) The data is so treated that the 
parameters are evaluated independently of D  and S . Then the relative 
location of the reference planes need not be known. An example of the 
former method is the 1 plane Tee, when the relative location of reference 
planes was obtained by a zero power mec.surement. An example of the latter 
method is the symmetrical, lossless four-terminal network where the invariant 
representation involves a single shurt element whose susceptance depends only 
on Y, and is therefore independent of 2   and S . The latter quantities 
affect the reference plane locations. 

Work is now progressing on a satisfactory method for determining 
in an invariant fashion the parameters of a general lossy four-terminal 
network, and in particular the synmetric one representing the thin radiating 
slot. Such a method has already been devised for the series network repre- 
senting a thick radiating slot, and will be described in the section on 
thick slots, for the thin radiating slot it has therefore been necessary 
to measure the parameters at the centerllne representation and then by the 
relations given In Table 2-VII to obtain the representation of Figure 2.12. 

The problem still remains of how to obtain the final parameter 
values to within the precision of the data for a losay structure. The 
details cf the tangent relation method as applied to a lossless structure 
have been given in the Final Report mentioned earlier. Some information 
was given in the Final Report concerning the application of the tangent 
relation method to lossy structures but, as mentioned there, the procedure 
is quite involved and is therefore considered unsatisfactory. Further work 
on this method has produced certain simpllficatlons, but the result is still 
far from satisfactory. Several other methods have been devised, and are 
now being tested, so that they will not be reported at this time. It has 
been necessary therefore, for the while, to use the two-point method (for a 
symmetric structure) in determining the experimental values given in Part 17. 
The two-point method has been described in the Final Report, in Chap. II, 
Sec. C. 

3»  Experimental Techniques 

One of the purposes served by the precision experimental results 
is that of checking the accurs,cy of theoretical calculations. Since the 
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theoretical calcalations are greatly slaplifled *hen the »lots radiate from 
the guide Into a half-epace, the eaperimental arranganent ehould therefore 
he auch aa to approxiaate a half-space. In addition, this experimental 
arrangement correeponde to »any physical situations of interest. The first 
results vere ohtained with the slots described in Figure 2.^, I.e., with the 
groored metal plate attached, hut without the addition of the air chuck. In 
fact, the neaeureoents were taken ionediately after the t plane Tee aeasure- 
aeuts. before the slot size was changed. For saall loss (little radiation) 
this arrangeaent is probably a good approxlaation to a half-space. 

The radiation fro« a slot in the top of the guide into an actual 
half-space waa achieved in the Banner indicated in the sketch of Figure 2.13 
and the photogmph of Figure 2.lU. As seen, the guide la essentially bent 
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Figure 2.13 
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around so that the section of guide containing the slot la vertical. This 
is necessary since the "infinite1' conducting plane available «as first uaed 
in connection with slots radiating from the end of the guide, and «as there- 
fore placed vertically. Its use in tnis connection has been described in 
the Final Report, Chap. 17. The sections containing the bends are made 
with mitered comers so as to be reflectionless at the operating frequency. 
The dealgn dinensions were obtained from p. 133 of "Microwave Transmission 
Design Data", put out by the Sperry Gyroscope Co. In accordance with a 
dlagraa given there on p. 13^, a value of d = .325" was chosen for a ri^it 
angle bend in a .900" by .!400" guide, operating at X = 3.20 cms. The guide 
section containing the slot is made the same size as the hole in the 
"infinite" plane, and to insure continuity of surface current flow on the 
"infinite" plane strips of thin (.002" or .003") ccpper are placed over the 
contact regions, and are held in place with scotch tape. Figures 2.13 and 
2.1^ show the application to a thick radiating slot. The thick slot was 
investigated as a function of thickness, while maintaining the cross-section 
dimensions constant. This was achieved by successively grinding down the 
surface until the thicknesses desired «ere obtained. 

It will be recalled that slotted section measurements are always 
corrected for by a calibration curve that accounts for the presence of the 
slot and other possible discontinuity effects inherent in the apparatus. 
The details of this calibration procedure have been given in the Final 
Report, Chap. 17. It is there assumed that the distance to voltage minimum 
measurements in the output guide, defined by the distance S, were as indi- 
cated by the variable short and therefore needed no correction. However, 
as seen from Figure 2*13 or 2.1^l in these measurements the structure to be 
measured is not followed directly by the variable short, but one of the bends 
appears there also. In addition, the other of the bends appears between the 
slotted section and the structure to be measured, thereby invalidating the 
calibration curve for the slotted section alone. Therefore, both the S 
readings and the I) readings (distance to voltage minimum in the input guide, 
i.e., slotted section) must be corrected. The calibration procedure is the 
following. 
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First, the apparatus Is arranged as in Figure 2.15-(a)• A run of 

PROBE 
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SLOTTED SECTION 

UPPER BEND 

VARIABLE SHORT 

¥ 
Figure 2.15 (a) 

D vs. S is taken, and the calibration curve of - (D + 3) vs. E is plotted. 
The Ordinate of this curve then gives the correction to he added to any 
subsequent D reading obtained vhen some structure is inserted between the 
variable short and the upper bend, in order to obtain the correct D value. 
The correction curve for the values of S is obtained by arranging the 
equipment as in Figure 2.15-(b). 
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Figure 2,15 (b) 

The calibration procedure now corrects for the presence of discontinuity 
effects in the  lower bend.    A run of D vs. S is taken, and the D values are 
corrected   by using the calibration curve obtained from the arrangement of 



Figure 2.15-(a). The ordinate of the calibration curve of - (D + S) vs. S 
then gives the correction to "be added to any subsequent S reading to yield 
the correct S value. 

The above calibration procedure is valid for the measurement of 
lossless structures, since the calibration techniques involve only lossless 
components. Wien the structure to be measured is dissipative, the calibra- 
tion curve is altered. In addition, input VSWR measurements are necessary, 
and the presence of the discontinuities inherent in the measuring equipment 
affects somewhat the VSWÄ values. When the structure to be measured is 
dissipative, the calibration curve for the values of Ä D is the one valid 
for the lossless case, multiplied by the factor (r^ + l/r2 - 1), where r 
is the neasured input TSWH corresponding to the D value in question. It is 
seen that for large 7SV/R the correction is negligible. The correction to 
the VSWR is obtained also from the calibration curve for the lossless case. 
The correction to be added to the YSWR is given by W times the VSWR, 
multiplied by the ordinate (in input guide wavelengths) of the calibration 
curve at an eigth-wavelength preceding the corresponding D value. The 
derivation of these corrections, together with a discussion on the use of 
this calibration curve, will be given in a report to be issued soon. 

k.     The Thick Badiating Slot 

The thick radiating slot may be represented by a purely series 
equivalent circuit (shown in Pi sure 2.16), rather than the one containing 
resistive shunt arms representing the thin radiating slot. One can consider 
thp tliick slot as being corposed of an B plane Tee junction coupling to a 
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Figure 2.l6 
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•action of tmnamlssion line of length t, equal to the ilot thickness, and 
texninated by a tvo-teminal radiating network. When the 2 plane Tee 
Junction Is represented by the "invariant" network of Figure 2.9-(c), It is 
clear that the orerall network for the thick radiating slot can be of the 
form of Tlgure 2.l6, where the 2Ä, is the same as that for a thick 1-plane 
Tee structure of identical slot dimensions. When the slot thickness t 
beccnes so small that interaction occurs between the higher modes excited 
by the radiating Junction and the Tee Junction in the guide, then the purely 
series representation is no longer valid, and resistiTe shunt aims appear 
in the equivalent circuit, as in the thin slot case. 

The measurement method for the thick radiating slot is based on 
the representation of Figure 2.l6. As in all the other measurement methods, 
data is taken of the iqjut 7SWR and location of minimum, for a series of 
outpttkreactances, obtained by varying the location of the short circuit in 
a variable short. A plot of the resulting reciprocal 7SV& vs. S, the 
location of the output short circuit, is of the form shown In Figure 2.17« 

I 

VSWR 

Figure 2.17 

It is first recognized that when the input VSWR is a minimum, the input 
impedance is purely real. (This may be seen from a constant resistance 
curve in the reflection coefficient plane. The constant resistance curve 
is applicable sinct the output is always purely reactive.) From the 
reciprocal VSWE curve, it is seen that the minimum VSWR occurs at S s S.. 
For a fixed S. in the output guide, a purely resistive impedance is 
obtained at voltage maxima and voltage minima in the input guide. Therefore, 
the relative location of the input reference plane T' is given either by 
the input minimum location D1 corresponding to S., of by D + l/U (where D 
and S are given in units of guide wavelength).  The term "relative" is 
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used because the location is knovn relative to some fixed point, namely the 
end el the physical structure, hut not relative to the symnetry plane of 
the structure.    The latter requires an absolute distance measurement, i.e. 
the overall length of the structure.    D.   corresponding to S,  may he obtained 
from a plot of D vs. S.    At input reference plane T'   , the value of input 
resistance is constant independent of S (which corresponds to a pure 
reactance).    Therefore, one can obtain T' by calculating the input resis- 
tance corresponding to two different values of S, at D. and at D. ♦ l/k% 
and noting for which location the input resistance is Constant.    However, 
it is simpler to deteraine whether T'  is at D.   or D. + l/k by refei-ing to 
the value of D corresponding to S_.    Since an open circuit placed a* T' 
results in an infinite input YSWR, T' is located as being a quarter waVe- 
l^ngth from the value of D corresponaing to S    (see Figure 2.17).    However, 
since the value of S    is 10t accurately deterininable from Figure 2.171 this 
procedure is not usea to deteraine the exact location of T'   , tut rather to 

hi 

voltage is a mininun. 

At S , in Figure 2.17, the VSWR is infinite, indicating an open 
circuit at TJ, and therefore one at T' (from the purely series nature of the 
equivalent circuit). Hence, the reading of S corresponds to T' + l/k. 
This Eet^.od of obtaining the relative location of the output reference plane 
is not as accurate, however, as the location of T' , since the data is 
inaccurate for very high VSWR's. Therefore, since the structure :*.s symmetric, 
a r.ore accurate value of T' is obtained by reversing the section and re- 
peating the measurements. ^Phis is valid since the location relative to the 
physical end of the structure is Involved. In this way one also obtains a 
check on the values of E and X. The value of X is detemlnable in two ways, 
once T' is located. First, the value of X is equal to the input reactance 
at T' corresponding to a short circuit at T*. Or else, one may obtain the 
amount S is changed in going from the short circuit position, S + l/^, to 
the position for resonance, S.. X is then given by tan 2JT (shirt in S). 
Since the values of E and X are determined independent of any absolute 
distance measurement, the representation is seen to be "invariant" 

To determine the actual value of 2/0', however, it is necessary to 
measure the overall length of the section containing the structure. The 
value of zZ  is then given by the difference between the overall length and 
the sun of the distances between T' and T' and the respective physical ends 
of the structure. 

i I 
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sactloD of transmission line of length t, equal to the «lot thickness, and 
texalnated "by a two-terainal radiating network. When the I plane Tee 
Junction is represented by the "invariant" network of Figure 2.9-(c), it is 
clear that the overall network for the thick radiating slot can he of the 
forn of Figure 2.l6, where ttie  2£. is the same as that for a thick X-plane 
Tee structure of identical slot dimenaions. When the slot thickness t 
"becomes so small that interaction occurs between the higher modes excited 
by the radiating Junction and the Tee Junction in the guide, then the purely 
series representation is no longer valid, and resistive shunt aims appear 
in the equivalent circuit, as in the thin slot case. 

The measurement method for the thick radiating slot is based on 
the representation of Figure 2.l6. As in all the other measurement methods, 
data is taken of the input VSWR and location of minimum, for a series of 
output reactances, obtained by varying the location of the short circuit in 
a variable short. A plot of the resulting reciprocal 7SWR vs. S, the 
location of the output short circ dt, is of the form shown in Figure 2*17• 

I 

VSWR 

Figure 2.17 

It is first recognized that when the input VSWR is a minimum, the input 
impedance is purely real. (This may be seen from a constant resistance 
curve in the reflection coefficient plane. The constant resistance curve 
Is applicable since the output is always purely reactive.) From the 
reciprocal VSWR curve, it is seen that the minimum VSWR occurs at S a S.. 
For a fixed S. in the output guide, a purely resistive impedance is 
obtained at voltage maxima and voltage minima in the input guide. Therefore, 
the relative location of the input reference plane T' is given either by 
the input minimum location D, corresponding to S,, or by D + l/U (where D 
and S are given in units of guide wavelength).  The terr». "relative" is 
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used because the location is known relative to some fixed point, namely the 
end of the physical structure, hut not relative to the symmetry plane of 
the structure. The latter requires an absolute distance measurement, i.e. 
the overall length of the structure. D. corresponding to S, may "be ohtainod 
from a plot of D vs. S. At input reference plane T' , the value of input 
resistance is constant independent of S (which corresponds to a pure 
reactance). Therefore, one can obtain T' by calculating the input resis- 
tance corresponding to two different values of S, at D and at D + 1/4, 
and noting for which location the input resistance is constant. Bowover, 
it is simpler to determine whether T' is at D. or D. + l/U by referring to 
the value of D corresponding to S_t Since an open circuit placed at T' 
results in an infinite input YSWE, T' is located as being a quarter wave- 
length from the value of D corresponding to S (see Figux© 2.17)» However, 
since the value of S is not accurately deterfflinable from Figure 2.17i this 
procedure is not used to determine the exact location of T' f/  bat rather to 

At S , in Figure 2.17, the VSWR is infinite, indicating an open 
circuit at Tj, and therefore one at T' (from the purely series nature of the 
equivalent circuit). Hence, the reading of S corresponds to T' + l/U. 
This method of obtaining the relative location of the output reference plane 
is not as accurate, however, as the location of T' , since the data is 
inaccurate for very high VSViR's. Therefore, since the structure :'.s symetric, 
a r-.ore accurate value of T' is obtained by reversing the se-jtion and re- 
parting the measurements. ^This is valid since the location relative to the 
physical end of the structure is involved. In this way one also obtains a 
check on the values of fi and X. The value of X is deterainable in two ways, 
once T' is located. First, the value of X is equal to the input reactance 
at T' corresponding to a shore circuit at T'. Or else, one may obtain the 
amount S is changed in going from the short circuit position, S + l/4, to 
the position for resonance, S.. X is then given by tan 2TT (shirt in S). 
Since the values of R and X are determined independent of any abeolute 
distance measurement, the representation is seen to be "invariant" 

To determine the actual value of 2-0', however, it is necessary to 
measure the overall length of the section containing the structure. The 
value of 2.2,  is then given by the difference betveen the overall length and 
the sum of the distances between T1 and T' and the respective physical ends 
of the structure. 
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The above described method yields only the first approximation 
values for the parameters R and X, and the reference plane locations, T* 
and T'. A correction procedure to determine these values to within the 
precision of the data has been devised, but It will be presented in a 
later report on precision dissipative measurements. 

As mentioned previously, the thick radiating slot may be consider- 
ed as a «hole, for which the invariant representation is given In Figure 2«l6t 
or in terms of its component parts, resulting in a composite representation. 
Thlt, composite representation consists of the I plane Tee Junction described 
in Figure 2.9-(c), connected to a length of transmission line equal to the 
slot thickness t terminated by a two-terminal network representing the 
junction between the slot guide proper and a half space. This two-terminal 
network is shown in Figure 2.IS. From a knowledge of the parameters of 

»}}>»»>>», v>}}}>}}}}>}, 
/ 

,—T 

B rjyjörl 

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

Figure 2.18 

the networks of Figures 2.18 and 2.9-(c), and from the slot dimensions, one 
can obtain the parameters for the invariant overall network of Figure 2.l6. 
The expressions involved are listed in tw different ways in Table 2-IX. 

Alternatively, the parameters of the two-terminal radiating 
network (a transverse radiating j'mcticn) may be obtained from the overall 
invariant network and the ir.   ^riant representation for the E plane Tee 
junction.    The method of detemiining the latter is described in Sec. A, U) 
of this Part.    The resulting composite network for the thick radiating slot 
is given in Figure 2.19, while the overall  invariant network is that in 
Figure 2.l6.    Applying a short  circuit bisection to each network and 
equating input admittances at T1,  one obtains the required relations, which 
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t 
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* 

Bi       Y.   I 
4 

Jigure 2.19 

are glTen in two different ways in Table 2-X. The parameter« Ov. and B 
now correipond to the exoerinentally detenained parameters, X ana E, ana 
are related to them by: 

R 
tic 

H2*!2 
B tk Hc 

+ I2 
(2.3) 

Note that the parameters of the transverse radiating Junction are normalized 
in Table 2-X to the eharetcteristic admittance of the main guide and not the 
slot guide. 

■i     i— 
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2a. 

THICK E PLAHE RADUTISG SLOT 

TABLE 2-IX 

.'araneters of the Thick Hadlatlng Slot In Terns 

Those of its Component Parts 
yi (}i 
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B      „        tt Y' 
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Y'      B  , 
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2b 

|_0 0 _J 0 

2taa2«c«(t-^j) 

tan «»(t - >£• ) 

tame denoaimtor 

2^tk   =    2^J 
B 

'tk 
NOTE:   (Gtk * i Btk)(H + JX)= 1. lb ^-^2- , x= - tk 

4+ 4 
THICK E PIASE HADUTIHG SLOP 

TABLE 2-X 

Paraaeters of the TransverBe Badiatipg Junction in Tema of Thoae of 

The Thick Radiating Slot and The Corrooslte Hepresentatlon 

G1      Y» 
G Y^^2 (1+ tan2«'^'r) 

la. 

2a. 

o (^)^(^)2tan2^'J?'r 

- 0 -i 
G1 y 
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1     T» 
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T2* (f^-^tan^'d-je«  ) 
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C*     Tmurrerge Badlatlng Slot« 

She case of radiation froa thin tnnrrert« slot« at the end of 
rectangular waveguide has been discussed in the above mentioned Final Repoit, 
in Chap«« IV and T.    In these chapters the measorenent method for determin- 
ing the parameters of the tvo-teralnal network representing the thin slot 
is given, including the method of attaching the slot to an "infinite" baffle 
to Insure radiation into a half spac3.   The vacuum chuck used to achieve 
the latter is described in detail.    In Chap. V,  the experimental result« 
are grrszi. 

In thit report, the ca«e of thick radiating transverse slots is 
considered.    The physical structure of these slots is shown in Tigure 2.20. 

MAIN GUIDE      THICK SLOT 

1— 
1 1 1 
1 i 
L  a  —-► 

SIDE VIEW FRONT  VIEW 

PHYSICAL  STRUCTURE 
Figure 2.20 

The network equivalent may be considered as a lossy two-terminal circuit 
T ..   for the overall structure at reference plane T,, or in one of the com- 
posite forms given in Figure 2.21. 
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(o) (b) 

COMPOSITE   EQUIVALENT   NETWORK    FOR 
THE  THICK  TRANSVERSE  RADIATING SLOT 

Figure 2.21 

The difference 'between the two circuits is that in (h)  the transfomer of 
(a) has "been eliminated.    This requires that the characteristic admittance 
Yl and teminal admittance Y  . of (a) he multiplied hy the factor l/nT (n. 
is the transfcmer turns ratio)  in order to obtain the correct corresponding 
values of (b), 

The discussion belov is "based on the siapler   network (h) of 
Figure 2.2l, vjhich is seen to consist of the following ccoponents:    l)  the 
susceptance B      introduced hy the change in cross-section atteitiinal^plane 

1. 2) M a transmission line 0"*" length t, characteristic admittance T 
,0 and propagation^constant-^'  representing the slot proper^ and 3) a terminat- 

ing admittance Y  ., which accounts for all effects to the right of terminal 
plane T .    As meStioned above,  the transformer with turns ratio n,., which 
appears between terminal planes T,   to the right of B. .    in the equivalent 
circuit for the change in cross-section at T    (cf. Fiiial Report,  Chap. VI, 
Sec. 3), has been removed to the right so that the characteristic admit- 
tance for the slot guide relative to that of the main guide is given byI 

; 1 - (|i)^2 

5 
Y X   a b 
_£ _   .JS  
Y "    V a« b' 

0 g 
/TT a cosC— -)J 

(2.1*) 
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The auiceptance Bt1/
T
0 i» approximately equal to one-half the relative 

■ueceptance of a lain aperture coupling tvo Identical guide«. Hoverer, it 
«as found experiaentally froo precision measurements on thick transverse 
■lots within rectangular «aveguide that the effect of change in cross-section 
is more closely equal to ,55x (susceptance of thin slot), for t >.1" (see 
Final Seport Chap. V, Sec. A, 3. The reference plane shift £ discussed in 
this section Is considered negligihly small.). 

The purpose of the meapuremente on these thick radiating slots la 
to check erperimentally the validity of the equivalent circuits of Figure 
2.21, and to obtain an experimental value for the Junction between the 
"intervening" slot guide and a half space, i.e. forT ./l . If thp thick 
slot can indeed he represented hy a single mode txansnzssion line of length 
t connecting the terminal admittance 1 . with the main guide, then, for a 
given cross-section, T". should he conitant for all t provided that t is 
large enou^i to permit nieher mode interaction effects to he neglected. 
This requirement of constancy for ? . constitutes a very severe check not 
only of the paxemeters B. . and 1 , ont also of the experimental measurements 
which yield the Input admittance0!^ at terminal J^lane T. (Figure 2.21), 
from which T is computed. Thus, a reasonable check of the validity of 
the network picture for a thick slot as gijen in Figure 2*21 may be taken 
to exist as long as the computed value of T . deviates from a constant 
value within the limits of experimental accuracy and the tolerances on the 
pertinent parameters. The measured data of the input admittance J-iijM- is 

utilized in another wajr to check the netv/ork picture of Figure 2.21. Tne 
theoretical values of T ,/T , ^/*0 «^ Bti^o ar8 U8e4 ^ the e<luivalent 
circuit and computed vafies of * tk/

r
0 
are obtained ^Mch are then compared 

to the measured values. Such a comparison for various values of thickness 
is given in Part 17. One notes thaj^ the latter check on the network picture 
requires the theoretical value for T ./l , while the former does not, 

rj 0 

For a given thickness t, the relative input admittance T .,/T to 
the thick slot is computed from experimental measurements In the manner 
indicated in the Final Report, Eqs. (5.^). From a knowledge of Yrtv/

Y
0 

the 

terminal admittance T Jt   is determined as follows, making use of standard 
transmission line relationships: 

^         ^   1 - (-£££ . j -li) _2 Cot *Ot ^ 
rj     _o 0 0        ^           jrj 

0 0 
0 0    J^-J^^-cot^'t ^ 

n n        Y/v 

=  $* 

"    4. j -Si (2.5a) 

>*ere   Yrtk = Grtk + J Brtk. ** ^   t    V 

/7^ 
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^ If Equation (2.5a) is written explicitly in terms of ß ./T and 
B ./T , one obtains: rJ 0 

rj 0 

G r 

rtk   2  ,. 
-y— CSC yt   \ 

0 

0       \oot ^.t + -?(-^.-U)I   *[-£  ^k f 
L To     To       To    J        LYo     ToJ 

(2.5b) 

B 
T? cot ^!t 
T 

0 

(^S^frtk.fti^ 

0 -" 

\|itic.!ti| (cot2^'t-l) 

r      T T 

If the slot is beyond cutoff, then 

Y r 
0    0 

(2.5C) 

T T 
^ = - J Ijf'I  ; —= - J i— I  J cotv<.«t= - j coth l^'lt (2.6) 

so that for large thicknesses, coth l^' |t s*!. In that case, Equation (2.5a) 
becomes indeterminate, and if one solves it for T ..  it is seen that it is 
independent of 1 ,, i.e.: ' 

rj' 

7 ^ B*.         Y -Jrtk ^     Jtj        .0 
Y ^ Y       *    Y 

0 00 
(2.7) 

and one cannot SOIT-* uniquely for Y , from a knowledge of Y ., .    Equation 
(2.7)  expresses the fact that the input admittance to a beyond cutoff slot 
for which j^'t 7"^ 1 is independent of the terminating admittance Y  ,. 
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The reine  of T .. , for the overall thick slot, is ohtalcable 
from the composite netvo» of Plgure 2.2l-(h) If one knows the theoretical 
values for T ., the Junction to the half space, and B , the change in 
crose-sectioS. The value to choose for B  has been azscussed above, and 
the value for T , nay be obtained in the Wllowlng manner, tr Jj   is to 
be taken equal W G /T , the conductance jjf a thin radiating {lot of 
identical dimenilons (see Figure 2*22). B . is given by rj 

o 

B    B., 
r    tA 

T  - Y* (2.8) 

which follows froa Equation (2.5c) for t = 0 (B . becomes B for tero 
thickness). The egression relating T .. to th5 other parameters is: 

J +-Ll-?cot^«t 
rtk 

J T  * I TTT 
cot »T'tO^^ 

(2.9) 

"1 
I 
T 

i. 
B, 

f s 6rj 
THIN   RAOIATfNG  SLOT RADIATING   JUNCTION 

Figure 2.22 
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Althou^i the experimental procedure for meaeurlng the adnittance 
of thick apertures radiating into a half space from the end of a guide is 
identical with that followed in measurements on thin slots, a modified 
method has to he employed for holding the thick apertures to the end of the 
guide. P6r this purpose, two separate vacuum chucks were constructed: 
chuck A holted to the infinite plane, which holds in place a .003" brass 
sheet that provides electrical contact between the far side of the aperture 
and the infinite plane; and chuck B, mounted to the end of the slotted 
section, which makes good contact with the near side of the aperture (see 
Figure 2*23)• As in the CCöC of thin slots the vacuum chucks eliminate the 
need for screws in the mounting of the apertures. The two separate chuck? 
are better suited for this type of measurement than the single composite 
vacuum chuck used with thin slots since they can be adapted to apertures of 
different thicknesses. 

SLOTTED SECTION 

CHUCK "B" 

THICK APERTURE 

CHUCK "A" 

INFINITE PLANE 

SCOTCH TAPE 

.005" 
BRASS SHEET 

Figure 2.23 
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iSSSSäi   >xmaifeiafctlont tttwn IgniTalept BewwntatloM 

(E. Eon«} 

Tno techniques for obtaining the transformtlon« between equiva- 
lent representations are discussed here. 

The classical approach corslsts of first appending transmission 
lines to the terminals so as to obtain too equivalent networks at the same 
set of reference planes.    The various transformations are then obtained 
upon equating corresponding Input admittances or Voltages when the corres- 
ponding terminals of the tuo networks are terminated In the Mune hut 
arbitrary adnlttances.   1 Judicious choice of these texmlnatlona will 
greatly reduce the labor Involved and simplify the resulting relations. 
Ihls method of "special terminations" Is often accessible to further 
simplification throu^i use of the bisection theorems. 

The alternative approach is based upon the method for obtaining 
the parameters of a quadrupole at a shifted set of reference planes by 
aeans of certain shifting   formulae «hlch have been discussed in the final 
Eeport, Chap. Ill, Sec. ▲.    These shifting formulae may be more compactly 
given in matrix form as «ill be shewn In a future report.    The original 
multipole networks can be reduced to quadrupoles by recourse to the bi- 
section theoreos or "special terminations" described above. 

The method based upon the quadrupold shifting fozmulae is the 
more routine of the two methods, and results In a completely eipllclt set 
of transformation formulas.    However the "special teminatlona" technique 
generally Involves much less trork tfien properly applied, and is capable of 
yielding a saai-ejqpllcit set of trsnsfotmation formulae which are simpler 
In form than the completely explicit set. 

From the infinity of possible representations there can be 
Isolated a finite number of preferred representations to which all repre- 
sentations of the structure can be reduced by reference plane shift.   The 
ttto preferred representations chosen for this report are the so-called 
"centerline" and "invariant" representations.    Vhen the Impedance parameters 
are derived from the field equations together with the boundary conditions 
Imposed by the physical structure, the reference planes are most naturally 
located at the discontinuity surfaces or the centerline planes, so that the 
"centerline" representation is best suited for theoretical purposes.    The 
"Invariant" representation is particularly of value ifcen the parameters are 
to be obtained from a set of experimental data.    The reasons for the latter 
statement are given in Fart Z, and also elsewhere in Fart II, 
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A typical tmnafontatlan is to be derived in detail by both 
■ethoda to illnatrate their main features. The tzaasfoaation choem 
relate« the panaeters of the X plane Tee canterline representation to 
those of the corresponding invariant representation, and is giren below. 

DeriTation of the transfomation equations relating the para- 
meters of the invariant representation to those of the centerline represen- 
tation for the E -olane Tee. 

£ ■n 

T.Jz 

'   (a) +t 

Figure 1 

Tigare l-(a) shows the physical structure of the slot-coupled X 
plane Tee together with the location of the reference planes for both the 
centerline representation (unprimed) and the invariant representation 
(primed).    The centerline representation Is given in (c).. While in (b) 
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lengths of Ha« bar« b««n added to th» Invariant repraoentatloa so that th« 
outer reference places beccae those of the centerllne rspresentatlen, per- 
Bitting the eqalralence Indicated. 

a)  Method I. Special feralnatlons: 

An cp«n olrcolt hliectlon applied tc Tlgoree l-(b) and l-(c) 
yields the eqnlTalence shovn In Tlgure 2, so l\at 

Ba/To " -*"«-1 (1) 

Tlgure 3. 

flgore 2 

1 short circuit hlteetion reinlti In the eqalralence shown In 

LXXJ'i „ 

Tlgure 3 
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When an open circuit ii placed at t   of each network of Tlgore 3 the input 
adffllttancei at C, are ^ 

J(».+ 2V 
2 J (B - -| tan-ae^1) - j T. tan^JK 

JL 

T   -f 2 (B—^ tan-aeJ') tan etJ 
0 n2 

(2) 

Aich siiqplifiea into 

B. To"       n* 
To fl + 2 (f - iSnÄ^l) t^^jf-j „0,2^ 

upon use of Equation (l). When a short circuit is placed at T. of each 
network of Figure 3 the input admittances at T are 

(3> 

2 j B 
j n2  [128 + To cot -ufj - j 2 T   tan -»e. -€» 

2 1   + n2  ("2 B ♦ T   cot ae ^"j ftan 'itX* 
2T0 W 

or 

6   tan «je« + 2 f" tan •*>«' + ^ tan-^^ 
(5) 

When an open circuit is placed at each * then the roltage at T. become 



^ , ncT3 = V3 COB -** n coa-jetfri + (^ -2 tan^t) tan^^l (6) 

or 

n 

n =   Il»2 f^-- ^^'l tan^t^l      cosacJe   cos^t^ » (7) 

I&e t.fuisfoninatlon relations are then given ty Equations (l), (3), 
i^ü i^*^. (7;» ^"sa whldi the parameters of the centerline representation are 
cVt-ainablo from those of the Invariant representation. 

h)     Method II.   Use of the ^uadruxiole Shifting Foroulae; 

When a reactance of -JL is placed at I, of Flcures 1-(D) 
the equivalence shown In iflgute 4 Is obtained.     The magnitude of £ 

H= 1 =:i>4 MäS—? 
!      v       db      v      1     =     ! ! 
1 [2B3       Y0 

3—0 p- I 
T| Tg l| 12 

Wgure 1+ 

not enter into the deteimlnatlon of the relation "betvreen £ and B .    The 
network parameters (see the Final Report, Chap. II, Eq. (lg) and Chap. Ill 
Sec. A) on an admittance hasls, for the purely shunt netuork, are l/a = 0, 
c/» a 1, and b/a = - 2 %eJ^o  » ^ile for the purely series network, V = 0. 
Setting h' = 0 (see Final Report, Chap.  Ill, Eq. (6c}),  setting <* 0 =  ß0 = 
tan«-?.  , and using the above netv/ork parameters, results In tan')t-€=    oo or 
BgjY   = - tanae-C.    The latter is clearly the desired relation and it agrees 
with0Equatlon (l). 

The adnlttar.oe pr.rnneters of the short circuit half (see Fl^re 3) 
between reference planes TJ and T* are, from Pipure 3«2 of Chap. Ill and 
Equation (lü) of Chap.  II, both of the Final Seport, 
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Vc   = " 2 B/To 

a/c   = 2/n2 

1/c   = 0 

is) 

The transfonaed paienetci-s, "batwe^ai reference plaaei t «ad T_, «r«. 
similarl: 

B Bv V 

0 0 

5s - =' "? = *rH^ (5) 
o 

The parameters indicative of the reference plane shifts are 
(E<l. (5») of Chap. Ill, FlniBl Report) *.o = tan »t (-i) and /i0 * Un"ae(-^») 
or: 

«i     =   - tan«J? 
o 

ß     =s   - tanTftJ?« (10) 

The parameters for the network hetveen Si and I? are related to those exist- 
ing hetyeen T* and 3^ ly Eqmtion (6c) of the Final B^ri, Chap. Ill, which 
can he vritten in slsiplified fona, since l/c = 0, as: 

!•     !h_   "bl_       ^h-^Q-ßo*/' 
To + 2To = "°T="   ^^o^-^o fio*** ■ 

B 1 + oc    "b/c - «c     A    a/c 

?" 3 c   - - «d   a/c - A    - oc     A    h/c U-L; 

o o   '       '   o o /■o   ' 

t2 2 c*2       _   2(c/a)(l 4- «>c0 h/c - ^ <Qo a/c)2 

^^^   " (1 +  c 
2) (1 + /J 2) 

These reduce directly to the expresslong presented under Method I, upon 
substitution of Equations (8) and (10) into (ll). 

;     ! 
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HI.    TAEUTIOKAL CALCULiTIOHS Qg gffi IQUTTAUKT CIBCüTI MgMgaffiS TOB fSSS 

SLOTS 
(J. Blaw) 

A«  Hetnork ConsidTation» Approprlat« to Thlc Slot Stroctores 

It it veil known that the «agcetic and electric fieJ.de in a nnifont 
«aregalde can he expressed ae an Infinite STUB of orthogonal modes «herein 
the transverse magnetic and electric field mode amplitudes I^ and T* satisi'y 
transmission line equations involving the longitudlo&l variable. The trans- 
verse magnetic and electric ode functions vhich shell he designated by h^'. 
h^a and e^', e*", respectivsiy (the primes indicate X modes, the double 
primes H modes). and the longitudinal mode functions hjz" and e^.

1 are 
curvilinear functions of the transverse variables (x.y). Waveguide systems 
are usually operated at frequencies which permit the propagation of only the 
dominant mode, which for the rectangular waveguide is the %o rode. The 
field far from any discontinuity consists therefore of only one dominant mode, 
although in the vicinity of a discontinuity the field consists of an infinite 
number of modes. ?he primary problem in the study of discontinuities is to 
relate the voltage and current of tne dominant »ode on one side of the 
discontinuity to the voltage and current on the other side. In these cases 
of unlfois waveguides the, dominant mode amplitudes V, I at one terminal plane 
progress to any other terminal plane along e transmission line whose propa- 
gation constant (jX) and characteristic admittance T0 are detemined by 
the waveguide dimensions and the frequency. Since linearity and reciprocity 
relations exist it is possible to represent a discontinuity, as far as V 
and I are concerred, by a lumped network inserted into the line at some 
predetermined terminal plane or planes. 

If the wveguide structure is cf the two iserminal plane type, 
namely one input and one output plane, the dominant mode network represen- 
tation of the discontinuity is a two terminal pair circuit. Thus, structures 
such as a change of guide cross section, a radiating slot, or a thick obsta- 
cle, for example, may be represented at a given frequency by lumped circuits 
such as either of those schematically presented in figures J.lis)  and (b). 
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Figure 3.1(a) 

{Tout 

Flgore 3.l(t) 

T.    and Tout are the i»veguide input and cutput tennixuil planes, 
(^•"g) are the terminal planes at which the ahore network represents the 
dlscaitinuity, and ^^ and ^2 are lengths of transmission line between Tin, 
'out 6!ld 'l« ^2 ^respectively.    IChe above circuits may he altered to diff- 
erent, hut equally valid, ones if 3?^ and fg are shifted to some other 
point«, in order to yield simpler or more convenient representations.   Iin 
and Toav do not enter directly into the calculation of th« admittance, hut 
have heen included in the above figures for the purpose of illustrating the 
relative location of the network. 

The E-plane and H-plane Tees fall Into a different claesiflcatlon 
since the/ are examples of th.eo ieiminal plane vavsguidu structures whose 
equivalent circuit representations are three terminal pair networks.   A^dni 
this assumes that only the dominant mode propagates in both the main and 
ijtub guides.   A particular schematic representation of a s^inmetrical three 
wer 1.'-aal pair structure is given in Tigure 3*2.    Tj and T2   represent 
teiJE*aal planes ir the main guide structure which are separated by equal 
distances from the plarm of symmeiry, läiile T^ refers to the terminal plane 
la the stub guide.    For the variational calculations Tj^, Tg have been 
chosen at the plane of ayaraetry and i-z hac been made coincident with the 
plane of the iris.    A discussion of terminal plane transfoimatious in 

, —-ry—T*#> irflnnti'Tfi'Trri Jmriri'iB 
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-o---—o-Ti 
f3* 

i utftÄÄiU • * 

Figure 3.2 

connection with invariant representations of such networks is given in 
Fart II. 

The representations of planar slot discontinuities whi h have "been 
choten for the varlational calculations have the planes T^ and Tj) coinciding 
with the plane of syiametry. The resulting networks can "be sho;i!n to he sim- 
plified Terslons of tho geueral circuits of Figures 3*1 aöd 3*2 and hefore 
proceeding to the analytical aspects of the prohlem the reasons for the Kim- 
pllfications will he made clear. 

The transverse slot which couples two identical guides is consia- 
ered first. Suppose that the electric field generated in the slot is due 

'"  YotA oi ^g 

112 

Yo.Ag 

(T,fT2) 

Figure 3.3 
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to a source f^r to the left.    Froa the symaetry of the structure it is seen 
thr.t (ace Pin^l Report, Chap. I): 

71 = ap. 
z    x E . h^ d S 

ff z    xl'h, dS = V, 
1/  -0      -     -2 1 ap. 

(3.1) 

since h^ = hg for identical in^ut and output guides. If the source were ou 
the right the seme electric field would be excited and the same relationships 
would exist. That is, if a source on the right resulted in voltages Vi1, 
Tg1 then Vi' = V^'. The network equations 

Vl = Zll h + Z12 h 

V = Z  I + z 
2   21 1   22 2 

(3-2) 

hecome 71 = Z (^ + I2) . 7?. 

Therefore, the network becomes purely s .unt, and Figure 3.1(a), with Y^ =0», 
or Figure 3'l(t) with Zp = 0, and n = 1, are rspresentative of the structure. 

If the two guides are not identical as in the structure of Figure 
3^, the circuit representation is nc longer simply shunt. As before, con- 
sider first a source on the left which generates an electric field K* in 
the aperture. The equations for the dominant mode voltages are then 

hi "« 

V(ZI .12) To ,Ag 
PS a 

Figure IA 

■   *(«*-a.J-«v«''*- - ■—'-■ ^^^^■*^i9Mfe*i' 
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- 

(3.3a) 
d S 

A «ource field on the rl^it will excite a slot field I*.   The voltages to 
the left end right of Via discontinuity, reepectively, are 

ap. 

(3.3i>) 

I z   x B'   • h„ d S 
-0     -       -2 

4 ▼2' and 
circuits of 

Since in general I1 ^ * and ^ ^ hg. It follow that Vi ^ Vg, V11 

furthermore that Vi/Vg"^ ▼l'Ma1 * Hence ^ sin^llflcatlon of the 
f Figure 3.1 Is posslole. If, however, the slot is «mall and not 

near one of the guide vails, the energizing fields are almost constant over 
the slot region so that the Induced electric fields E and E1 differ approx- 
imately at most by a constant factor. For a small slot, therefore, it Is 
seen from Equations (3*3) tb** 

vl        Yl 

This implies, "by Equations (3.2), that Zj^/Zgi = ^izf^ZZ* ^ut 8ince %lz " 
Zgi« the general impedasoe matrix reduces to 

11 

m 22 
hi    "11 hi 

11 

'n 
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The eorrMpondlog e^ulralent circuit it the one of Tigore 3-l(t) ^ which 
2 a 0 and 

■/¥ 
The equivalent netmrk of a eTmietrical tvo terminal pair etruc- 

tnre may also he analyzed by first reducing it to tvo one terminal pair 
networks hy a method described in the next paragraph in its application to 
three temiual pair structures. 

The slot coupled S plane Tee, shown in figure 3»St has a symme- 
trical three terminal pair network equlTalent. 

(T„T2) 

Yi 

I Y0,Ag 

AV 

 T, 

•w Yo.Ag 

Figure 3-5 

Bartlett's bisection theorem can be employed in order to determine more 
easily the elements of the network.    If symmetric current excitation is 
us'! in the main guide, 1^ « Ig (See Figure 3*2) •    This is equiralent to 
inserting a shorting plane (V = 0) at (T^.T,;.    The composite circuit c»n 
then be considered to be a pair of two temfnal pair structures»   fcamin- 
ation of the induced aperture electric field due to this excitation shows 
that it. is similar in font to that obtained for Figure J.s4.   The electric 
field excited in the slot by the stub source or by the main guide source 
will differ approximately by a constant amplitude factor if the slot dim- 
ension in the z direction is small compared to the guide «are length and 
the guide dimensions.    The resulting equivalent network is therefore the 
shunt transformer circuit of Figure 3.6(a). 
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Whan •yiacatric voltag« excitation is applied in the main guide, 
the circuit öf Ilgure 3*2 is then open circuited at the plane (T^.Tp).    The 
circuit it now redact to tvo one-terminal pair structures independently 
of the slot size, as shown in Figure 3>6(b).    It ir seen that such a separ- 
ation is purposeful since the varlational method can he Just as veil applied 
to the detexmlnation of the parameters of these reduced circuits. 

r* uouuo^ Ulftill 

} v^J^" i "q   I 
i 

Symmetrical E excitation 

•wwr»—  —^wwn 

i 

Symmetrical X excitation 

Figure 3.6(a) 

Figure 3.6(h) 
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B.  Tarlatlonal Foimulatlons 

The 'boundary value problem associated with the discontinuity field 
can be simply formulated as an integral equation, but can rarely be eclved 
in a simple manner, "he Integral equations,nevertheless, may be employed 
to obtain the desired circuit parameter? by means of varlational express- 
ions i-ihose relative insensitlvlty to the slot fields forms the basis for 
an approximation procedure. 

The field excitation in a transverse slot can be regarded a* 
equivalent to a distribution of magnetic current dipoles. The field excit- 
ation in a longitudinal slot is equivalent to both a magnetic and electric 
current dipole dist/ibution. For this reason the transverse slot and t,he 
longitudinal slot are discussed separately. 

1.  Transverse Slot 

Consider the transverse discontinuity of Figure 3'7(a) an4 tile 

corresponding equivalent circuit in Figure 3«7(^)' 

Hi 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.7 

The electromagnetic field everyvdiere in regions I and II can be expressed, 
by a well known uniqueness theorem, in terms of the tangential component of 
either K or H on the boundary of the given region. The boundary of region 
I Is the plane T,', the metal walls, and the surface Tj. The boundary of 
region II is Tg, the metal walls and Tg'. The magnetic field at the outer 

«iiitw-yawm 
■ ■ ..-.•«.--. ■ . I     •.- ■. 
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"boundiLrler 1« ju«i the dominant mod« field If they are sufficiently far 
rfloored fron the discontinuity so that the higher modes excited there hare 
completely attenuated, ihe electric field Is zero on the boundary except 
orer the aperture region and on the planes Ti1, To* • It is possible by a 
modal analysis to relate the magnetic field at T^', 12' to the electric 
field in the slot. The txensverse magnetic field in region I in terms of 
the modes of this region is 

5ti Ij iz) ^ (x.y) * ^'^ (z) h^  (r.y) 

and in region II it is 

Itg-V^V3^*?' ^2 ^12 (X'7) 

(3.^) 

UM) 

«here hu and h^. are the vector node functions appropriate to regions I and 
II, respectively.   The primed «VTO includes all üodes except the dominant one. 

Since the higher mode naves are rapidly attenuated, the line 
presents a match to ther- modes in both directions from (T^, Tj).    The higher 
mode current on the left at T^ is therefore related to the corresponding 
mode voltage by the relation 

lil - ^1 Til 

nhlle on the right, 

I ki2 T12 7i2 

(3.5a) 

(3'?>) 

The change in aiga is appropriate to the indicated positive directions of 
current and voltage shown in Figure 3.7(b). However, Ti is related simply 
to the slot field by 

Vi (0) 

slot 

d S» (3.6) 

where U,  the oagpetic current density, is equal to 

H ° n x £. (3-7) 

and n is a vector normal to the surface ou'; of the region.    The positive 
when in 

the dom- 
inant mode. 

sign is chosen when n is in the z^ direction and the,negative sigi 
the - SQ direction. "Also Vj (z) = 7i (0)   € "J    i   rlforall but tl 
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If the »ubatltutlon» of Iquationa (3.5«) and (3.51)} «re Bade In 
Iquatlon i^.ka) and (}M), respectively, and the roltage is axpreesed as 
the JjQtegral of Equation (3.6), the Integral representation of Iquatlon 
(3<Sa) and (3.ffb) for the nagaetic field Is possible.    The rector mode 
functions hare been combined under the Integral sign. 

slot ^ 'Xi ^1 

(3.8a; 

Ht2(x.7.Z) = I2(z) h2-   yy     Ug. ^t Tl2 ^gh^e     i2       dx'dy« 

(3.8h) 

«here 

Äi"IoxI'H9
a-2xE 

-1 ' ' ^2 a - 

It Is necessary to satisfy the continuity requirement of the magnetic field 
over the slot.    Thus 

Iti (x'y'o) a 5t2 ^-y.0) 

which provides a means of eliminating the total magnetic field and thereby 
obtaining an integral equation for M- Let 

Jit-?' {v W + Vüv}  •       C3.9) 
«here the primes indicate E modes and the double primes E modes, and vhere 
the subscript "t" indicates the transverse dyadic suceptance in the vicin- 
ity of a short circuit plane. If Equation (3.8b) is subtracted from (3.3a) 
in the slot region (z = o) the following equation for K is obtainedi 

'■   '-^...■». v #-. . .. - -^*m^&j!gä 
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o = i^o)^ - i2 (o)^ - j AT  M . (8tl* Bt2)dfi'     (3.10) 
■lot 

This reault may be derived independently in terms of the dyadic waveguide 
Green's function. In the above equation the dominant mode contributions of 
the Green's functions have been lumped into the far field terns. The dydadlc 
susceptances indicated are respectively the Imaginary part of the transverse 
coit:ponent of the waveguide Green's functions in the left and right Iiand 
semi-infinite regions. 

If the two waveguides are identical, the modes functions are the 
same, i.e. iu = h. . If the waveguides are not identical, a simple treatment 
is effected In the case of a small slot since then 

over the slot regicc, where n is independent of slot size and is exactly 
equal to V b^/b^ when the change is a change in guide height. As indicated 
in the previous section, the series element Zp of Figure 3'1(h) can then 
be neglected, and the representation of Figure 3'7(^) 1* valid. However, 
even if the slot is not small in size, the series element is «mall. Equation 
(3.10) can then be rewritten as: 

[^(0)  - n I2(o)]^ = /T   K.jistl + gt, 
^ ^slot 

dS'        (3.II) 

If both sides of Equation (3.11) are multiplied by the vector magnetic curr- 
ent density in a scalar product fashion and integrated over the slot region 
the left side becomes (using Equation (3*6)). 

^(0) - n I2 (of] 71(o) = Pt 

where P. designates t^e reactive power flow in the discontinuity. Then, 

Pt I^o) - n I2 (0) 
= J B+ T(o)2 Mo) "    * 

i'hese considerations immediately lead to the variational expression for B^, 
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(3-12) 

Bote that the double ■orfaoe integral represents the reactive pover flov In 
the discontinuity. It can he ihom that the incranental variation of the 
soaeeptance B^, due to a change in M (or E) Is proportional to the tqaare of 
the increment of E, that is, the susceptance is stationary about the correc» 
slot electric field. 

2.  Longitudinal Slot 

The longitudinal slot discontinuity is a Junction 'between two regions, 
the main guide and the stub guide, where the latter includes as a special case 
a half space region. 

The total magnetic field induced at any point in a rectangular ware- 
guide, which propagates only one mode, by a magnetic surface current source 
at (z'.y1,2*} and dominant mode sources located an integral nusber of «bve- 
lengths from s = 0 is (See Beport 1-157-^7, PP- *&* tf)'' 

HU.y.*)» i-^'flu,7,z)'Pt^)hi2\x,7,*)-Jß:  Ä_dS« (3.1» 

liiere   /, \ k. 
U)  v « ^ . _/ CIN 

1 

h/2^ h," sinaf .z + (~) h" cos«,« ■"1—1     1    it. —Iz    1 

(3.131)) 

andgßg, uow the total guide dyadic susceptance or the higher mode total 
magnetic field response of a unit magnetic dlpole is 

- »"»i... .."<--.fc*r 
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«here 
(8,Z=») 

-J«Jz- 

z>) -.j h[2) (B.Z») 

(3.13c) 

'(1) (stZ<) +4 hi2)(«fz<) 

((B,Z)  «>rt 

''-».t«) z<z' 

[B.B-C)  as s   r(8'.z') «•< 
[^ (s.z)  zS 

z 

Sz 

;uid lAere 8 represents the transrerse coordinates in the slot. It should 
"be pointed out that in the reference given above the direction of 7%  is 
opposite to the one used here (See Figure 3.2)  to oht-aln the expression of 
Equation (3.13a)t ^d also that here the symbols h'^' and ir" are intro- 
duced to make the notation more compact. T and I are equal to the magnetic 
and electric dominant mode amplitudes at integral multiples of a guide 
wavelength from the plane z = 0, and their positive directions are indicated 
in Figure 3'2. This general representation is needed in order to specify 
the field in a slot on the top or on the side of a waveguide. The osgnatic 
field in the stub region, as has already heen shown since it corresponds 
to the transverse slot case, can he evaluated in terns of the magnetic 
current distribution M as follows: 

- iff a ■ f £.= i-L - J / /     H -B.. dS' (3,iU) 
IJlot 

where the subscript "a" signifies stub guide.    The spatial susceptance 
indicated in Equation (3.1^) is essentially the transverse component of 
tiw spatial susceptance of Equation (3.13c) but is now relative to the modis 
in the stub guide. 

If the Tee structure is to be considered as a two terminal pair 
network between the planes T^ and Tg (See Figure 3'2), that is,  there are no 
dynamic sources in the stub which need be considered,  the magnetic field in 
the stub is best described by Imping the scattered dominant mode field 
with the hi^ier mode field, so that 

ä^-Jx/io^-V,43' 0.15) 
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t - 

Vg vill include a real stive term if a radiating or propagating node ia 
pretent in the stub guide. Thai, for example, if the stub is a half apace 
region ^8 vlll include a radiation reaiatance term, while if It ia a Tea 
a tub beyond cutoff ^B vill be purely reaetira. If the a tub r^on ia a 
half apace      ••' 

TT "»  L       -J   |r - rM (5.16) 

«here the identity dyadic c ia 

«».Soio+ZoZo + ioio (3.17) 

?he integral equation for the magnetic current distribution 
follova from the contiuuity condition 

H (x.y.z) - ^ (x.y.z) » 0 (3.18) 

vber« H la the magnetic field Just off the aperture in the main guide 
direction and Hg la the magaetlc field Just off the aperture in the 
stub guide drecticn. The integral equatioa now becomea (uaing Eqa. 
(3.13a) and (3.1,0). 

I,+ I V,- T. 

0 * (-V^1)- J »(-V^-^21- UK-' 
alot L  J 

dS« 

(3.19) 

vhexe M » c x £gi9t> 
ajld B Points out of the main guide, and where £1, 

ia actually thejB» of Eq."'(3.13c), but aigniflea "longitudinal" here. 
for the B plane alacontinulty y = b, n = Jo; for the H plena discon- 

tinuity   x = a, u s jo • 

-- - ■ n^S. Sa^lp 
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It has been prerlouely pointed out that the problem of deter- 
mining the pareneters of a ayuaatrical Z plane Tee netuc.-k is einpllfled 
If the at/actor« is imrottigated separately by means of a syns&etrical 
electric field and a symmetrical magnetic field excitation in the main 
guide. Tor symmetrical electric field excitation V]_= ~ ^p* ^1 s ~ ^? 
(see Tig. 3-2) so that Iq. (3<19) can be expressed as 

i T T^2^ 1^ , - J    /  /   M  .IBL+ d9) dS« (3.20) 

slot 

In the case of symDetric&l magnetic field excitation 

Ti - V h' h 
and Eq. (3«19) reduces to 

slot 

The magnetic current M of Sq. (3.21) differs from that of Iq. v3-20) since 
the exciting fields are not alike. 

It vas shown that Ta of Tig. (3-2) my be calculated independ- 
ently of the stub excitation if symmetrical electric field excitation 
is employed (see Tig. (3.6b)). It can be shown that for the above 
excitation (see .-«sport Ä-157-47, p. 5S, Eq. (6c)) 

2 I, = j T   /    /     M h(2) dS (3.22) 'JL**'*'- 
«here the subscript s.e. designates aymaetrical electric field excitation. 
If therefore IB,  the stub guide current is set equal to zero, (This is 
necessary since a dominant mode excitation in the stub guide produces 
anti-syametric voltage excitation in the main guide, in contradiction 
to the ass'xaed main guide excitation.) and Eq. (3-20) multiplied in a 
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t       •    2 

I * 

scalar product fashion ^7 Ii3.e> and then inte^ratsd orer the apsrtare 
region,  the result is 

V2 tj » " Jy ; ^...•(^l+^.)•^...dSds, ^-^ 
slot 

The rariational expression for l/T0 results if both tides are dirided 
by   (2IX)2: ft 

r,. s- 

2T. 

jjj       %.,.  •(?!*».'• «....^" 
1   ,      ilot 

J J «lot 

•(3.2U) 

This result is also stationary about the correct Talue of the slot 
electric field. 

For the case of synmetric magnetic field excitation, it 
nay be uhown that 

2T, M . . h^ dS 
—a.h. — (3.25) 

slot 

«here the subscript s.h. denotes symmetrical magnetic field excitation. 
The dominant mode voltage in the stub guide at the slot plane is always 
defined by 

V = 
8 

-M M . ^ dS (3.26) 

slot 

inhere the n now points into the main guide (out of the stub guide region). 
ConsequentTy, if Eq. (3.21) is multiplied by Mg.h. in dot product fash- 
ion, where the n points into the stub guide, and the result is integrated 
over the slot region, the result when Eqs. (3«25) and (3.26) are used 
becomes; 

>; 

1 , 

jm. 
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2 Vi  * * ▼ » J /   / '1*1   s1.- J7y H..b.-^L+5,)-»l,.h. asas'      (3.27) 

Fro« the netvork of Tig. 3*^ lt i8 »e*11 that 

Vt/2 c 

Turthemora, It it arldent from network conaideratlons that 

h ' lJnc 

(3-28a) 

(3-281)) 

«here the indicated current directions are given in Fig. 3.2 or in 3-6a- 
«au, if Iq. (3.27) ii dlrided hy (2Vi)2 and Iqs. (3.25). (3.2ga) and 
(3*28h) are used, the rarlational eipression for (7a/2 + Tv  l8 obtained 
i.e.. 

h^ 
-^.h.      '"L    ~B     -e.h. 

slot 
(3.29) 

M     .   . h^1^ dS — s.h.    — 

The Tariatiooal expressions (3«12), (3.2U), and (3*29) are 
employed in Sec. D for the calculation of the transverse slot suscep- 
tance B^, and the longltudinel slot susceptances l/Ba and (Ba/2 + Bj,), 
reepectively. The transformer turns ratio nc for the longitudinal slot 
nay be computed from Xq. (3.28a). This expression, however, is not 
trarlatlonal, that is, the value of nc is not stationary about the 
correct electric field, even though it is seen that r.c is independent 
of the amplitude of the slot electric field. Using Fqs. (3*25) and 
(3>26), the expression for nc hecomes 

i 
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M . . h(1^ dS 
—B.h. — 

nc= -^Sl  13.30) 
M . . h dS 
—s.n. —s 

'slot 

«here n in 'both numerator and denominator points Into the «tub guide region. 

C.  Simplification of the Dyadic ggatial Snaceptancee (Green's 

Functions) 

Chce a slot field is chosen, the analytical problem becomes one 
of evaluating the necessary integrals, numerically or otherwise. Hie 
evaluation of the susceptances may be carried out by substituting the 
series representation of the spatial susceptances as given in Iq. (3*9) 
or (3.13c/into the verlatlonal integrals, integrating term by term and 
then sunming the results of the integrals; or alternatively, by trans- 
foralag these dyadic svtns into some closed foia so that the susceptance 
can be evaluated in closed fern. Since the series vhich result from the 
former method are too slowly convergent to be of practical use the latter 
procedure is employed in this report. 

The procedure, to be described in this section, of transforming 
the dyadic susceptances into a fom suitable for calculations, may be 
summarized as follows. The spatial susceptances, which have been given 
in a mixed dyadic form, are first expressed a-s a dyadic operator acting 
on a double scalar sum of trigonometric functions. This sum separates 
naturally into a sum of (o,n), (l,n) and (mX2,n) modes. The former two 
sums correspond to the kernels for already solved problems, an/i it is 
shown in Sec. D that results corresponding to them may be simpxy looked 
up in the Waveguide Handbook. The Poisson transformation permits the 
latter series, the (a,n), to be converted into a series of Bessel functions 
of the second kind of Imaginary argument, which converge» rapidly enough 
to be approximated by a single (rather than a double) infinite sum. This 
transformed kernel, when employed in the varlational Integrals, will agftln 
contribute an infinite series whose sum, however, can be readily approxi- 
mated. It is also shown in this section that the singularity of the guide 
spatial admittance is equal to the free space spatial admittance, indicating 
that for approximate results the free space spatial admittance may be 
substituted for the guide expression. 
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The d7&dic suiceptanc« of Eq. (5.13c) can "be rewritten at 
followe in a form which la more suitable for •unmation.    The transrerse 
X and H mode functions are expressed in terms of rector operators (see 
Report R-157-47, pp. 17, 18|)L    The center of coordinates is illtrntxatad 
in rig. (3.7c). 

*1 
.     -^Q^tV 

ci •V 
-v* V 

k    " •^ z   h iz (3.31) 

«here 

'is füb 
sin   —— x sin   -r-   7 a b 

IK 
/ran m TT n T^ .        cos   S-51   x cos   =~-   7 ah a D 

Vts 2, ^ +i. V; 

Since the rector mode functions are seen to he expressed in terms of 
rector operators and sealsrs it is possible to separate out the rector 
operatovs by straightforward algebraic operations. The general dyadic 
spatial suaceptance, can then be rewritten asi 

00     oo 
BoT a 

nrr mr . J cosr-y cosr-y1 exp 0 

z^7^: 
an nrr 

. v2 ^-  V-   ■^HI2 *** ^^ cos ^ y cos — y 

m=0    Tipt-o3 /TTF 
cl 

•«:«■    j*»n »'*•■'■ 
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♦ kc ,v  r2-^2-   co. SS C0B HSl .in H2 «in fflJL' 

»sO  DBS-OO /.2     .2 k' - k' cl 

'(3.32) 

whore (J ■   - j/k2- k^    |« - s« | 

The series that aast he Btuaced axe nov purely scalar.    In the 
ahoTe for« they are seen to converge quite slovly «hen  U-z' | is snail. 
The Poisson transfonoatlon (Iq. (ij of the Appendix) can he applied to 
the (a.n) series, «here ^2,nZ0, to obtain a more rapidly convergant 
expression.   The Poisson transfoxnation can he host applied to a series 
of functions which do not suffer a singularity orer the closed intetral 
of sumnation.    In this connection, it is seen that if a22 and only the 
dominant mode propagates, i.e., k2-(iirr/a)2^1l that for no real value 
of n, integral or otherwise, can. 

ß - (f )2- (^)2 

equal zero, that is, there will he &o branch point of (n) along the real 
axis. A typical application of the trangfornation to the series of Eq. 
(302) is illustrated helov In Iq. (3.33), where Z iu equal to («-«'), 
and T is equal to (y-yf) or (y+y1). ^h« Fourier integral which must he 
sraluated is identical to the one of Eq. (7) of the Appendix. 

eo 

E cos — Y 
0 

■08/(f'2-V 
exp -/(f)2-/.2 'Z| lx

k'/(T+2ih)l2 

(303) 

where ^      ■ k - (—) ^. 0, i^e.   m?2, and where SQ is a Beseel function 
of the second kind&of imaginary argument.   The rirfcue of this transfor- 
mation is that ^j(u) decreases exponentially for large argument so that 
it is possible to approximate quite accurately the infinite trignometric 
sum by a finite sum of Bessel functions.    It will turn or* that the major 
contribution to the susceptances in the Tariational integrals comes from 

^"•■«^•-»WSSARK&MääSSÄS 
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JkhoM t*m «hose argtoent mj for toce allowaMe ralaet of T and Z become 
zero.    The only term for which this ie true la im 0. 

Eqoation (3*3^)  l» & repreeentation of the dysJ'c eoKponent 
containing the (B»2,a) aodea Mien ysy'sh.    It ie thit couvenect |B ^n that 
ie required for the calculation of the parsaete» of & «lot In the top guide 
«all.   The trsairerae dyadic eueceptance £t 1* twice the tranireree com- 
ponent of the total dyadic eueceptanc« considered at ssz'sO.    Twice the 
Tai\^ need he takan for the following reason, fig, 1B eseentially the dyadic 
magnetic field response at any point (x,y,z) lu the infinite waregulde due 
to a Bagnetic dipole located at (x* .y'.z')'    *foen tne waveguide is shorted 
at one «ud, thus creating a seal-infinite guide, an image tern must he 
included.    In particular when the shorting plane is at «!»0 and the magnetic 
current dipole is located on the plane the contribution of the image is 
equal to the initial contribution.    Bote that the images associated with 
the walls of the guide hare already been Included in the general represen- 
tation.   The (m?2tn) modal component ^jn of the transverse spa"'*1, 
suaceptanee is given in Xq. (3.33). 

[vv-*2 vC| ECM ^ """? ^fJ1-"'] "* an     twit 
»»2 

k^xx   'f'slnSS   gin 222' !    fi     jz.2.("| 
-o~o /_ a a       0       m  '        ' 

«_o '— -J 

(3.3^) 

Äsre§L = §on   +§Lln+ö 

jw an   •-     mn   zssz'aO* ^t     ^  on    *f  In     !? mn 

m~2L : f Vt V t' Zco* ^C08 ^ Fo^»'7'7'' hzou>7i ^ 
Bfct2 *- -J 
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k2x p .in =p .m !Sl t^lj-y« D^^IW I) ] 

* k2 jy^ ^ co. p co. ^1 j^U Jr-jr« l)-I0(»<,IW l)][ 
J(3. 

Ihr meet .ignlfleant teimt, are the one. of argoaaat   J7-71 | .Ince the 
Be.sel function dlrerges along the line 7^7*.   The other argtaMct 1. 
zero only at the point y^y'aO. 

Since the Pol.scn transfozmatlon finds It. "beat application 
with the (B* 2,n) mode, the separation from the general font of the 
component of the dyadic which Indues these node, follow* naturally. 
Ihe runalnlog dyadic component nay he again .epaxated Into (o,n) an<* 
(I,a) mode..    Thu.t 

35) 

«on* »U Z ma 
m>2 (3.36) 

The Important additional vtctn* of this separation 1. that with the 
field choices used the contribution to the susceptance paraseter. of 
the first    erm 1. zero, while that of the second tern Is Juat the 
sufceptance of the wide open eapacltire Iris.    Therefore, calculation. 
InvolTing these terms can he avoided since the parameter, of the wide 
open capacltlve iris are alrsady arallable.    The contrlhutlon of the 
(mSa.n) modes Is thee a correction to the well known "unperturbed" 
results.   The calculatior of this correction term Is the major consid- 
eration of this part of the report. 

The Bingnlarlty of the spatial admittance occurs at xax1, 
yssy', ssz*, i.e., in the neighborhood of the magnetic current dipole, 
the magnetic field becomes infinite.    In the vicinity of the singularity 
the spatial dyadic admittance (which Includes the dominant mode term) 
approaches: 
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■ * 

- a> •- -J 

(3.37) 

Bat this 9vm conrtT's»» «ad dlrergei together with the integral 

Bat fro» Iq. (8) of the Appendix this it eeen to be 

, 'jk/(7'x')2+(y-7,)2+ (z-«1)1 

/(z-i,)2+(y-Tl)2+(z-«,): 
5^-(-VV* k2c)  -^        : _^  (3-39) 

Thus the galdtf epatial adMttance behaves like the free space adnittanc« 
in the Ticinitj of x* .y'.s1* The ambiguity concerning the sign of the 
exponential Bay be simply resolred by noting that the fesiative tena 
of the epatial admittance must be posltl?». This it obtained if the 
exponential is -J. Bie guide spatial snsceptances as need in the 
rariational calculations will hrxre a singularity equal to twice the 
imaginary part of the above renult since the image contributions at 
any of the metal walls will contribute a like amount. Thus 

where for the former j^y'ab, and for the latter aaz'oO. 
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thia trwtDaxit It a aathmatical Justification of tha fTaquant approa 
laatlon of the golda dyadic apatlal aoacapiauca by tha half apaea 
spatial snsc«ptasea. 

D.     Iraloatlon of tha Cireolt Pbrametera 

1.     »hg fylal Kelda 

It ia now poaalhle to evalmte tha aqolmlent cireolt paxtuaatara 
of the alott dlacuaaad In the prerlcua aaetlona in a relatirely »traight- 
fonerd aannar, lAereln the reaulta are expreaaed aa sorrectlona to tha 
fonralae for vide open eapacitiTe iriaea.   Before proceeding «1th tha 
integration of the Yariatlonal e^reaaiona, a choice moat he aade for 
tha electric field descriptive of the slot excitation.   Shla choice la 
soaei&at facilitated by certain restraints «hich the ejpresaion for tha 
true field must satisfy, auch aal   a)   When a*/* ■ 1. the field ahould 
reduce to that of the vide open capacltlre iris, and for the traaareraa 
alot «hen h'/h a 1, It ahould reduce to that for the «Ida open induct ire 
alot.   h)   At the alot boundary, the electric field nuat be purely nonal 
to the edge and be Infinite (for a aero thlckaeas alot).    e)    The alot 
electric field ahould be proportional in aone «ay to the magnetic field 
EQ that «ould be praaent in tha nel^iboxhood of the alot (unperturbed 
magnetic field) If the alot «aa covered. 

The problem of determining the alot field for the case where the 
unperturbed magnetic field has some cosine variation over the aperture, and 
ia In the £ direction indicated in figure 3.8, 

AMPLITUDE  OF H0 

figure 3*3 

I 
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it alaoat tlallar to that of detoznlning the slot field In the vide open 
capaeltlTe or InductiTe irisee eince the uapertorhed magnetic field, as 
veil as the gecsetr?, is ilsll&r. The choice of electric field is decided 
to a large extent hy the relatlre dioensioni of h' and a1. In contrast to 
See. C, from now on all functions will he referred to a center of coordin- 
ates at the aid-point of the slot. When a" >> V the slot electric field 
is chosen to he 

cos v f 

idilch for a' » a reduces to the static electric field excited in a vide 
open capaeitire slot. When V^a1, the electric field is assumed to he 
Identical to the static one excited in an indactlve iris, i.e., 

llftt<lö    /.in2  I   Si I „^2  ILL (3.^) —slot     ^ov 2a 2a »-»     # 

lote that the condition of an infinity at the edge has not "been satisfied. 
This is permissihle since the singularity is integrahle and of not too 
much consequence. 

The true field vill certainly have more than one component, 
hut it is expected that for most cases the slot fields vill he essentially 
unidirectional, so that the above fields are sufficiently close to them 
to permit the Tariatioaal principle to hold. In some of the calculations 
it «as espedient to use (3*^2) Instead of i^.kl)  since the Integrals could 
'be more readily eraluated, even though It may have "been somewhat more 
correct to use the latter. 

TOT the excitations for which the unperturbed magnetic field is 
not almost entirely unidirectional, such as in the case of the slot- 
coupled I plane Tee vhen the main guide is excited by a symnetrlcal electric 
field, the Induced slot field is not expected to he unidirectional either. 
The difference hetveen the induced fields generated as a result of this 
latter excitation and the one vhich is caused hy the excitation discussed 
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In the prorlous paragraph Is heat illuetiated by the rlgorooe reeulte 
obtained for a small circular slot on the top of a foide (tee Report 
R-I57-U7, p. 5«).    The biconponant field of Eq. izk) of that report is 
tho electric field produced by symnetrical S excitation; and the single 
caaponent field of Bq. (19) Is the electric field produced by syisnetrloal 
E excitation. 

It can be shown that the field in the saall S plane slot 
generated by a synnetrical dominant mode rlectric field must be eoqaressed 
as a gradient field, i.e., 

E «C- Vt (J (3^3) 

where (^ is a function which ranishes on the rim. Tor the slot of Tig. 
3.9(a), ezcited as shown in Tig. 3'9(^)t the scalar function ^ is 

i-/W COS 
IT Z 

(3.^) 

f 
't t' 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3-9 

'-•"»•*»^*^ ■■,-,. 
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Tb» reason for the gradient field nay be seen froa the following. 
The aMBeptance \ is ohtrtied hy a taming the contribution« fron 'she H aodee 
and the 1 aodea. Tor umll slots, the E mode contribution would tend to 
predominate, resulting in this case in a eapacitire susceptance. However, 
from a rigorous analysis of small elliptical I plane aperturee it is known 
that Bt most be inductire. Thus, the choice of a trial field must be such 
that itianishes when integrated with the H mode tenu. 

▲ typical E mode dyadic term (from Iq. (3*32)) 1* 

W» f (x.i) f (x'.s«) 

The rector function M which satisfies the condition 

JJ*    V* (x,«) 0 ds - o 

is the one which must be chosen for the rariational expression.   Now, 

JJ* - yf (x.s) ds»^/\7- Lf (x,z) 

'JJ f (x.z)  7 • M dS 

and since 

JJV T* ' (x,«il d8 ■ /  M   f (x,r)   •   n dt 

It is erident that M snit satisfy vhe conditionsi 

M •   Yt a 0   on ^ , the slot periphery 

dS 

(3^5) 
V*  E 
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Bat the condition Tf. Ua 0 oan*« tatitfled by N >^c (l i). Laitly. 
since M * Jo z 2t ve hare Iq. (3.^3). nanely S «^T^. AS condition 
N . n » 0 on the peripheiT le latiefied by choosing ^ along the periphery 
slot to he constant (in particular zero), «faloh is eqmlralent to saying 
that the tangential conponents of the electric field at the slot edge 
are zero. 

When the slot is not small, the field has tvo conponants whose 
functional dependence on the slot rariahles is the saae as that for the 
small slot, bat whose relative amplitudes are nov different. The relatire 
amplitudes can be determined by the application of the Bayleigh-Hitz 
procedure given In the Appendix, with the result that if the field I 
can be written as E = K. + c X_, the value of c is " 

n ? [^ - &*] 
and the resultant slot electric field becomes 

z cos 

■~o 

1TX 

7J 

y^ 2 z 

It is seen that for long thin slots, i.e. a1/* &aar unity, the field becomes 
unidirectional. As pointed out previously, the absolute amplitude of 1 Is 
unimportant to the variational calculations, and only the relative amplitudee 
are of significance. 

2.  The Transverse Slot 

The field choices for centered slots have been of the form 

E = ^ E1 (x) E2 (y) 

' • '-Viet■».-■: 
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Tor «lot dlaeulons vlthin the range b'/'b ^0.3 and a,/*>0.5,  the field 

S-A, 
CM g, X 

(3.1»!) 

while for the rcnalniog range 

S^y    /«In2   2 ll - .in2  S = ^^0   r 2 a       "a (3.1«) 

The geoaetry it indicated in Fig. 3.10. 

TRANSVERSE SLOT 

0 

Figure 3.10 

►X 

As hat been noted the latter field does not satisfy the condition of 
heconing infinite at an edge, hat since the singularity is integmhle, 
the result is not sens!tire to this condition. 

Since the trial fields are unidirectional, and in thk ease 
lo x I    is in the a^ direction,.only the ^o £0 coinPOß«it of the dyadic 
admittance is retained, and   C§on is therefore dropped fron consideration. 
Since the fields are eynmetric ähout the axes passing thru the renter of 
the slots, they are orthogonal to all antisymmetric modes, i.e. (mf~0 nodes 
in which a is eren, n odd. 

The Tarlatlonal expression (3-12} for the susceptance, after 
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breaklngtip the dyadic •osceptance according to Zo. (3.36), than beeosM: 

ft  JjJJ*(*M*%.y'^L^^'       2    J^xy(^7'y(x.y)l(x,
t7

,)]C/ 
2   " ^2 ——=- + ----- — ^ 

(3.1*9) 
<a 

idler. V1 - V jj>-(Ä)2[co. Sffi co^X' tc^ly-y« |)42 I0(^!My*7') |)1 

idler« the first tens nay he written as 

(x) IjCx') cos SK cos 221 dx dx« 

(3.50) 

:fß^r')f cos &Z cos ^ 

*i   / (f)2 -ic2 
dy dy' 

lAere as almays "H2 * i? - (J)   , and the limits go from - a'/S to »'/S. and 
- h'/2 to h7P.   Hoto that IE Eq. (3.50) the integral OTer (x.x1) is inde- 
p«r.dent of the Integral orer (y.y1) and cancels the squared integral in x 
in the denominator.    If X of Eq.. (3.^7) is chosen for the trial field, so 
that the 1^(7) is then correct to a first order for the vide open capacitlye 
slot fieldf this term is equal to half the susceptance qf a capacltlre iris. 
By assuming the small argument approximation for ^ (**  ly-y11) (see Xq. (Uh) 
of the Appendix), valid since b'/h for this field assufiptlon Is less than 
0.5, and neglecting all other terms by comparison, the correction to the 
capacitiTe result, i.e. the second term of Iq. (3.^9), for this field 
choice is! 
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2   OOIT   XK   o ).ö     c0f s^   1 ,^2 

IE 
(3.51) 

/W b« 

L 
i-«!^ 

,    h  /riv /w b« *; 

«her« Xgj it the absolute valuf of the guide wstvelength for the third 
(B>»3, nSo) node, •*•■ a'/a, Y a l.JSl, and T mtt/mk,    Tbl» retolt has been 
obtained by asstanlng that the Tariation in the z direction of the slot field, 
for «lote for which a'/a^O^. 1B adequately described by the m=l and Bfct3 
modci. In other «ords, the stored energy is contained in the (l,n) and 
(3,n) modes for the most part. 

When a'/a*0.5 it is necessary to consider the contribution of 
the other higher modes. It is better in this range, as veil as for a'/s^O.^ 
and b'/bX).^, to make the field choice of Xq. (3^8). The resultant sum 
over m, after Integration in the Tariationel expression, can be conveniently 
suamed. The integral ■which results upon the Insertion of the inductire 
type trial field of Eq. (3.Ug) into Iq. (J.1^) may be eraluated quite 
accurately by extending the Integrals ir y over an infinite region and then 
expanding the integrand of the remainder Integral in asymptotic form 
See Xq. (5) of the Appendix), de susceptance is obtained in terms of a 
correction to the susceptance» of both a capacitiTs and an inductive iris, 
i.e., 

Bt       1   BL     Bc       1 , l U   " 
Tm 1 r*T"+ I T w - -2L (P) co»   p^ 

0        p     0       0        ßc ß^ 2 (3.52a) 

B^/TQ is the relative susceptance of an aperture of vidth*.^ a'/» and 
height ß 3 b'/b « 1, and Bc/Y0 is a capacltive correction.   Specifically, 
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VTo " '  ^   M tl- /H^)C ) ^1=2 n#c| cet2  S ^ (3.5^) 

Bc/I0 -  ^ (f-)2 [log ^15- * 0.26 p2 * (f )2 .m2 n p]      (3.52c) 

f(oc) . 2    ^   pHan^iroCco^^   _   1 ^^ 
TT   1)     L.      «In    2 «< -J 

6   X       i—-—- r 

(3«52e) 

vtin% 

x) ^ -»- /   » '  *     dt »  1 - iTf  (x) . 

and , , 

She capacltire oorroctlon Bc/T0 5« obtained from the term of Sq.. (3«^)i 
but le not the Vavegulde Bamdbook reeolt for a e&pcltive «lot sine« the 
field choice Us only rery approadLssAtely iräe tiTse Cftpacltlre field.    Toir- 
«rer,  for values of a'/a approaching urity the val&e of Bt/T0 must approach 
that for a wide open capacltlve iris, while for saeller a'/a ▼aloes the 

rm Bc/T0 becomes relatively unimportant, »md the tern (l/ß) B^/TQ becomes 
,mlnant.    7or these reasons, It Is appropriate to replace the Bc/T0 of 

Sq. (3«520) by the Waveguide Handbook result for a eapacltive iris for 
application In Xq. (3.52a).    The above resif.ta are valid wäen ß>jl/3n a/^| 
•Ä=?    «2 since the asymptotic expansion of E^ (x^b1) is not valid for 
smaller values.    When ß70.9 the correction terms other than Bc/T0 may be 
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»•gUcUd.   Th« contribution of L(ß) ig almjn lots ttan 20 percent 
and ceunllj leet than 10 percent,  eo that for rough calculation« a 
■ttch il^lifled expression can te naed. 

3«     The Slot-Coroled 1 Weiie fee 

a.)    Ixpreaelon for (B^ •♦• B^/2) 

Vroa energy oonalderatlons alor.a It may he seen thai; the »uacep- 
tanee of a tnansrene aperature It closely related to B. + 3/2 of a longl- 
todiaal nlot.    It ha« been shoim that the anaceptance or any reactlre 
circuit ooaponent is equal to the rate of change of stored energy dlrlded 
hy the aquare of the roltage«    In the ease of the slot aportures the stored 
energy depend« upon the slot electric field and the surrounding houndariM* 
Idea an 1 plane slot is excited hy a syianotrlc current source the slot field 
induced is very siailar to the field induced In the txansrerse slot.   This 
is true at least for slots efaose dimension parallel to the long dimension 
of the guide cross-section is not too small.    She 'boundary of the region 
surrconding the slot in "both cases Is also seen to he fairly similar, the 
major difference being that in the ease of the txansrerse slot there is the 
metal bounaary of the upper and lover mil? of the guide while in the case 
of the longitudinal slot there is no equlTaleat boundary, but rather a guide 
idxlch extends to infinity In both directions.   The stored energy of the 
lover order modes is more affected by the difference in the boundary condi- 
tions than is the stored energy of the higher order modes.   Thus it is 
expected that the higher mode correction to the vide open slot suseeptance 
for B. + B /g vill be almost identical for the tuo cases     The major differ- 
ence in the susoeptances should be accounted for by the difference in the 
sueceptance of the vide open slots, «here (l, n) modes alone are excited. 
The mathematical Justification of this can be seen hy comparing the hlgier 
mode components of the txansverse and longitudinal rgatial susceptances. 
In the fomer case, terms inrolrlng I   jlT-  |y + y'[j, vhlch accounts for 
the images due to the top and bottom «all, appear as veil as S [[ |y - y' | H • 
In the latter case, only terms involTing ILL ■* " ^ IH occur.0 It is 
recognised that the I {_ |y - y1 O lil geaend results in a contribution 
«hich 1« greater than0the contribution of I fb -  |y ♦ y11 J, so that if 
tens InTolring the latter expression vere neglected the higher mode stored 
energy of the longitudinal slot vould be equal to the higher mode stored 
energy of the transrerse slot provided the slot field choice «as the same. 
The (JC, s) coordinates of the longitudinal I plane slot correspond to the 
(x, y) coordinates of the transverse slot. 

Tor the range of aperture sizes a'/a^ 0.5, V/b^ 0.5, the 
results of the transverse slot vere obtained by Justifiably neglecting the 
image tents of the upper and lover walls.    The correction tern to the vide 
open slot result is given In Equation (3,51). 
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VhuB th« 1 plane Blot is •zcitcd tty m vywmrtxic oaxrwit souro«, 
the anpertarbed «agnetic field in the Tlclnity of the «pertur« is 

H     »    I IT1' « I (h cos X B <*• J T   h   Z   sin ft «) 

'ir'Ihcossei   •■   xl ^  cos   Scosse« (3.53) 

The induced electric field is in space qmdrstur« vith the Indndaf ae^ietie 
field and should satisfy the same conditions as did the tzansrerse slot 
which «as similarly excited.   Sote that in order to satisfy Hazvell's equa- 
tions and the houndary conditions a Mcooponent field nust be excited, Va% 
for this range of aperture sixes it is assuned that by far the aajor con- 
tribution to the Tariatlonal result cones fron a tingle ooaponcnt, aaaely, 

cos ^ 
£«CJL ' (3.51*) 

|/(f )2 - .2 

B 
M 38 dS« 

k2 

«hiia is the sane field as that chosen for the tzansrerse slot.   Iron 
Sqoation (3.29) 

*    2  '        {//M . h^dS)2 (//M-h^dS)2 

(3.55) 

ifcere  BT » JK1. + B   , and B^ ■ B?  •♦• B^ 
•vJj   -^jn   ^nn       -v-t   ^In   ^nn 

The first term is the ratio of the rate of change of stored energy in the 
main guide to the dominant mode Toltage across the slot at the center line, 
and the tiecond term is the ratio of the rate of change of stored energy on 
the stub guide side of the slot («hen the slot is radiating the radiation 
power is included in this term) to the same voltage. Since it has been 
stated that the contribution from both (m, n) terms are the same, it is 
possible to add them together to be Just twice the higher mode contribution 
of the second term. The denominator, the square of the voltage, differs 
from the voltage across a transverse slot because of the factor (cosQCs). 
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If th« •obititatloB (■•• XqmtloM(3.28a) «nd (3.3O)) 

((* • h(l) iS (*) 
aa   -   ^    -     (3.56) 

0        //* * *   dB CV 

it Mtd% it is peaalbl« to obtain th« «aprostlon girm abore relatlr« to the 
cbaraotorittio adnlttance of the aaln gold«.   Thus 

0   To     ^o T   (TJ2 I 0     t 0 

i&oro 3       /T   la glren In Equation (3«51) for & slot located tzmntreraaly 
a solUof la a cola« of th» UUMI dlaeaalon« aa the vain guide.   The first tern on the 

right hand aide of Iquatlon (3 «57) i* the nozmalized auaceptanee 
(B./T   4- B /2I ) lAen a'/e a It a»4 ca^ ^« found In the VaTegulde Handbook. 
si 0   0       a     o Since9 

Bt   "   ^a-      , + Bcorr. 
a 

and 

e        o 00 — «1        ( 

B.     1 »v     B B* 

It la poaalble to exprea» the result aa a correction to the tranareree slot 
reault, I.e., 

n" 
c 
2tr+#'-r+<!(r+#'-r L, <>•** 

Tor the field choice Indicated In Equation (3.51*) 

nc - ^ ^ ' ^-"^ 
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Vhm the t plan« «lot dlmanalOQa am In tb» xtagß »'/» ^0.5» 
all l»'; and a'/a^O.S, V/v> 0.5, th« slot electric field induced by 
■TBnetrie current excitation ia chosen to he 

^0in2 ai . gln2 m' ^3#60) 

«hich is the ease field, except that now the direction it appropriate to a 
slot on top of a ßtiide, that «aa chosen for the txanarerae alot of the aaae 
dineneiona.   Tor this slot range, there are tw> alight nodifi cations of the 
prerioua results indicated in Xquatlon (3.99a).    Gkie inrolrea takisg into 
account the lack of the top and bottom «all iaage tems in the nain gaide 
spatial anaceptance, and the other ia to directly calculate the vide open 
alot result for this field choice.   The higher eode coaponent of the longi- 
tudinal dyadic anaceptance can he written a» 

&     -   B*     -   BT (3.61) 

ahere^|T indicatee the Image oorrection.    It ia neceaaaxy only to calculate 
separately at this point the contribution of the Image oorrection and sub- 
tract it from the result of Xquation (3«59a).    Thua 

Bb     Ba^     Bt     A     Ba       \ 1      Kh' h % 
c   To     2To       To o     -0       0 

dS dS< 
T

Ä       T       2T       T V .    I -2 0        o        0      0 "r^J-     0 v. a * 

(3.62) 

B^/T   ia given in Xquation (3.52).    With the field choice of liquation (3.6)), to 

ft ^^ " ^ 

Note that thia expreasion in thla foxm Indicatea the aeparate contributiona 
of the main guide and the stub guide energies to the wide open alot suacep- 
tance. The last term of Equation (3.62) has been calculated and is equal 
to 
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(3.61*) 

«b«ra L (I»'/!)) it defined In Iqnatlon (3.52«). JOT this field choice, a 
ii cheated to 

2   «^ ^ n* -  i— (3.65) 
(«51)2 
V 2 y 

These results hare been obtained on the 'basis that 

0) -V) ^ (ie3 |h -b«|) « i/3e3 

which is true if  jb ~ V | is not too close to zero, so that the results of 
Iquation (3.ÖO are strictij Talid only when b'/b ^0.9-   Tor b,/b> 0.9, 

00 0^0 0       ol»l^i 

«here B- is the sueceptance of a tmnsverse inductive slot of width a'; and 
where the latter tern of the abore expression may be obtained from data in 
the Waveguide Handbook. 

b.)    The Shunt Kiement, B . 

The susceptance B    is obtained by using the Mcomponent field of 
Iquatlon (3.^6)  in the Tarlttlonal expression Equation (3*2H}.    The dyadic 
spatial admittance of each guide has been approximated by the "quasi-static" 
half space spatial admittance in the aperture y » y' s b, i.e., 
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h*i**£ [-^' + ^ J   , * r       (3.67) 
/(I-I')2+(.-I')2 

lb« jtutlfloatios for this approxtaatlon it a« folio*«.   The gold« ipatial 
•usceptanc« uaj !>• repreBested rlgoroosly Iqr the half roac« iugcefrtance 
pit» a conatant pit* a po*c** serle» in r and r   «hero r   contain« tersm of 
the foxn (x 4 x') • i* * c1)«    Sine« the «lei field for this ease 1« anti- 
«ynnatrlcal vlthin the «lot, all eren power tern« cancel in the integration«. 
The eontrihutlon from the eonetant correction tent therefore T&nithe« and 
It turns eat that the aajor contribution i« Just from the «tatie term.   JLs 
«eent the coeine factor of Iquation i^.UO) i« made unity in Iquatios (3.67). 
Thl« i««trlctl7 ralld only for «nail «lot«, hut it tons oat that the re- 
«alt for the «a«ceptance nsisg (3.67) differ« little frou that obtained 
«hen the coeine term 1« Included.    Wwn the integration« are carried oat, 
the folloidng expre««ion repreeent« the major portion of the result; 

"(3.68) 

c.)    Main Guide and Stub Qqide of Different Cro«e-«ection 

The change in cross-section, i.e., when the «tub guide dimeneions 
are different front those of the main guide, doe« not introduce any nev 
difficulties.   The parameter   (B. 4- B /2)  is determined from the rate of 
change of higher mode stored energies in the two guldtj drrt to a given 
field in the slot when this field Is induced by 4 «ymmetric current excita- 
tion a    If the field induced in the slot i« independent of the «tub guide 
(an assumption which is reasonable as long a» result« art* obtained varla- 
tionally), the rate of change of stored energy in the main guide is also 
independent of the «tub geometry.   The rate of change of energy stored in 
the «tub guide may be obtained directly from transverse slot considerations, 
iinoe the longitudinal «lot, relative to the «tub guide, is a transverse 
di« continuity. 

The «usceptance parameters, for «ymmetric magnetic field excita- 
tion,  relative to the main guide characteristic admittance, for a change 
in cross-section, are 
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3       P.        P 
^r*^ - —^-5 ♦ —^ (3.69) 

0       o 

«bar« P. 1« the Tat« of change of atorod •nargj in the aain gold«, and P 
it tho »to of change of stored enerflr la the etnb goide. This eiitatlon'lt 
the sTabolle eqtdTalent of Xquatlon (3.29) • Vhe tnsceptance of a tzaae- 
rerae «lot located la a guide of the diaeneione of the stab gnide 1« 

B.    2P.  1 
f- - -I — (3.70) 

•   OS 

and Is knoim. T is the dominant node Toltage excited in the stab golds 17 
ttu» »pertare field. Ihas Xquatlon (3.69) can be written as 

B.      B P. PIT 

J (?**) - -TT5 + —h (T2a) ^ 
0     2To T(^)^ IT2     To       ^ 

B.      B B B B       T 1 

os     0     n 
OS 

where the turns ratio n     » 2T/7    , B./l     is the sososptance of a trans» 
verse slot located in tSI stab ^ldet and'Bj   is the contrlbation of the 
main guide to the series element, as indicated in figure 3*11*   'b* figoz« 
espressos the four terminal equivalent circuit obtained by syanetrioal main 
guide magnetic field excitation in tems of the notation of Xquatlon (3.71). 
If the B /T   terms are dropped from Xquatlon (3.71), it can be rewritten as: 

a   0 

Bv BJ B.      T 1 

T     j    * Tf   KT *  z u•72' 0 0 c   os     0     n _ 
OS 
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flgnir« 3.11 

The tcsccptance element B/7 !■ determined from the xate of chastge 
of otored energy in the main guide alone, and is to a first order indepen- 
dent of the change in stub guide dimensions, since it is asstaied that the 
form of the slot field remaini unchanged.   Thus, fy/^   «7 he obtained 
simply hy subtracting the stub guide susceptanee contribution from B./T 
according to Equation (3*72), or by using Xqu^tion (3«7l) in A similarly 
appropriate manner.    In this «ay, once B//T   is known for a given slot site, 
the ralue of B./^   i* obtainable readily fo? any stub guide size.   An ex- 
plicit expression for B^/l   is giren in Section X.    The equivalent circuit 
for the complete Tee is' shovn in Figure 3«l2. 

ÜüULÄiJ 
-T3 

I 
nctrrojwn 

Figure 3.12 
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If th« lose dlmenilon of th« ttub guide lg c and the short 
dlmenalou d, then the tome ratio n     la giren by 

4. < 'T> H {p. \: & $] [Ht7^]     <'•"> 

A thick «lot-coupled X plane lee can he conaidered as a length 
of guide, equal to the slot thickness, connecting an X plane Tee Junction 
and a tranarerse slot «hlch is simply a change in cross-section.   The Tee 
Junction referred to is sho«n in Tlgcxe 2.9 U>), and is seen to he a special 
caae of the typ« of Tee conaidered above, namely, idien the stub guide cross- 
section dimensions are identical to those of the slot itself.   The suacept- 
ance B./T     for this case is to a first order equal to zero, so that from 
XqmtiSn f5.72) 

o o 

where the subscript J is added to signify "Junction", in accordance with 
the notation of Part II. The expression (3*7^) 'or the turns ratio n 
now becomes 

.2 
\i 

2 
It cos (TT al/2 a) "1 /, __* v   1 - (a'W*   J ^.75) 

The parameter B /l is assumed unchanged, because the energy 
stored in the wareguide structure, when the slot is excited by a symmetric 
roltage source, is in th3 immediate ricinHy of the aperture and is rela- 
tively unaffected by the presence of the walls. For the case of a Tee 
Junction it would seem that the proximity of the walls of the stub guide 
to the slot should alter the value of B /T , but it is probably still true 
that the half space dyadic susceptance is a good approximation to the guide 
dyadic susceptance in the variational integrals, thereby only slightly 
influencing the B /l value. 
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k,     fnmrraw Slot Badiating Into a fttlf 8pao» 
(R. Kurts) 

Vh«n considered as a «aregolde temlnatlon, the equlTslaet cir- 
cuit for a transrerse slot redlating fro« the end of the guide into a imlt 
space Is a tw terminal settork.    The admittance element T   «0   + J B 
consists of a radiation conductance in parallel with a susceptafce, asr 

shown in Figure 3*13* 

GUIDE 

HALF 
SPACE *- 

jQ«r 

{*) 

I 
(b) 

Figure 3.13 

In a manner somewhat analogous to the derivations for the other 
▼ariational expressions given ahove, the variational foianlation for this 
admittance element is obtained as I 

T   »G   + j B r       r r 
XfdsjjdS' n xB (^•(yg-'-jgh)- nxl (r») 

rffiS n x B (r)  • h (r) j 2 (3.76) 

where 

7 =    J B 
*e J^g 
A -VJ2h 

I(r) 

imaginary dyadic spatial guide admittance, 

complex dyadic spatial half space admittance, 

the slot trial electric field. 

The slot electric field may "be considered real in the variational expres- 
sion since aT>y complex amplitude factor which is independent of space co- 
ordinates cancels out. It is readily demonstrated that hoth Ö and B 

r    r 
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ar« •tationarj about the correct slot electric field which aatiifies the 
integral equation 

I h -   dS' (y  -»• 7h) * £ x 1 (r') (3.77) 

«here I is the complex current corresponding to the real field 1 (r1)« 

It is conrenient to decompose the admittance element represented 
by Xquation i}*jS)  In a manner analogous to those expressions given earlier 
for the transverse slot and the slot-coupled S plane Tee as 

TI I 

V T2 -'i (3.78) 

idler« P. is the rate of change of stored energy in the wregoide side of 
the aperture, and P. is the rate of change of stored energy in the half 
space plus an additional quantity which is a measure of the radiated p^ver« 
The imaginary part of T , i.e., the shunt susceptance, is 

J * S-'-K (3.79) 

It is recognized that the first term, which is purely reactive, is half the 
Buaceptance of a transverse slot of the same dimensions; the eacond tern is 
the susceptance calculated by using the imaginary part of the half space 
spatial adaittance.    Die twc terns are almost equal for small slots since 
the guide spatial admittance then car be approximated by the half space 
kernel as shown in Xquation i}.Hö). 

The radiation conductance GL   (which is also equal to G ) is! 

'P. 

\ 
He I 

? a    He h 
31 (3.80) 

and is the term contributed to the ▼arlational expression (3-76) by xlvj 
dyadic half space conductance so that 

frds/TdS' n xE (r)* 0.* » xE (c') 
ft    ,    JJ     JJ       -  ^   -   ^ (3.81) 

r//d5 n xB (r)  * >i (£)"I 
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^ ^   ^        k2 (r-r'l 

Xt aaj be shoja that the Insertion of any trial electric field 
In (3.81) different froa the trne electric field yield« a mine of GL 
greater than the true mine.    3hle itatement acsweg both that the correct 
Green's fmeiloo is used and that the Integrations are eralnated exactly, 
fhls mlniAQB property for the conducteuoe can be derived simply,1 once it 
is shown that the insertion of any ronpletely arbitrary aperture electric 
field In (3.81) always yields a posltire result for &.    This is sufficient 
since this proof for the minlauB property InrolTes the insertion of a dif- 
ference field Into the nonerator of the Tariatlonal expression.   The differ» 
anos field being the difference between the trial and the exact aperture 
fields.   A proof that the result of Squatlon (3.81) i» positive for arbi- 
trary' aperture electric fields is given belov.    The proof given here is only 
one of sevenJ. that could be given, and is certainly not the simplest of 
than, but is most direct in that it involves the real part of the half space 
spatial susceptance itself. 

The transverse component of th* half space dyadic conductance in 
the plane s a s' * o is! 

Wt ■ u <«/ ^ •lnt|f:l
1'1        (3.«) 

k      |r - r' 

where   c » i i + i J ***      """   ^ ^ 

|r-r«|  - /"(x-x')2 + (y-y')2' 

let us utilize certain integral expressions, namely, 

tin k |r « r« I f     J (|y - y' f *) oos ^/k2 - t2 (x - x«) )r * r« | { 
0 

0 JT^P 
t dt 

(3.83) 

1 

2 

See, for exanple. Miles, J.K., "Plane Discontinulti*8 in Cylindrical 
Tubes", J. Acous. Soc. Am., !][_ ,  2^-271i  (J&ß    '^'^o). 
Tfatson,  ß.H,,  "A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Junctions", 1922, 
p. 4l6. 
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and? 

J0(l7-7'|t).   if    coy {7- r)      tyf (j.gu, 

Thet« t«d retults can t« coabinad Into the cjQ)reisionI 

k ^2^2 

(3.85) 

The dependence of the integrand upon the prised and mrprlaed co-ordinatee 
can he exhibited in a tjmetric product lAen the parameter* 

S»xt4-yv D«xt-yir 

S' ■ x1 t ♦ y» w D« s x« t - y« v 

are introduced,  for then 

asosCx-i1)* cosCy-y^Vs cotDcoaD' + »InDBlTD' ♦ cosScoaS' -f ainSsinS1   . 

▲ typiml   re«n in the conductance expression (3*81) then becomes I 

1/ "I —^ ^ Jcfo) + gt CD(VGD(V + (1. J)^ 
^ (3.86) 

where     C-Cs )   «    H 1 (x,y)  cos D dx dy 

^ xs   .   1 lz(x,y) +ily(x.y) 

I   a    aperture field 

E   a    a positire number. 
OP? 

HoweTer, since ir-t-t^k it is easily shown that the integrand is 
positive for non-vanishing X (x,y) and 1 (xfy). The conductance is 
essentially the sun of such Typical term» and la consequently also positive. 

ibid. p. 4«. 
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As iaplled by Iqufttlon (3*79) * *&• aaseaptanc« of the txmnsrvrs« 
zadlatlng slot of flgur« 3.13, relatlre to th« charactsrlstic adultteacs 
of ths nftTsgoid«, Is coapoasd of two parts, nansly, 

0 0 0 

this hrsftkxqp follows natuially fro» the Tsrlatlonal espresslon (3*7^) •   '^ 
first term, B./2T    , is half ths soscsptance of a tzansrerse slot of the 
saae aperture ilaensions within the «aregoide, and was calealated in 2) of 
this section.   The second tezm, which inrolres the iwagiTe-rj part of the 
half rpace spatial admittance, depends solely on the stored energy in the 
half space region, and is giren hy: 

To  Qjn z 1 (r)  • h (r) dS J" 
T 

o 
(3.M) 

shore 

*<   ~     k2 Ir-r'l 

T     -   2- 
0 OB   |* 

She mode function h (r) Invclred In the denominator applies to the «are" 
guide region, and is that of the dominant mode therein, thus permitting 
normallEatlon of B.   to that mode.    Identical considerations apply to the 
expresiios (3r£l)    for GL   , idxere both sides must be divided by T»3C/«D p 
to complete the normalization. 

The trial aperture electric field! (r) for espreislons (3«8l) 
and (3.88) was choeen as 

1« Z,, cos   ^ (3.89) 

where the origin of coordinates lies at the center of the slot, fhe choice 
was dictated largely by the ability to eraluats the resulting integrals. 
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Th« trial field« (3.,+7) »nd (3.4«) used in the eraluetion of Bt/T   , 
althou^i expected to be slightly Bore accumte than that of (3.85^,   led 
to integmtion difficulties. 

If the geometry of the txansrerse radiating slot is as shovn in 
the solid lines of Figure 3,1k, then the equiralent circuit is similar to 
that show in figure 3*13t but the noxnalization desired is to the slot 
«areguide characteristic adstittance T '  , rather than that of the sain 
«aregulle, T .   figure }*lh illuetmtes a possible application as a 

± 
HALF 
SPACE 

I 
I 
T 

Figure 3.14 

portion of a thick slot.    In order to obtain normalization to T '  , the 
tem T   in expression (3.88) is replaced by T • a -»e '/«» ** • vhere 9€ ' 
is the propagation wayenumber of the slot guide, and the mode function h 
in the denominator is replaced by h'  ,  corresponding to the dominant mode 
in the slot guide.    Similar considerations apply to the eipression (3*81) 
for the conductance.    Comparison of the expresslona Involved shows that 
T/T   for the slot of Figure 3.13 is related to Y /Y ' for the slot of 
Ffgu^e 3.1^ by r   0 

Y • 
0 

.2   Y. (3.90) 

«here the expression fo* n. involves the ratio of the denominators and is 
defined in Equation (32b) of the Final Eeport, Chap. VI. For the special 
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case of the trial field of Equation (3.89).  the B./2T ' tern nmishee 
since the trial field is then the dominant mole field0of the elot guide 
and is orthogonal to all the higher modes constituting the guide spatial 
susceptance.    Furthernore, the expression for nf is then given directly 
by Equation (35) of the Final Report, Chap. ?I.    Since the direct «are- 
guide contribution vanishes for the T/T ' term, and the geometry inrolred 

that of a Junction between the slot guile and the half space, the quan- 
my W vlll be denoted by T  Vl « 

rj   0 

The evaluation of the Integrals ImrolTed in the rarlational 
expressions (3«81) and (3*8S) are nov discussed.   The differentiations 
inrolved in the half space dyadic susceptance are readily remoTsd by an 
integration by parts procedure as shown in the Final leport, Chap. ?I, p. k. 
The resiaining quadruple integrals are directly reduced to double lategxalc 
yhen new variables z - z* 
leads to the egression: 

z + z1  , y - y'  1 y •♦• y1 are introduced.    This 

J 2 

n^b« 1" - 1) 

+ (C2+ 1) 

r n 

j^'-bj d i ein S  e 
-J c 

/ 
2 ;    ? 

(3.91) 

^.are C n 
Äi- ,-il • ± 

•   » 

*A-(fe)2 
2n    • 

§ ,JV(z-z«) .     ^ -fHy-y») ; 

and n. is given in Equation (35) of Chan. VI of the Final Report. The 
Integrals are evaluated by approzimating the integrands by the first few 
terms of a convergent power series. 
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Vh«i r s b'/a1 Is greater than unity the first Integration 
inrolree the eraluation of the integrale 

r TT 

■i ■ / ('-5» 
■in C /s 2 » t 2 

T IT 

I     .     f    (r-L)    co,cJf2, 
2     J "       ri— 

o v5   ■»■ ^ 

/-2    .2" 

Since ao 

/ 

■in c /y2 ■>. ? 2' 

/777 
d,      .   f J   (CJ) 

00 

; 
sstsJUZUL i 

/7^~i ? 7 -  i  ^(c^ 

an integration by parts results inI 

r TT 

I   «JLSj    (c    )  , cos C3     . r f      cos C/^2 ^ ^ 
1        2     o V   »;        C TT C      ^ 2 

r TT _^____«_ 

.Uly   (C.)    +    8ia Cg r        f    sin cJs2 + 1^ 
2     o V   5; C TT       *    C       ^ 2 

OS 

TT  
Watson,  0. H., loc. cot., p. ISO. 

1       T 
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Wh«n C|  it nail then:5 

| TO (c$) r (i - 5^—) (l0g cs ♦ * - io«2) ♦ 4r^ • 

/"~2 S7 1     /2 

Consequently*, 

r n r IT r IT 

/ein C / J    -f 9       d i>       A,     |    gin C»   d»? C5_     / oot Oj dj 

P TT                     ______«_                          r " T n 

/COB C /f2 ♦ »2 d ■?     ^     r    cog C»   dj O2!" 2     /"ain C«td> 
.2                   '   J      "     **     ' 2         7          H'      ' 

00                                     »                                    OD                     « CO                 ' 

With these approximations one finds 

with a similar eipression for I .    The remaining integrations with respect 
to  § are readily evaluated by rntegiatlon by parts. For example! 

w "    cos t dt fi 6 TT TT 
f     xn t cos t dt   a    -  Xn t cos t ♦   J" 

c c c 

a  /n n •»• CiCn) + Xn c cos c - Ci(e) 

5   Jahnke, I. and Bnde, f.,  "Tables of Functions", 19^3. PP» 128, 132. 
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Upon alloving ♦ to approach zero one obtains 
TT 

t ein t dt   »     /n TT   ♦    C1(TT)    -     °\ 

o 

TI 

njr 

where Xn y  ■    .5772- 

The final expretalom for the admittance paraoeten are: 

\ X   ab       1 

T X       W h'2 

o 

i-(f)2 

=..(f^ 

-|2 r 

-    <   cos 
■)   IL 

(kh*)- ,i^kl>'^ i-kb« SKkb 
kb« 

. (£LJl)a.2      c08(kb') 4 *iffiV?    -   kb'    Si(kb')        ^ 
III ^, ^H 

(3.92a) 

T_ ^ b'a'2    l6 

-12 

2 . „ 8i(TT) + l±£2SÜ£li   - 200B(kb') 

(rn)2   . 

.(^)2 

^ grr2     (r TT)2 X 
.2 - (^) A (3.92'o) 

where 
r ■ il:k.a;A.ciu..)-*i^--Ä^:xg = 

^F 
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I2 - ^- r^- - | (1 - A n) - ^ - 2 (CI(TT) - A r ')! « -1632 

The only restriction In these results is that r a b'/a* is greater than 
unity.    For this reason,  the tarns have heen arranged so that imen h1 

ronains finite irtille a1-^ o then only the first tern in the traces is 
significant. 

Vhoa the aperture area hecones Tanlshlngly nail (a1—» o and then 
h1—*o) the conductance becomes 

a ar   X   ah 
T ' V (3.93) 

la agresment with the result obtained in the Final Beport, Chap. VI, p. 22* 

Whan the slot width is a1 » X/2 (a half-mvelength slot) the 
admittance computation becomes simplified.   The first integration involves 
the evaluation of 

C   (> . n)   -      f   »in!    *>*UZ*\±±L 
J I     2       2' o / TM 

'^ Cij , n)   «    j 

S    U.n)   =      r    »inf .in/rM
2   il 

/ f   + 7 
n / 

Upon changing variables one can evaluate these as' 

CB ( ^ , n)    -   \ |si(/TT2 + ^ 2   + TT) + Si(/TT2 + ^2'   - TTH - Sidy ) 

r— ' ! ——— 
Tables of Generalized Sind and Cosine Integral Functions, Harvard 
University Press, l^, p. XI7. 
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Sg (^ , n) - - I j Cl(/rT2 + ?
2 ♦ TT) > CiC/n2 + ij2   - n) J ♦ Cl(^) 

The Integration with respect to h ia perfomed tj oalog the relations! 

d S    ( •> , w) /2 2 ■    < *    y coe /ir -»i . ———— a        ■   '' ' +    eog t 
4^ *? 1 

go that 

a 

jC (n «TT) dn  >   a C (a.n) •♦■ 1 - coe a +    I    »injn   +  ij        dk 

/S.( •? •" 0 d^  »   a S (a.TT)  - sin a f 1 2 2 /   coe TIT 4-   ^ d^ 

0 0 

Vlth theee fomulae It la readily deduced that! 

3/2 

r • rTs rTT^r-   ^2 s-( ^^^ ~ * 
Sain m     2(l-co8 rrr) 

TT (r TT)' 

r TT r TT 

h        ( j 2 ?      • 9 — y ^ coByjr 
(TTT) 

T.\ 
1 *? 

(3-91t«) 
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&      TT al)    11 - f—)_]        j ^       Ssin PIT       2 COB nr 
~a~T    "PT,2? i  2C(m.TT)+  
To     k X2   COB22^ [        8 TTT       (rn)2 r n 

r TT r TT 
k   f   n—T 2     r      r?—r +      J slnVn   + »»        t* :     f   h  Bin/n   +   »5 4») 

rn   J ( l        (TV)2   J    (        i ^ i 

0 0 

where no approximations have been made as jet in the integrations*    However, 
for a half-wave slot, r 3 "b1/»' is always less than unity, and for this 
range of values the above expressions (3*9^) can he well approximated "bjl 

\        nah    U-^)! 
|3/2 

J   [/n(2TTy  ) - Cl{2n)^ -   -^   h'5 

I     "   k X2   cos2 S5 
0 ^ < ■ (3.95a) 

a        nah   ii - (|-)!]3 2 f Un 
r = r^    i ^x.       Si^) - TT ^ 
T        4 x2  cos2 (^nr) 

(3.95h) 

For the special case of a =  .9  , h = .^ , K = 1.26 these reduce to'. 

^   m    .769   -    ,61.2 Vd (3.96a) 
c 

B. 
~   =    .41+8   -    I.OU h« (3.96h) 

0 

I   y 
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VhflD r a V/a'  i» lea« than unity th« integmtions ara mor» 
difficult.   The first integxation involre» the eraluation of the integrale". 

h^h 
o V f   +   ij 

i3*iik «  J J-casX^. 
w - 4 c/f* +  i 

JTTT7 Al. 

l5^h 
f   «in 5   e 

- J c/j2+   72, 

AL 
/2 ? 

v f + 7 

To evaluate these, the range of integration is broken up into 0 £$ 4:S Ki^ 
< £% 4* lAere r n < 5   .    In the range J   4S 4™ ^e Approbation 

J %   + 1     "§+    o   "f      iB ,'18ei» vhile in the range 0 < f < .f     the email 
argument approximation for the trigonometric functions is used.   A check on 
the integrations is provided hy the fact that the terms containing $  must 
cancel since the original integrals are clearly independent of 5 .    The 
integrations proceed essentially in the fashion described in the Final 
Report, Chap. VI    p.6.    After the integrals I.   to Ig have "been approximated 
in terms of powers of *i and   Xn ^ all that remains is the evaluation of 
standard integxals between definite limits.    Upon collecting results, one 
can express the final admittance parameters as follows. 

"2 \ ("f")2  Fi(kaf + V)* Sl(ka, " "0 " k cos2(kat/g) 
fca« 

TT i^drr)2 Ci|kn'-n|-Ci(kB'4TT)+j?n| -§7^ ka'-rr + 0 „ *>' 
C3.97a) 
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where 

- ka» (-¥- )2   cos ka» 0 (il)2 - -L (X)2 ^ 2^ aln *** 

|i-3(^r)2}. i^^)2[|;i(te.^si(ta.-fT)](^)J 
- ka* 

^(^r)^] pi Ite'^l-CKtai'+TT)* jen| ka'-MTi 

0 t 

Cl(la'-HT) - Cilka'wffl    , ^    ^Ijeivl 

*^ + i+(A)2 Sidca'-Kr) - 
2TT J     3»' 2»' 

where 

rM\2     iro}\2 J/^SS 

(3.971>) 

X v2    ft /h«v2 

ka^in ka*- cos ka'+ TT Si(ka,<HT)-Sl(kal irti '-n)] 

+ (ka')2(^-)2 ClCka'^-Cllka'^rl + la , /n iL2£lÜ | 

[l+{£r)*\   ^ ^oeka^(ka')2(g-)2p1^:^S1^,^]l 
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and 

' - ar/X« - SL /l . (X/2»')2' » 7 k2 - (it/*)2 ' 

1     ab  Fn  1 - (a'/a)2 j 
n2 " a'b«   %   eo« (n a</2a} 

▲ single foznula for the conductance can be obtained which in 
valid for all aperture «izea, and which differs fron the accurate expret- 
eions by 10 percent at most, this greatest error occurring for the vide 
open aperture. Igreesent is excellent for small apertures. The expres- 
sion is I 

\ 2Tf   X   ab i - &z 
 a 

—TTr cos-- {[- .37^f )2 * .I30(f )U - .^(f)6] 

- 1.36 (f )a Pi - .268 (f )2 * .160 (f )U1 + .^6 (H)1 

This rea'xlt is obtained by means of the approximation 

(3-98) 

sin C /rr+Tr c3(%
2

+ ,
2)      c5( f 2+ ?

2)! 
 ■ C ^ —■ +   

/ 
2        2 120 

c7( ^ fy> 

5.01«) 

in the •srariational expreseion (3.Si) for the conductance.    This fonnula 
results in conductances which are too small for large apertures »lace the 
last term ir the series approximation for the sine was negatiye. 
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5.     1 Plane Slot Badiatlng into a Half Spae« 

When the E plane slot is excited hj a «ymffletrical current toorce 
the field set up in the slot,  to a first order,  is identical to that for 
the transverse radiating slot, and also that in the slot-coupled 1 plane 
Tee.    the symbolic expression for the variatioz^l formolation resulting 
from the ahore excitation, analc^ODs to Iquatlon {}»&)), is 

2 n,R        (2V)2        i&)2 

lAere the subscript B designates "mdiating*, shile from Iquation (3,71). 
we have 

P. T 
 ^ = * B. + -i (3.100) 
(ST)2      ^   2 

and from Iquations (3.79>,  (3.80), and (3.56), 

—^ »  -^-5   (-^)2  =   (a   +   i \)   -r (3.101) 
(27)2 (V.)2     27 ^ h       n2 

t c 

therefore, Kqtiation (3.99) is rewritten as 

c 

or 

(VH   "    J B/    +   ^^ 2 (3.102b) 
c 

In Equations (3.IO2), all qu&ntities nay be written as relative to the main 
guide characteristic admittance T . The quantity B^   la dlacuased in 
Sec. 3) c. The expreaslon for n 1B given by Equation (3.59b) or by (3.65), 
*hile expressions for B. and G ire given by Equations (3.92), or (3.95)» 
or (3.97)i depending upon the range of aperture dimensions. The four 
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terminal eqalTalant clrrxlt for the Z plane radiating elot in terms of the 
notation of this section is shown in Figure 3*^5* 

Figure 3--5 

The shunt suscept&nce 3 /Y is taken as identical to the one 
obtained for the £ plane 'Pee, since The field and geometry considerations 
are the same as those in the case discussed in Sec. })  c.    We may also 
write X a - 1/B since X is large, and is >>R . 

a     a      a a 

Since the field choice is real, i.e.. 

,.o. <<■  »0 JW^ 
cos —r + i 

a' -t a ^ 
2  P , vx 
-  z  sin -— 

a 

(3.103) 

the radiation resistance E /Z , relative to the guide characteristic 
impedance, is 



1X3 

E 

Z 
-Ä.Bs 

y i 

2 I£ 

o 

2-1- ffdS ffdS« M .(-V^« + k* c)  ,ink U-JC'I  JC 

^ [//H..C. • .(^ ]8 

(3.10»*) 

Thit has been calculated and Is approximately equal to 

2IT ab 

WZ 
1   +    (1 -   oc2)2 

i-^'-'T. 
(3.105) 

%Aiere   oC a a1/a.    As   oC approaches zero,  the express ion for R /Z    reduces 
to a   0 

R 4TT     ah 
a        __   _1-- 

2     =   3     XX (3.106) 
g 
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1.      Suanary of Resultg for the Slot Pjarametera 

1.     Transverse centered slot coupling Identical wavegttldas 

(H.    mode propagating) 

^t 
T,.T2 

I 

!iBt 
t 
|Y« 

l*J 

i 

CROSS-SECTION      SIDE   VIEW     EQUIVALENT NETWORK 

Results I 

The slot considered is a sero-thickness,  centered, transverse 
aperture coupling identical rectangular waveguides.    Its equivalent network 
at the reference planes coincident with the slot contains a single resonant- 
type shunt element.    The susceptance of this element,  relative to the charac- 
teristic admittance of the waveguide, for a slot of aperture dimensions a' 
and "b1  in a guide of dimensions a and b is given "by two expressions,  each 
valid for a different range of slot dimensions. 

For the range of aperture dimensions h'/b^O^, a'/a'T'O^i 

r= K 0 g 

0 TTbl    ,    1 /b.2 Afn cec -3-   +   - (r) cos 2   b 

IflS    X 

(r^-)2 
X   vx _ 
g      6? 

cos 
3TT a1 

2 a 

2 a 

1 - (fV       ^ 2 

TT a1 ,      Q /a's2 
cos T T" 1-9 vr~) 

{[-^>2] ^^^ ^'^ * 'frj2 

(3-107) 
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liiere  }f * 1*781. X   is the guide levelangth in the rectangular «aye- 
guide of dimeneions a and h, and X     is the absolute value of the guide 
«areleogth for the third (m « 3, a?* 0} mode,  i.e., 

X _    = 
g3 

/ i^W 
TOT the remaining range of «lot dimeneions: 

B,      "b ,.      ~     \        B ^        r     a« h« u   Tra'l 

000 L. J 

idier el 

B, X 

a 
ri-jd./r (|)2   ) .in* ^J "t2 ^ 

(3.108) 

B ^    f/) "^      !   *    2       U   Trb,"l ^nCllc   ^r*-(I-)    cos     ^5- 
e       g   L ^ ü 

t(^) Li« 
n3 

sin TT a1    m   v a1 TT a1 

-   n 

sin TT a' 
2a 

^f> '! ^ f^W   [f ^1 C3b,) + (1 - W ^ ("5|b " t,| ) 

- ^ 4 «*. (^e^T ) - (1 - ~) ^ irf  (^TTh^Trp ) 
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liiere      "»_ « 2 TT/X _ , liiere X _ !• defined alxnre, 

K.    la the Beseel function of the second kind of ioaginary 
arguaent, and 

09 

»rf (x) = 6    fir #/ 

-1* 
dt   »   1 - Irf (x) 

Beetrictionil 

The resnltg hare been obtained varlatlonally.    The two different 
expresBlons for B /T   result from the insertion of two different trial 
aperture electric fiSlds in the Tariatlonal expression.    For expressions 
(3.107) and (3.102).  the trial fields (3.^7) and (3.Ug),  respectively, 
vere used.    In both cases, the spatial susceptance utilized was the 
modified guide one discussed in Sec. C. 

2.      Transverse centered slot coupling guides of different 

cross-section 

(BL, mode propagating in at least one guide) 

Trn 

Tijz 

'01 

2       X,.! 
ff)}}}* 

CROSS-SECTION SIDE VIEW      EQUIVALENT NETWORK 
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Retoltil 

In equivalent circuit referred to the Junction plane of the two 
guides consists of an input susceptance B coupled by means of a transformer 
to an output series reactance. To a first order, the series reactance is 
zero and the susceptance is half the sum of the susceptance of a transrerse 
slot in guide (1) and the susceptauce of a transTerse slot in guide (2) 
coupled thru a transformer whose turns ratio is n II. Thus 

» - 1 (su * \ V n 

or 

B 

01 

1 

2 T01 n8    T02     T01 
(3.109) 

where B j/T.. and B_/Y02 are given "by Equations (3«107) and/or (3.108), 
depending upon the Caenslp-» of the slot relative to those of «sach guide. 
Also 

X    ^ 0 
c 

The turns ratio n is given "by 
8 

T,2      » hlf 1. $f 
2 

c d 
n     a 

8 L1 - (f>2 CO. |f a b 

ReBtrlctions: 

(3.110) 

These results have been obtained by assuming that the slot excita- 
tion for this case is the same as that for the transverse slot coupling 
identical guides, an assumption which should be sufficiently accurate for 
engineering applications. 
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The susceptance cf a transverse change of cross-section can be 
calculated from the ahore fontulae directly since the contribution to the 
susceptance from the guide whose cross-section dimensions are exactly 
those of the slot is almost zero.    Thus the value for B becomes eaual 
simply to B 1/2.    The ratio of the terms within the bracket in   n    contain- 
ing the dimension c becomes equal to k/rr «hen c a a1. 

li Transverse centered slot coupling rectangular «aveguide to 

a half space» 

I 
I 
T 

«—r 
6- 
{ 
I 
T 

SIDE VIEW        CROSS-SECTION      EQUIVALENT NETWORK 

Hesultet 

The equivalent two terminal circuit is a resonant-type lossy 
retwork.    The susceptance B    ,  referred to the plane of the obstacle,  is 
partially determined from tne formula for the susceptance of a transverse 
aperture.    The relative susceptance of a rectangular radiating aperture of 
width a' and height h1  centrally located in a transverse plane in a rectan- 
gular waveguide of width a and height b ie 

B B ̂t 
2Y' 

h (3.111) 

where B /Y is given by Equation (3.IO7) or (3.108) depending on the aperture 
dimensions^ and where the expressions below for B,/Y correspond to different 
ranges of aperture dimensions. 

I  i ) 
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Tor b^fc» : 

Bt      X     1 

Te     a«   ul   IL Wa- 
1 + cos ka1 2 cos 

(nb» 

■ kb« I 

+ ( St!^2 IW       /IT
2
 ■ g\      cos ka«      I ^ rj2£SU [_       /TT

2
- 8. .   | 

"idler« (3.112) 

1 ab      fn   1 - (a'/a)2 I 
„ 2   "   a'b«       ^   cot (TOVaa) 

H. 

£ a if 

- .3^82 

CiUb«) - 

•5772 

sin kb' 
kb' 

H    «    .1632 

-    /n   X 

k   =    2IT/X 

and 

Si at 

Cl (x) j 
00 

X 
f      COB   t dt 

Tor b' 4. a'  : 

1      f B.       2b' X       *      1  0.1    0 

T X2       n f   ^ k    ^ 
0 t 

c+i- 2 J 
In ka1 

ka' 

£♦<£'!] (6-'-£(£)2 
«B ^2 {3.113) 
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wher« 

■in ka'    -   cos ka'   ♦   2w   S^ 

■1 

h &*] l-^ +   coi ka»   +   (ae'a»)   S 

and 

*'   "   ^g ' ^ ^/l- (V2a')2     -   y^-dr/a')2' 

Ci (ka' ^ TT) - Ci   |ka' - TT| 
c     B £ — 

e           SI (ka; ♦ TT) - SI (ka'  - TT) 
s     = ^r—— — 
~ oT 

and the other syabols are defined above. 

For a half-MATelength slot. I.e., a* X/2 t 

B, TiahX 

g 

nX    |- MTT -i 
secd (—)      31 (2TT)  -   —     b' 

^a    L 3X J 
(3.11^) 

The radiation conductance, G /l    relative to the vavegulde 
characteristic admittance, is directly equal to G./T .    The expression 
for it, for the range of aperture sizes for which D'>.a'  ,  isl 

G X   a'  U     1 

T X h' IT
3
    a . 

o t ̂
 [ 

- (^ ) a'2 

cos kb'    -   —fc^' + kb' Sl(kb«) j 

sin kb« cos kb« 4-   ^' ° |       - kb' Sl(kb') kb (3.115) 

i     » 
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ForV ^Ca»  .* 

o » 

„l 
(3.116) 

idier« f 

+i^[n(Ä )2 s ♦ [-3(^J I - ao]] 

and 
8   »   Sldot' + n) + Slda« - n) 

and the ether gyntolt are defined above, 

Tora half-wavelength elot, i.e., a' a x/2 • 

0       TtahX _   TTX 
^ ^ —r   sec^ (—) To ' 4X 3 ka 

& n 2»Ty "2 n - Ci (2tT) 5   b'2 

3X2       J 
(3.117) 

i. single formula for the conductance which is valid for all 
aperture sizes is: 

0 ^       >   nt   M 

- 1.36 (f )2 [l - .*6* (Si)2 + .1.60 (|i)U]   + .556 i£)k j 

(3-118) 
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Thli latter axpresalon differ« from the accurate expresiione aoore by 10 
percent at most, this greatest error occurring for the vide open aperture, 
and is excellent for small apertures. The error is such that the conduc- 
tance Talue predicted by (3.1 If?) is too low, 

Hestrictioast 

The results bare been obtained Tarlationally, wherein it «aa 
assumed that the form of the slot field is approximately that present in 
the transrerae slot within the guide. Actually the trial field used ««a a 
cosine field, and therefore slightly different from tlvs fields used for the 
calculation of S./l . The spatial admittance used for computing B./T and 
C./I «as the half space one. 

k,     CeaSered eyianetrioal slot-coupled g plane Tee 

CUTAWAY  VIEW 

T|.T2 

SIDE  VIEW 

T, .2 

EQUIVALENT  NETWORK 
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Baanltal 

Ths equivalait netvork «hown applies to the indioated reference 
planes, and Is valid for a synmetrical E plane Tee.    The reaonant-typb 
series element JB.   is the dominant one.    Formulae for the parameters,  re- 
lative to the waveguide characteristic admittance, are given below. 

r '^ 0 (3.119) 
0 

K   K   ^,  16   P    o „vt 

0       a       g   n g 
<i>2 - ^2 ^21 '-.xao) 

tbere 

2 a'h'   U    cos (Tia'/aa) T at - rr Ij; 1: (wiys J 

B h X     b«        a' 
-5*^  1(—)2(—)    ,       fora'/a,    b'/h«! (3.I2I) 

Io X^   b a 

Parameter B./*. occnrs in combination with "zjzt , lAere the lat- 
ter quantity is given above.    The different expressions listed for 
(B,/T   + B /2T ) and for n   are applicable for dlffemt ranges of aperture 
dimensions*   r8r a'/a > O.H, b'/b^ 0.5: 

0.3^5+i(f-r (3.122) 
Bb 
T 

0 
■♦• 

B 

2Io 
9 

1 

< 0 

n c 
a> J 

0 

2 ^ J 

(3.123) 
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Jora,/a>0.5,    O.S ^ b'/^J <0.9 : 

*j        a» T + IT--* $  - ^(l)^(i-Op) .1^1 
o     2 o     ZaT     o 2n2   T)»   *    !- ^ *-' e c 

V) 

o.     «    -^r   »in   —t— c nV X 

(5.12^) 

(3-125) 

yora«/a>0.5 , ^/t^Q.S I 

Bv      B          1   to B,. 1 

T       21         2 b' VY ;1)'/^1 2 o          o      n o n c c 

21) J      l.kjh b    ,[     j^ B 

(3.126) 

Th© eqoation for n^ Is that giren by Iquation (3.125),    JOT a'/a > 0.^, 
b'/b 3 1.0  . Equation (3.I26)  reduces tol 

0 0 

B IB, 
- r * ~ r [A ^^ * 2 (f )2 

(3.127) 

The equation for n Is that given by Equation (3.125)« c 
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for the syabola inTolved*.    The B./l    it the relatlre aunceptance 
of a traarrerae slot of the same diaenoions a« that for the slot-coupled 
fee,  except where otL nrlae indicated.    Tor Equations (3.122) and (3«12^) 
the B./l   raluee are ßlven,  respectively, by Iquationg (3»iC7) and (3.IOS). 
fhe B^/lT Taluee for Bquatione (3.I26) and (3.I27) are obtainable from the 
Hareffolde Handbook.    The gymbole TCa1/»)! \ , *-*  t «14 Irf. <>* Iquation 
(3.12^) are defined In connection vith Aquation ^(j.lOg). J   it the Beeeel 
function of the first kind of zero order. 

Eestrictionst 

The results have been obtaineu variationally assuming that for 
synmetrical current excitation the field Induced in the aperture is the 
same as that in the transverse slot, so that it has beer, possible to 
utilise the letter's results.    To a fi"st order the eianent I   is zero. 

c 

The exact evaluation of X has not been attempted. The expres- 
sion for B /T was obtained by usinl a biconpcnant aperture field together 
with the quasi-static half space spatial suscept'.nce. 

It will be noted that the expressions for (\/^0 + B /^J  »re 
specified for a'/a^ 0,5 only. It «as anticipated from tn© infegiations 
tlÄt Equations (3.12^), (3.I26) and (3.12?) would be valll for all a'/a 
values, but coniparisou with experiment indicates poorer agreement for 
a'/a <^O.5. The probable reason for this disagreement is that the field 
assuntption used for the slots of larger ' is no longer valid for those 
of smaller a'. '.Che corresponding expressions In the range of smaller a' 
have not been evaluated. This restriction applies also to n,. , but not 
to B /T   or X /Z    . 

a   0 co 
5.      Centered symmetrical slot-coxipled E plane Tee, stub guide 

of arbitrary cross-section. 

ti 

1 ^ ßTime 

t b 

TI»TS GUIDE 

CUTAWAY  ^IEW SIDE  VIEW 
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Reeultol 

Xg ^2 

EQUiVALENT  NETWORK 

The ecLulvslent circuit referred to the Indicated rei'erence 
pl&ses is a jm&uetti.cal six texminal network with a series arm equal to 

(BZ + B /n^ )   | im& a shunt arm equal to j X .    The forct!lae for the 
parameter relative to the characteristic admittance of the main ruide are 
giT'n below!   Pamaetera I /Z   and B /T   are g: ren "by Zquatione ,3.119) 
and (3.120). c   0 a   0 

B 

08 

1 h 
2   T (3-128) 

08 

B^/Y  is the eusoeptance of a transverse slot in a rectangular «aregulde 
of dlmenBions c, d. And is obtained from Iquation (3.10^) she:: e' 
b1< 0.5 d; and from Equation (3.108) for all other slot slses» 

0.5 c. 

The parameter B# /Y   is related to the parameter (B./Y ■•• B /2Y ) 
of the slot-coupled £ plane Tee for vftich the stub guide dimensions ar) 
those of the main guide by the following! 

3L 
Y o 0 

B a 
2Y )    - 

B a 
2Y. 

1     B 

"2 
_t_ 
2Y. (3.129) 
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«hare all quemtitles ox* the right hand side apply to the cate in which the 
■tub guide if of the t&aie dimension» as the oain guide.    The Talues to 'be 
inserted depend on the slot dimensions relatire to the main guide, and are 
glren, respectively, hy Iquatlon» (3.122), (3.12^), (3.I26) and (3.12/) for 
(B./T   + B /2T }.   The ralue to be used for B./T   Is discussed in connection 
»ith ?hesefteqn£tlon« » Bo/T   is given by IquatioH (3.130). 

The turns ratio n2   is given by:   Tor a'/« ^0.5, b'/b «CO.j: 

cs 
g 

cos (m'^a)    ,    1 - (a'/c)2 

1 - (a«/a)2 cos (T»'/2C) 

12 
cd 
ab S (3.130) 

Tor a'/a > 0.5 , b'/b >0.5 a. 

cs 
g 

cos / a'/2a)    . 1 -» W/cY 

'/a)' 

-12 

COS   (TWl'/ac) 
ff (3.131) 

When the stub guide diaensionb are the same as those of the sain 
guide, the expressions for X /z   and "B» /T   are unchanged.   B /T   is simply 
B./2T   , and Equttlons (3.13^) and (3.131) for n^   become,  relpeStively, 
Equations (3*123) and (3»125) for n^.    Vlhen the stub guide dimensions are 
the same as those of the slot itself, the expressions for Z /Z   and IL/T 
regain unchanged, B /T     reduces to zero, and in the eapreesion for 
n      ^he ratio of the tfilms containing the dimension c becomes eq.ue.i tc U/rr. cs 

Restrictions 2 

The relations given are all obtained on a mlcrovave netvovk basis. 
It is assumed that the slot field does not change appreciably enough for 
the .arious stub guide sizes to Invalidate the variational nature of the 
results.    It is felt that this is a valid assumption, and It is born out by 
experimental data in conjunction with thick slots, involving a special case 
of the Tee considered here. 

The expression for iWl   becomes inaccurate for a'/a ^.5 be- 
cause the field assumption usffd for the slots of larger a' is no 1 mjer 
valid for those of smaller a'.   The corresponding expression In tb J ituoge 
of smaller a1 has not been evaluated.    Thlo restriction applies also to 

cs but not to the other parameters. 
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6.     Cantergd 1 plane alot radiating Into a hall rpaea. 

CUTAWAY  VIEW SIDE VIEW     EQUIVALENT NETWORK 

Rosultil 

The 10887 four terminal equivalent circuit is approzioately 
aeries. The series conductance G. of the S plane radiating slot is 
determined quite simply from the conductance cf the tzansrerse radiating 
slot. The series susceptance B is also determined from previously 
obtained resultr. X is taken as the shunt reactance of the X plane 
Tee network, while IT is the radiation resistance presented at the slot 
to symmetrical voltafe excitation, since this excitation results in a 
two terminal network. 

TOT a slot of width a' and length b1 located in the broad face 
of a guide of width a and height bt 

% (3.132) 

B. 

a 

s/ * j \ 

a E plane Tee 

(3.133. 

(3.131*) 
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a 3U 

i  +   (i - ^2 

|^1 -ot2 (X/2a)2J' 
'1.135) \j' 

idiere •/a. 

Tha n   !■ that of Jqiatlon (3.123) or (3.125) B/ is glTen l>y Iquation (3.129), 
B.   VTSquation (3.112), (3-113). or (3.11^), aiid X   by Baaation (5.120). 
Tne choice of equations for n   and B   it decided tf the slot site.   All 
parameters are actually specified rexatire to the main guide characteristic 
admittance I . 

aestrictionsl 

It has been possible to combine the results of the previous 
sections because it Is assumed that the form of the field excited in the 
slot-coupled I plane Tee and the E plane radiating slot are the same for 
yarious excitations.    There was no change in the shunt roactance X   since 
it has been shovn that this result is more or less Independent of ehe 
neighboring boundaHes. 
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pxcnrldad U(E) IS regular in the interval 

2) Propertlei of K^ (x) 

^ (x)   -   ^n4'1   Hn
(l) (J x) (2) 

00 „ ~ 

IÄ (x)   -   - /n iä Io(x) + V  ii£        fU+1) (3) 

1 
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4- («o2 

2     m 

y - 1.78a 

Xn(x)   i   ^i2i(f)n    ,    0<x«l,   nzl (Ha) 

I   (x)   ^   in 2/yx ,    0<x«l,    n«0 (4b) o 
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-Jxu       -JjZ + n2   7 r     . n T     -Jxu       -j7* + n     7 
[.^TT-l-i  j -        '  du (7) 

3)      Tabla of Int«grmli 

i    f r. [rßT? J   X t ,» 
• dt - - 

-J?TT 
r?TT 

(8) 

0 

dx » t irf ^') X c 
[k1/2) (9) 

ao 

cos X t    ——————— 

nJJTT        aiH(1) (yyTTT*)      R7t 
d x»< 

2    o 

(y/t2-*2') & < t 

do) 

M) Ijpre«»ion for the BelatlTa Anplitodeg for a Blcoaponept Tleld 

Lot It b» detirod to determl^o the quantity 

1 

f/5'5 dS 
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«b«r« N «atitfl«« th« follovisc «laationt 

b (8)   -    II n (8«)  •  ^ (8. 8«) d8< 

8 

Ttornnty it ItamltUn, !.•«, 

It osa b« them äutt B facpr*ti«d M 

ffjj M(8')  -j^- M (8) OS d8' 

8 

is statlonarjr »boat the corrtot vala« of K j «nd It it tvident that th« 
result is iadspsndant of ths absolute aunpTituAe of N. 

In SOBS applioations of ths rarlational asth^d it is nsosssarjr« 
in order to partially satis/;/ the oondltlons of the boundary Talus problat, 
to ohoots a bicoajxment trial field.  L^J oorsponents thsmselres «re usually 
chosen fros sens physical considerations^   EowtTert one mat know also the 
relative aaplitudes of the field ooBponents. 

Lst ths biooaponcnt trial field be 

«here ö is the unknovn relatire anplitude, and M. and IL are giTee. 
If the following definitions are made*. " 

ijii * h dS   -   ^    . jfjfjCg . h dS   =. 2 
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ff/«. ■« 
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and 

Ifjj^-4■ *,**<- /(jjV£-Si ua«. ^ . ba 

than e can TB» calculated in a varlatlonal nanner fron 

■_ 'b., - ■, h. 
2 Dll " *! P12 

■l ^22 " "2 ^21 
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rr.   CQtgAgjsci OF THEQHETICU AHS EWgyamgAi HESUUS 

I'he aeaaurenants reported 'below have all been made at a wave- 
length of 3-20 cms. The experimental results for the thin ttaasrerBe slot 
coupling identical guides and for the thin transverse radiating i.lot hare 
been reported in the Final Report mentioned earlier. They are therefore 
given here only in graphical form, to allow comparison with the correspond- 
ing theoretical data. The other experimental date are listed in both 
graphical and tabular forn, together with estimates of error wherever 
possible. The queßtions of choice of equivalent cirtoit representation, 
method of trsating data, and the experimental techniques involved are 
discussed in Part II. The theoretical calculations together with the re- 
sults are given in Part III. 

The discussion below treats the thin slots separately from the 
thick slots. The reasons are that a) the variaticnal (theoretical) calcu- 
lations apply to the thin (specifically zero-thickness) slots, and b) the 
parumeters for thick slots are obtainable from the parameters for the cor- 
responding thin slots together with certain simple geometrical and micro- 
wave network considerations. Thus, the direct comparison between the 
theoretical and experimental results applies only to the thin slots, while 
the thick slot discussion utilizes in addition certain microwave network 
considerations. The discussion for the thick transverse slot coupling 
identical guides is omitted here as it has been given in the above-mention- 
ed Final Report. 

A.  Thin Slots 

1)  The transverse Slot 

The experimental results for the transverse slot coupling identi- 
cal guides, which have been reported together with estinates of error in 
the Final Report, have been obtained for slots of O.CK^'1 wall thickness. 
The theoretical results have been computed for zero-thickness slots. The 
equivalent circuit for a zero-thickness slot is a pure shunt one, as showii 
in Figure U.l-(a), while that for a slot with thickness requires an addi- 
tional parameter (two additional parameters if the slot is unsymmetrical). 
This latter equivalent network may be in a Tee or Pi form, or may be in th» 
form shown in Figure U.l-(b). (See the discussion in the Final Report, 
Chap, II, Sec. D, 2.) The two parameters are B*/^ an(i x , the distance 
between the input end output reference planes. 
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When the slot thicknese is smll, as It  is for the measured slots 
discussed here (O.C05n),   the value of pa.-aneter x is almost negliglhly small 
since it is generally considerably smaller than the slot thickness itself. 
The smallness of parameter x implies that the value of B /Y    is negligibly 
different from that vihlch would he obtained if the slot thickness were act- 
ually zero.    It is not known how to correct exactly for the shift in the 
B /Y    value due to small but finite thickness, although a number of approxi- 
mate methods are availeble,   such as considering the slot width to be de- 
creased by the slot thickness,^- or considering the slot thickness as a 
length of slot guide coupling two main guides (actually not valid because 
of interaction effects at such small  thicknesses).    These approximate pro- 
redares indicate a negligible correction to the Bt/Y   value so that 't is 
therefore permissible to directly compere the theoretically and experlment- 
elly deter-iined B /Y   values.    The discussion that follows will assume the 
situation -.f Figure 0U.l-(a). 

The theoretical results for B./Y    ^re obtained from Equations 
(3.IC7) and (5.IÜS), where the former expression is used for slots of di- 
mensions a'/a. > 0.6, b'/b <0.5, while the latter one applies to slots of 
dincnsions which lie outside of this range.    The notation for the dimensions 
is indicated in Figure U.2,  where it is also seen that the slot is centered 
and oriented parallel to the sides 01 the guide.    The parameters for off- 
inter or rotated slotr (at least for small slots), as well as for thick 

slots, may be obtained from the parameters of the zero-thickness centered 
slots together with appropriate microwave network considerations.    An 
iirrestigation of thick transverse slots and thin   rotated transverse sle*8 
has been reported in the above-mentioned Final Report. 

Figure 4.2 - The transverse slot",   cross-sectlon 

A comparison of theoretical and experimental results for the 
relative susceptance B /Y    of the transverse slot is given graphically in 
Figures 4.3 and U.U.      The theoretical results are obtained from Equations 

Founi": to be empirically valid for transverse inductive (i.e., b' as b) 
nlots.    See Montgomery,   C. G,,   et al,   "Principles of Microwave Circuits", 
Chap. 6, p. l66, McGraw-Hill,  l^Ug. 
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(3.IO7) and (3.10g) for the appropriate raaget of a'/a and V/t>; the e^jerl- 
fflental results are taken froo Table I of Chap. 7 of the Final Report.    The 
theoretical data are represented by the solid lines, and the experimental 
data hy the Indicated points; both are plotted as a function of relative 
slot width •< = a'/a, with relative slot height ß = h'/h as a parameter. 
Since the value« of B./l   vary over such a wide range, It is necessary to 
present the data on two Iraphs; Figure ^.3 applies for 0.6 ^«»(.^ 1.0, tiillc 
Figure k.k uses semi-log paper for the range 0.2^,0^0.6.    It Is seen that 
over practically the whole range of slot dimensions excellent agreement Is 
obtained. 

Although the accuracy of both the theoretical and experimental 
data drops off ^or*i < 0-3, It Is known from data not plotted In Figure k,k 
that the experimental data have a consistently greater absolute value than 
the theoretical data for slots for which öC£. 0.2.    Cfce concludes from thin 
that the thscretical data is reliable for oi. 2*0.3, an(i *■* queetionable for 
slots of smaller width.    The theoretical expressions were set up so as to 
force agreement with the accurate Waveguide Handbooks result for the wide- 
open transverse capacitlve (i.e.,aC= a'/a = 1)  slots,  so that the values 
of B./l   foroC» 1 will agree exactly with the Handbook results.    In the 
latogrations, however, approximationB were made resulting in the accuracy 
dropping off subtly for ß P>0.9,  so that exact agreement is not obtained 
with the idds-open inductive (i.e.,  ß = b'/b » l)  slot result give» by the 
Handbook.    However,  the diacrerancy is not at all serious,  being only a few 
per cent over the range of ^ with the largest deviation occurring for ^ 
about 0.6,*  the Handbook values are slightly lower in absolute value.    It 
may be noted that five of the experimental points shown in Figure ^.3 ar^ 
not Included in Table I of Chap. V of the Final Report, and tihat three of 
the points given there are not used in Figure U.3.    The latter points are 
ones which involved an error in calculation; the corrected values are plot- 
ted inatead.    The fonner points repreeent new data taken recently as a more 
complete check on the theoretical data. 

A region of particular interest in Figure ^.3 is the resonant 
region.    It is clear from the graphs that for certain values of slot dimen- 
sione a completely resonant nlot c.n be obtained, i.e.,  the slot transmits 
all the power iiicident on it.    This situation corresponds, of course,  to 
B./T   = 0.    Ihe slot dimensions necesta ry Ur resonance are given in Figure 
U,5,üwhere thj necessary relative slot width «■•'   is plotted aa a function of 
relative slot height ß.    The solid curvt1 r^-resentp, the theoretical values 
obtained fron Equations (3.IO7) and (3.103}, while the indicated points re- 
present experimented ■values.    The latter are not obtained directly, but 
rather by inie^olation of the other reported experimental data.    It Is 
see -  that the agreement is excellent. 

2   Marcuvitz, ST.,   "Waveguide Handbook«, Chap,  'j, p. 218, Vol. 10, E. L. 
Seller, McGraw-Hill, in print. 
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Figure ^o - Dimensiont for reaonance for the tmnaTerae slot 

The daahed curve in rigttre U.5 is obtained from a we/1. knoim 
e-npirical formula3 for the dimenaions for resonance.    The formula is often 
v itten as 

tJ^W -SJ^^ 2a' 
(U.l) 

and can he rearranged as 

X \2 

g 
(^2) 

^    See,  for example:    Montgomery,   5.  &.,  etal.,  «Principles of Mici\)%«Te 
Circuite",  Chap. 6, p. I7O,  B. L. Series, Vol. g, McGraw-Hill, 19»tg. 

Smullln,  L. D. and Montgomery,  C. &.,   "MicrowaTe 
Duplexera", Chap. 3, p. 102, R. L. Series, Vol. lU, McC-i-aw-Hill,  igUg, 
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where ^3 a'/a ,  ß = t'/b.    The dashed curve of Figure U.5 wia computed 
from Squatlon (^.2), and la a portion of a hyperbola.    Further dlacuseion 
of this hsVperbola Q^ü IIS properties is given in the referencssof footnote 
3.    Equation (^.l)  has also been given a pseurto-theoretical derivation,^ 
to the effect that the characteristic impedance Z    of rectangular waveguide 
is given by 

Then,   if a waveguide of cross-section dimensions a and b joins a second wve- 
giilde of cross-section dimensions a' and b'  but with the saae value of Z 
as given by definition (^.3),  it is stated that no reflection will occur0at 
the junction.    Finally, application is made to the caeo of the slot by con- 
sidering It as composed of two junctions separated by a slot guide of negli- 
gible length.    Equating the Z    values for the main and the slot guides 
according to (^.3)  yields Equation (^.l). 

Now,   In the first place,  even If (U.3) correctly and uniquely 
specified the Z    of the waveguide, this would not guarantee a reaonant junc- 
tion or slot since a discontinuity la present which alters the mode fora. 
An example of this la afforded by a junction of  two coaxial lines of the 
same characteristic Impedance (it is possible to uniquely specify this for 
T2-i modes);  such u. junction is not reflectionless.    In the second place.  It 
must be empharlzed that It Is not possible to uniquely define characterlatlc 
impedance for a  aode in a vaveguide (except,   of course, for a TEJ mode). 
Hence,  one must conclude that the correlation above is coincidental. 

As seen in Figure U.5,  however,   the empirical relation (^.2) 
affords a very good approximation for detemining the dioensionB for re- 
sonance, and in addition has the -. irtue of being simple In form.    The largest 
deviation of the empirical curve from the theoretical curve is only about 
2 percent.    It Is clear,  therefore,  that the empirical relation (^.2)  rather 
than the accurate theory should be used for calculating the resonant dimen- 
sions hecause of the simplicity of the latter. 

For the sake of convenience the theoretical values of B./Y   are 
plotted in Figures ^.6 and U.7 as a function of relative slot height ß with 
relative slot width ß as a parameter,   in contrast to Figures U.3 and h,k. 

TT ' :  
See the second reference of footnote 3« Also Slater, J. C, "Microviave 

Tra-r.misBion", Chap. IV, pp. IgU - 6, Mc Grew-Hill, I9U2. 
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The YHluea for 3 = 1.0 are taken from the VfavegulJe HRndbook;-/ the remain- 
der of the curves froa Equations (3*107) and (3*'"'?/•    'he use of Tlgu^es 
U.3, k.k, h.S and ^.7 pemit one to obtain the value of B./l    for an arbi- 
trary slot size with fair accuracy by interpolation of these graphs, without 
-he necessity of cooputing the val-.ies.    It must be recalled tbat these 
curves are vilid at 3«20 cms. onlyj for other frequencie» one oust use 
Equation (3.IO7)  or (3.IOS). 

A coniparison between theoretical and experimental results for the 
transverse slot has already been given in the Final report,  in Chap. I. 
The theoretical data given there are based upon results obtained variation- 
ally, tut with the use of the free space dyadic spatipl susceptance rather 
than the waveguide one.    A better approzimation is also given there invol- 
ving corrections to the free space spatial susceptance.    However, the 
theoretical results quoted in this report are coKaideratly superior to 
those given in the Final Report, and should completely supersede them. 

2)      The Transverse Badiating Slot 

The transverse rudiating slo» couple?, rectangular waveguide to a 
half space in such a way that radiation occurs from the end of the wave- 
guide.    For the measurements,   the waveguide was terminated by an "infinite" 
plane baffle, and the radiation was directed into a region suirounded by 
absorbing walls.    The mounting of the slots between the guide and the 
,,infiniteK plane vas accomplished by means of a vacuum chuck.    The details 
of the experimental arrangement have been described in the Final Eeport, 
Chap. 17, pp. I3-I5.    Ac was the case for the transverse slot located with- 
in the guide,  the experimental results were obtained for slots of 0.005" 
wail  thickness,  while the theoretical results were computed for aero-th1 ck- 
ness slots.    In fact, as described in the Final Report,  the same slo*    were 
used except for certain modifications. 

The physical structure and the equivalent circuit for a. zero- 
thickne'-i slot are shown in Figure k.S.   As is seen,  the equivalent circuit 
is a two terminal one,  involving simply a conductance and a susceptance, at 
the reference plane T corresponding to the plane of  the slot itself.    The 
notation for the slot dimensions is that given in Figure h.2 for the trans- 
verse slot.    The slots considered are centered,  oriented parallel to the 
edge, and of negligible thickness.    Thick slots of this type are considered 
later in this report.    Since the equivalent circuit is two terminal,  the 
measurements are of a single point nature and cannot utilize t.ie averaging 
procedure available for four terminal structures where a whole esriee of 
points are taken.    That is,  the input admittance only is needed, and that 
is obtained directly from the knowledge of the F.S.W.R. and the location of 

^    loc. cit.,  Chap. 5, p. 221 
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Figure 4.g - The transverse radiating slot 

the TO).tage minimum. The point nature of the data does not enable one to 
esrimate the error of individual results, and the + values attached to some 
of tht* results are ohtalned simply "by repetition of the measurements. Fur- 
thermore, the results for the transverse radiating slot are therefore 
expected to be less accurate than those for the transverse slot within the 
guide. The experimental results, together with a further discussion of the 
measurement procedure and the possible errors involved, has been given in 
the Final Heport, Chap, V, pp. 20-23- 

Since the actual »lots had finite thickness, the question arises 
as to what reference plane corresponds to the "plane of the slot". The form 
of the equivalent circuit la not affected by the choice of reference plane 
although the parameter values are. If the slot is thick enough a differem 
treatment is preferable; this latter method is diacussed in Sec, B of this 
part. It turns oat here that the 0.005" thickness Is so small that a shift 
of that magnitude in the reference plane produces a change in the input 
admittance of the order of the brror in repeated measurenents. Rigorously, 
however, the reference plane T, for the reported experimental data, coinci- 
des with the face of the slot In contact with the waveguide. This refer- 
ence plane occurs naturally in the measurements as it is also the end of 
ths slotted section. 
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The theoretical expressions for th» adnittance para-tietorB are 
giacnarized in Sec. B,  })  of part III of this report.    It Is  there pointed 
out that the Tarlational expression breaks up naturally into two parts, 
one corraspondliu; to the tcveguide region and the other corretrpondlng to 
the half «pace.    The relative suaceptance tern then cünsists of a half 
space contribution given in the section referred to above, and a waveguide 
contribution equal to one-half of the relative susceptance B./Y   of a 
transverse slot located within the waveguide.    Conparison with experiment 
indicates that good agreement is obtained with this formulation; however, 
a slightly better agreement results %hen one takes the waveguide contri- 
bution to be 0.'I5,  rather than 0.50,  times B./Y .    There seems to be no 
clearout theoretical reason for this; it may be that the slot field for a 
slot within the guide is somewhat different from that for a slot radiating 
from the end of the guide.    However, sinco the expression was varlational, 
the effect of this difference should not be appreciable.    It may be that 
at other frequencies the factor O.5O is preferable.    The theoretical data 
given in this section assumes the factor O.U5,  so that 

B            Bv B* r  n    .    « iit-   _5 /)■ 1.\ 

where the notation has been discussed in part III. It is stressed, how- 
ever, that the effect of the alteration in the factor for B./Y is slight 
in any case; for certain ranges of«^ (for which B^/Y is near resonance) 
the effect is, of course, negligible. 

The expression for the relative conductance G/Y contains a con- 
tribution from the half space only. It is shown in Sec. D, U) of part ill 
the  the theoretical result obtained for G /Y must be greater than the 
correct value provided that the integrations are carried through exactly. 
The correct value would be obtained if the trial slot field used was the 
actual one. Different expressions for B /Y and G /Y are applicable for 
different ranges of slot dimensions; these are given in Sec. E of part III 
as mentioned above. A simpler, although approximate, expression for G /Y , 
applicable over the complete range of slot dimensions, is also given. This 
latter expression yields values lower than the more accurate expression, 
but these values are in error by less thar 10 percent at most. This largest 
error occurs for the wide open slot; for smaller slots the error rapidly 
decreases. In addition, there are available very simple and accurate 
expressions for 0 /Y and B /Y (see Equation (1+.l0) for a half-wavelength 
slot, i.e., a slot with width a' = X/2. These exoressiong are given by 
Equations (3.11^) and (3.II7). 
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A cofflparlion of theoretloRl and «peplmental result« for ths 
•uiceptance B^/T    (rsletlTe to the characveristlc atalttance of the mve- 
jBolde) of the trSntverae radiating elot Is giren e»phlcally in Hgares 
4.9 and 4.10.    The theoretical results are obtained fron Ecuatiom (3.11?) 
(3.II3), and (3.IO7), (3.108), using Riuation (Uaii),  for the appropriate    * 
lange« of a'/a and h'/hf the eiperlnental results are taken fror Table VI 
of Chap. T af the Final Eeport.   A rough guide for whicL theoretical ex- 
pression for 3./T   to use for nhich mnge of slot dimensions is the fol- 
lowing:   SquatTon (3.II2) nhen b'/a' ^1, Xuation (3.m: vhea b'/a'^ 1. 
A more careful gaide is afforded by the graph of Figure 4.11.    The dashed 
line indlcateg the value b'/a» » 1;  the lined portion correspond» to a ro- 
fion for vhich neither egression It accurate, although there Aquation 
M12) 1« *h« somewbat better on».    For Figure 4,10,  the theoretical re- 

sult» corresponding to the lined region vere obtained by estlnating froa 
neighboring data.    The theoretical data of Figures 4.9 and U.10 are repre- 
sented by solid linen, and the experiaental data by the indicated points; 
both are plotted as a function of relative slot width<^= a'/a, with the* 
relative »lot height 9 = b'/b as a parameter.    Since the value» of 3 /l 
vary over »uch a wide range,  it is neceesary to present the data oa two0 

graph»; Figure k.S applies to the range 0.5^.^^1.0, while Figure 4.10 
use» semi-log paper for O-Z^A^ 0.5.    It is seen that practically orer 
the whole range of slot dimensions excellent agreement is obtained. 

Figure 4.11 - Graphical guide for which thecetical expression to use. 
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Th« croM-oTer region for the curres In Plgore ^.9 is aeea to 
occur for ^ a^rexL-iateiy equal to 0.63,  is oppoaeö to the rase of the 
txaneversa slot within the guide (see 7igure ^O). «here the cross-orer 
region occur* near«4 n O.67.    In addition,  the suaceptance value at the 
cron-ovcr region Is «aialler in absolute value for the radiating slot. 
A comparison of Figures ^.9 and U.3 indicates that the radiating slot is 
moire capacitive in content than the slot within the guide; a consequence 
of this is that a slot for which b( = h is always inductive if the slot 
Is located within the guide, hut may he either inductive or capacitive if 
the slot is radiating from the end of the guide.    A slot for which a' = a 
is always capacitive in hoth locations.   A cnaparison of Figures ^,10 and 
h.k indloates great similarity in the behavior of small slots located 
within the guide and on the end of the guide.    The susceptance of the 
radiating slot is somewhat soallcr in absolute value in this range; for 
very small slots the susceptances of the slots in the two locations be- 
come equal. 

In order to facilitate the determination of values of B /Y 
for an arbitrary alot size by interpolation of graphs rather than by 
conputation,  the graphs of Figures H.12 and ^.13 are given.    In these 
graph« B /Y   is plotted as a function of relative slot height ß, with 
relative slot width ok, as a parameter,  in contrast to Figures 4.9 and 
4.10. 

A comparison of theoretical and experimentai results for the 
relative conductance Gr/^p of 'tile transverse radiating slot is given 
graphically in Figure 5.14.    The theoretical results are obtained .'ivH 
Equations (3.115) and (3.II6) for the appropriate ranges of a^/a and 
b'/b;   the erperimental results are taken from Table VI of Chap, V of the 
Final Report.    The theoretical data is agp.in represented by the solid 
lines, and the experimental data by the indicated points; both are plot- 
ted as a function of relative slot width d» , with relative slot height ß 
as a parameter.    It is seen that the conductance values do not eztcnd over 
a wide range; they vary approximately from O.65 to 0.90 over the whole 
range of slot dimensions.    (Note that the ordinate scale does not extend 
to the origin.)    No experimental values are given for ok less than 0.6 
because of the very low accuracy obtained there.    In that range the con- 
ductance values are almost completely masked out by the susceptance values, 
which become large in absolute value for small ^s .    Even in the range for 
which conductance values are reported,   the accuracy of the experimental 
results is not high enough to afford a careful check on the theoretical 
calculations.    This is largely due to the fact that the accuracy ie limit- 
ed because of the single point nature of the measurements.    If the experi- 
mental values were perfectly accurate, and if the integrations for the 
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theoretical expreeiiona vere carried out exactly, the espe-lmental points 
would lie sli^itly helov the theoretical curve« due to the pJLnianaa property 
for the conductance. However, for aome values of ß this does not sees to 
be the caeet an incorrect field choice cannot account for thii at then the 
theoretical value» would be raised further. One then suspect» either the 
integrations or the measurements, but neither seen to be inadequate enough 
to produce this effect, and the actual reason is still undetermined. How- 
ever, the practical effect of this is insignificant as the theoretical and 
experimental values agree to better than 5 percent or ao. The theoretical 
expressions are therefore quite adequate for engineering applications. 

3.) The Slot-coupled I Plane Tee 

The geometry of the slot-coupled X plane Tee is indicated in the 
drawings of Figure U.15. It is noted that two sets of reference planes are 
indicated'. T., T and T  and T ', T ' and T '. The former are the "center- 

lin«" reference planes and are those at which the theoretical data are re- 
ported; the latter, the primed reference planes, are the "invariant" ones 
and are those at which the experimental data are obtained. The equivalent 
circuit representation chosen for depicting the theoretical results is thus 
called the "centerline" representation and is given in Figure U.l6-(a). At 
the invariant reference planes this equivalent circuit simplifies to that 
shown in Figure ^.iG-Cb); this latter circuit is called the "invariant" 
representation. The invariant representation not only has the virtue of 
being simpler but in addition forms the basis for a precision measurement 
method. The advantages of utiliaing the invariant representation in obtain- 
ing experimental data is discussed in part I; the details of the correspond- 
ing precision measurement method are given in part XI, Sec. A, 2. In the 
discussion below, the experimental data will be given first, and will be 
followed by a consideration of the theoretical results and a comparison 
between the theoretical and experimental data. 

The invariant equivalent circuit representation, the measurement 
method used to obtain the precision experimental data, and the various 
experimental techniques involved in altering the slot size, mounting the 
slot structure, etc., are all discussed in Sec. A of part II. All of the 
input data were corrected for the presence of the end of the slot in the 
slotted section, using a calibration curve for the slotted section. Since 
the theoretical data applies to a zero-thickness slot, the slot wall thick- 
ness was made as small as feasible. A 0.010" wall thickness was finally 
decided on; any smaller thickness resulted in a buckling of the slot. Mea- 
surements were taken for the following range of t'.ot sizes: the relative 
slot width a = a'/a was varied in steps of a tenth freu. 0.3 to 1.0 for the 
values of relative slot height ß = b'/b equal to O.j, u,b and 1.0 (see 
Figure U.15 for the notation). The slot dimensions were altered by in- 
creasing the slot width while maintaining the slot height constant. 
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Figure U,l6 - Equivalent circuit rppres'-ntations for 
the Blot-coaled E plane Tee. 
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The parameters of the tüvarlant repreeentatica (see Figure 
^.l6-(h)) are B/l , n , 2i   and    i1   ; the latter two specify the location 
of the reference planes.    An additional advantage obtained by using the in- 
variant representation ia that estimates can be made in a simple fashion 
of the error in the final parameter values in tenns of the probable errors 
in the initial data.    Sxpressions fo. estimating such errors for the slot- 
coupled 2 plane Tee are givm in Table ^I.    The notation Involved is that 
employed in the tangent relation method; the details of this notation,  in- 
cluding similar expressions for estimates of error for the transverse slot, 
have been given in the final Report,  Chap. II.    The experimental results 
for the parameter values discussed above are listed in Table U-II.    The + 
values associated with the data are estimated using the egressions of 
Table k-l. 

TABLE k-l 

3L0T-C0UPLEI) £ PLAS2 TEE 

Estimates of Error 

The final parameters In teime of the data parameters ar«; 

0     a2   *   Y2 

2 ac   +    -T 

(- v}(a2   + 1) 

21 
g ^l^'oc-V/V^'oo-V^ss 

f = K. r^ ± f * (Ssoj - v^ 

i'    =    X 
e 

l3 i I + (S0 " ^1^5 - V^3 
J 
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whereI 

a   = 

soc 

h 
5E2,3 

cot A    (Doc-D0) 

=    value of D vhen no power flow» in the stub guide 

=    value of S    when ao power flows In the stub guide 

=    value of D when a short circuit occurs at the enl of the 
slotted liafl 

a    value of S    , \^ en V = D 

14 = 

^ 

^2.3 

V  So' Y 

B
oA

eS3 
n, m, p 

electrical length of the main guide (length/guide wavelength) 

electrical J.ength of the stub guide (length/guide wavelength) 

guide wavelength In the anns of the Tee 

guide wavelength in the slotted line 

guide wavelength iii the variable short on arai 2, 3- 

values obtained directly from the D vs. S curve 

(1/2 n)  tan"1 (a/Y) 

aa integer such that Z JL ,    Z1,   4 : in small 

The fonner of the two alternative expresslüns for V  applies t*j a point 
determination; the latter occur» when the D vs. S run is used. 

The most probable errors are given byl 

AB/Yo^ 
^(3/yJ -12 

"ÖY 
SL Ay 

3D 

-12 

AT) 
g(B/Yo) 

AD 
OC 

A n   = 
et n 
ÖY 

AY ?. a 
9Do 

AD SUL 
3D AD 

OG OC J 
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2t 7 f.* f * [f(E 
oc - »BJ 

r ^J* f^/vax
g]2 

AX' /E^L3]2*f<3sc>-SR3] [U'/V^J 

The point measurement only for   £'  has been Included here.    In the bzpres- 
■ioni for A 2 J^   and A £', the ration of X^   .o X      ,  k       and X _    is 

assumed close to unity.    In all of the expressions negligible error is 
assumed in X _ ,  X        , and ^   .„  .    Many of the A'B are independent of 

the slot size, hut are a function of the accuracy of the measuring equip- 
ment.    These are    A D^ ,   * (D^ - DH). A(S0C - S^),    ^(Sg^ - S^) . 

AL, ^L,, »ad -^'X    ; it is estimated that the first four of these and 
«AX    are-^equal to approximately 0.001" or lees, läiile  ^L and   ^ L, ^re 

specified as 0.001 or lest,   the increased possible error arising because of 
the manner of covering the slot.    The value of AY is obtained directly from 
the ^ D vs. S error curve, while AD    is the sum of a contribution from 
this error curve and from the O.OOl" mentioned above. 

3 (B/y 

3 (B/y 
aroc 
2 n 

0n 

The sensitivities are given as: 

"2 B/T 

^D 

a (B/T )              _ 
'0                  -* ^-n/ir   \2 

> - a2" "a2
+i 

fv2 - a2"! 
^2 + a

2J 
n 

2 Y 

[Y2 - 1 J L   a2    J 

oc 

?n 
^D 

= n a >? 
Y2 - 1 

v2 x n
2 

1 + a 
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TABU '4-11 

SLOT-COUPIED I PLAHE 3XS 

Experlaental Results 

The data correspond to the Invariant equivalent circuit 
representation shown in Figure Ujßb). 

k   =    1.2606 inches 

a   =   0-900 inches    ,      h   .=    O.WO inches 

2 4. and   ^l are in inches  ,* all 2t  values are 

accurate to + 0.003 inches, all  ü' values are 

accurate to + 0.002 inches. 

a   =   a'/a , 3 b'/t a' and b! are in inches 

a' h« a ß 21 l* B/I 
3 

n 

.275 

.3bS 
Ml 

.120 
.,506 
.^09 

.317 

.315 
-15.1 + 
- 6.^0 + 

2.0 1.20 ♦ 
1.11 + 

.50 

.15 
.126 .512 .315 - 2.72 + .11 1.06 + .10     1 

.5^ .126 .604 .315 - 0.987+ .012 0.99 ± .ou 

.722 .126 .802 .315 0.620+ .006 1.008f .010 

.809 .125 .899 .312 o.970f .or 0.99^+ .010 

.900 .125 1.000 .312 1.118f .020 i.oiaf .015 

.276 

.360 
Ms 

.121 

.121 
.307 
Mo 

.302 

.302 
.0052 
.0072 

-.002^ 
-.00U9 

.121 .498 .302 .0085 -.0077 
5UU .120 M .300 .0091 -.0116 

.632 .121 .702 .302 .009 *+ -.0137 
•"27 .1.21 .808 .302 .0085 -.0125 
.810 .121 .900 .302 .007g 

.0065 
-.0126 

.900 .121 1.000 .302 -.0107 
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TABU U»II    (CoEtlnued) 

a« V a ß 2^ V B/T 
0 

n 

.185 .2^5 .205 Xiz -26   i ik 1.22 + 1.0 
• 270 
.Tbl 

• 540 

.250 

.252 
.WO 
.401 

.625 

.630 
- 8.16 + 
- 3.77 ± 

.60 

.20 
1.4q + 
1.24 + .06 

.25^ 
•257 :So ■Ml - 1.82 + 

- 0.8^ 
.27 
.030 

1.15 + 
I.O65+ 

.03 

.020 
.633 .257 .703 .bk2 - 0.201+ .020 1.005f .010 
.720 .257 .800 .Skz 0.159+ .016 O.967+ .010 
.810 .257 .900 .ek2 0-372+ 

0.480+ 
.020 0.958+ .010 

.900 .257 1.000 .&2 .014 0.946+ .010 

.189 •237 .210 •593 .0098 -.0072 
•275 .^06 .600 .0176 -.0109 
.361 .2^ .401 .600 .02^0 -.0176 
,$*0 .2U1 .600 .603 •0331 -.0305 
•721 .2»+l .801 .603 .0306 -.0310 
.900 .2^10 1.000 .600 .0263 -.0275 

.101 .Uoo .112 1.000 -&       t 22 0.9    + 1.0 

.ISO .koo .200 1.000 -25        ± 5 0.94 + .60  ! 

.270 .Uoo .300 1.000 - 5«D5 ± • 25 1.54 + .10 

.540 

Mo •372 1.000 - 3.51 + .20 1.39 + .06 
.Uoo .507 1.000 - 1.58 + .05 1.22 + .03 
.koo .600 1.000 - 0.93 ± .05 1.086f .025 

.719 .koo • 799 1.000 - 0.25^ .015 0.94Sf .010 

.815 .koo .906 1.000 - 0.013+ .008 0.910+ .010 

.900 .^00 1.000 1.000 0.^3+ .010 0.89^ .010 

.280 .2^1 .311 .603 .0180 -.0113 

.281 .^00 .312 1.000 •0327 
.0U55 

-.0208 

« 
.koo .39 s 

Ms 
1.000 -.03U1 

.koo 1.000 .0572 -.0516 
.^5 .koo .606 1.000 .0636 

.o6fo 

.0604 

-.0672 
.630 Moo .700 1.000 -.0761 - 0.55U+ .030 o.993± .012 
•73^ ,koo .816 1.000 -•0779 
.807 .koo .897 1.000 .0567 -.0763 
.900 .koo 1.000 1.000 .0529 -.0691 
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It is seen In Table k~ll that the values for 2 £ and   £*  correa- 
•po:.3  to a slightly different set of aperture dL-nensions from those for BZ! 
and n.    The r^son lor this is that the values of 2 Ä and     £.'   correspond-0 

ing to the B/Y   and n values vere obtained using length moBaurenents which 
were detemirea mechanically.    In eddition,  the stub guide was unsoldered 
then recoldered each time the clot width was changed (see part II, Sec. A, 
3),   resulting in a sporadically fluctuating series of values for  t" al- 
though the operation negligibly affected the other quantities.    An addi- 
tional run was therefore taken for the   £' and 2 £ parameters where the 
length aeaaunnents were nade electrically rather than mechanically, and 
where the slot size vas altered by the use of a mandrel instead of the un- 
soldering technique mentioned above.    The resulting values, which are the 
ones reported,  were much more systematic, and are expected to be more 
accurate.    Since parameters 2 /.and     .£,' are determined essentially by 
point measurenents, which may be made fairly rapidly,   the corresponding 
B/Y   and n values were not obtained since their determination requires the o 
complete tangent relation procedure. 

The data listed in Table U-II is given graphically in Figures 
h.lf   to   U.21.    In all of the curves the experimental points are Indicated, 
and solid lines are drawn through the average of the indicated points.    The 
data are plotted as a function of slot width a = a1/a, with relative slot 
height ß = b'/b as a parameter.    Two graphs are necessary to present the 
data for B/Y    since the values vary over such a wide range; Figure ^.ly 
applies for   0.5^ ct £ 1.0,  while Figure k.18 uses semi-log paper for the 
range 0.3 ^ Q. £ 0.6. 

From Figures k,lj and k.lZ,  it is seen that the behavior of B/Y 
for various aperture sizeq is similar to that fT B/Y   and B 'Y   as shown 
in Figures ^,3, ^.^  ^«9 a°d U.IO*    There la appin a cross-over region,  but 
it is broader than those for B./Y   and B /Y   and it occurs at a slightly 
more inductive value.    For a = 1, B/Y    iß alv/ays ca]-acitive,  while for ß=l, 
B/Y    is inductive over almost  the whole range,  being slightly capacitive 
for a^> 0.S;  this behavior is scmewhat similar to that for B /Y    , which is 
alvays capacitive for a = 1 and inductive for ß = lt    However,  there is a 
wider variation with ß for B/Y    than occurs for B./Y    or B /Y    . K r o t    o r   o 

The curves for the behavior of parameter n are given ir Figure 
U.19.    The value of n remains substantially in the nei^iborhood of unity,* 
this is an additional desirable feature of this  equivalent circuit repre- 
sentation.    Poor precision is obtained for values of relative slot width a 
less than oJt-; high + values are associated with the values of n in that 
range in   Table ^l-II because the corresponding sensitivities (see Table k~l) 
were large.    For this reason data for a a» 0.U only are plotted. 
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The values of 2 £ and  £', which locate the reference place«? for 
the equivalent network, are plotted in Figure« ^.20 and U,2l.    The values 
ot 2t are seen to toe alv.tye positive, %thile those for   £' are always 
negative? hoth are small in absolute value, being less than 0.08" at all 
times.    This means that the reference planes are never displaced from the 
centerline reference planes by more than 3 percent of a guide wavelength. 
An error in the electrical lengths L or L, of + 0.001" to 0.00P' is i>o»»i~ 
ble (see Table I), resulting in estimated'possible errors of + 0.003" 1& 
?£ and ♦ 0.002" in ^ '.    The result of such an error, however, would bo to 
shift bodily up or down a whole curve,  rather than to affect individual 
points.    It ig also seen that 2 £ and   t1 are relatively insensitive to the 
value of a in the range 0.5^a^.0.g and 0.6^. a £-0.9,  respectively, and 
that the value of a corresponding to maximum 2 i, and - •A'  is substantially 
independent of ß, being equal to approximately O.65 for the 2 i, curves and 
0,80 for the X'  curves.    It might seem from the slope of the curve for ^ ' 
for ß = .30 that the curve may actually go sli^itly positive for a approach- 
ing zero.    However,  the extrapolated curve is not given in this manner since 
a slight error in the electrical length would bring the curve below the axis 
a^ln.    It is difficult to see theoretically whether or no^   .f must always 
be negative; 2-t muet always be positive, "however, since it is directly re- 
lated to parameter B /Y   at the centerline reference planed, and from theo- 
retical considerations this latter parameter is always of the same sign. 

In order to permit one to obtain by graphical interpolation the 
parameter values for a slot size for which data was not taken, Figures k.2Z 
to U.25 are Included.    In these graphs,  the parameter values are plotted as 
a function of relative slot height ß , with relative slot width a as a para- 
meter, in contrast to Figures h,l] to U.21.    The combination of both sets of 
gmphs should pennit interpolation to a fair degree of accuracy.    Parameter 
n is not included in this latter set since it is rather insensitive to ß. 

The theoretical expressions apply to the parameters of the center- 
line equivalent circuit representation given in Figure U.l6-(a).    The paia- 
ireters are seen to be P./Y    , B /Y    , n   and I   /Z    , where B./Y   is the b'   0       a    0        c c '   0 b'   0 
dominant one; the reference planes are always fixed.    Thauretioal espres- 
sion« occur naturally for (B./Yä -f B /2 Y ) and B /l    , and not for B./Y 

D    0        a        0 a    0 DO 
separately;  these correspond to short - and open - circuit bisectionSj 
respectively, of the equivalent netvrork.    Parameter X /Z    is ejected to be 
very small, and for first order values it is set equal to zero.    Parameter 
n    remains around the value unity, but simple expressions which account 
partly for its deviation from unity are given as Equations (3.123) and 
(3.125)t *he different expreseions corresponding to different itmges of 
aperture dimensions.    The expression for B /Y    is Equation (3.120), valid 
for all aperture sizes.    Finally,  expressions for (B./Y   + B /2 Y ) are 
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giYen 157 SquaUons (3.122), (3.12^) and (3.I26), where the different csprea- 
slons oozrespond to different ranges of aperture dlaamiona, 

A comparlion of theoretical and experimental results for the para- 
meters discussed ahove for the centerllne representation is given graphically 
in Figures ^.26    to ^.30.    The theoretical data in all the graphs are repre- 
sented hy the solid lines, and the experimental data by the indicated points; 
■both are plotted as a function of relative slot width a = a'/a 1 with rela- 
tive slot height ß =» V/h as a parameter.    TOT Figures 4.29 aad ^'JO tt1« 
experimental data are shown hy dashed lines in addition to the indicated 
points. 

The experimental data for the centerllne representation are 
obtained from the invariant representation results listed in Table 4-11 by 
applying the appropriate reference plane shifts.    The neceesaiy shifting 
fomulae are given in Table 2-1, and the method of derivation is indicated 
in the Appendix to part II.    Parameter B /l   of the centerllüa representa- 
tion is dependent only on 2 £ of the invariant representation.    Earametere 
B,/T    , X /Z   end n   inrolve all of the parameters of the invariant repre- 
sentation; höwersr,  they are sensitive to some of then, and insensitive to 
others.    For larger values of a, B,/T   is sensitive to B / T   , I /Z    is 
sensitive to   £■*, and n   is sensitive to n.    For small values of a, an in- 
vestigation of the shifting fomulae of Table 2-1 indicates that the product 

dt (BZ! ){2t) becomes significant.    If this product were much less than 
unity, then, for a approaching zero, B./Y   would approach B/T    , X /Z    would 
approach zero, and n   would approach nj the effect of the abo^e pr8du8t is 
to increase the absolute values of B./7   and X /Z    , and to decrease n . 
Since the precision of the experimental data is much less for small slote 
(since they transmit so little power into the stub guide),  one must keep 
the above in mind when comparing the theoretical and ejfp^rimental values. 

In Table 4-II, as mentioned earlier,  the data for B/T   and n 
correspond to slightly different values of ß and a than the datS for t ' 
and 2£.    Before shifting the results to the centerllne reference planes, 
the values of 4 ' aodL 2fi   were obtained at a and ß values corresponding to 
those for B/l   and n oy graphical interpolation using Figures 4.2^ and 4.25. 

0 

Figure 4.26 compares the experimental and theoretical data, at 
the centerllne reference planes, for parameter combination (B,/Y   + B /2Y ) 
for the wider slots, i.e., for 0.6 ^ a ^ 1.0.    The agreement is seen    to 0 

be quite good.    Two theoretical curves are given for ß = 0.64; the upper 
one corresponds to Equation (3.122), while the lower one is obtained using 
Equation (3.124).    Both are given since the experimental data seem to lie 
between them.    The curve for ß =  .315 is obtained from Equation (3.122), 
and that for ß = 1.0 from Equation (3.I27).    The prescription given in 
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Sec. 1, U of part III for which expression to u«e for a particular range 
of aperture dimensions is to be altered in the light of Figure U.26 in 
only the following respects: Equation (3.122) Is valid for 0 ^ 0.6, 
rather than ß 4.0.5, while Equation (3.12^) applies to the range 
0.6 A ß ^0.9, rather than 0.5 ^ ß £.0.9. The general behavior for 
(Bv/T + B /2 T ) at the centerline referf-nce planes for 0.7  0.6 is also 

D 0   a   0 •" 
seen to be similar to that for B/T at the invariant reference planes for 
the same range of a ; the Bimllari?y is greater for the smaller values of 
P. 

A comparison between theoretical and experimental values for 
(B /Y + B /2 Y ) for narrower slots, I.e., for 0.3^ a ^0,6, Is given 
in Figure H.27. Only one curve is given for the theoretical values at 
ß = 0.6U because the results of Equations (3.122) and (3.12^) become 
practically Identical. The other curves correspond to the same expres- 
sions as for Figure U,26. The striking feature of these graphs is that 
the experimental data lie consistently bei w the theoretical data. This 
is in part due to the sensitivity of the shifting formulae for small 
values of a, as discussed above, but it cannot be completely explained 
by it. One concludes that the theoretical expressions, while very satis- 
factory for lerge a, are less accumte for small a. This is not surpri- 
sing, however, as the field assunption used in the varlatlooal expression 
is no longer valid for small values of a, as discussed in part III.  In 
the summary, Sec. E of part III, the expressions are stated as applicable 
for a > C.5 only, 

A comparlEon of theoretical and experimental data for B /Y 
appears in Figure ^.23. Since the values for B /Y depend only on 2 ,£, 
the original, rather than the interpolated, data for 2 t was used; com- 
parison is made at ß = 0.30 and O.60, rather than at O.315 an<l O.SU. 
Agreement between theory and experiment is reasonably good for ß = 0.3 
and 0.6, and is fair for ß = 1.0. The agreement seems to be poorer for 
very large ß and for very small a. When It is considered, however, that 
B /Y is itself a small quantity, the agreement from a practical stand- 
point is quite satisfactory. 

In Figure 4,30, the experimental data for X /Z are plotted, 
and dashed lines are drawn through the average of the points; the theo- 
retical prediction for X /Z , admittedly a first order one, is zero. It 
is seen that the plotted vaiues are very small in magnitude and lie on 
both sides of the zero axis, indicating that zero is an acceptable first 
order result. The experimental points are very sensitive to the initial 
data, involving differences between much larger numbers. This fact might 
explain the overlap apparent in the curves; furthermore, for more accurate 
data, the values of X /Z may be smaller in magnitude. 
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▲ conparieon of theoretical and experimental data for n appears 
In Plguro U,2S. The theoretical data Is represented by the 80lidCllnee 
find the experimental data by the dashed lines. Agreement seems only fair, 
but It is seen that the ordlnate scale Is enlarged. The -value of n Is 
approximately unity, and the theoretical results are first order ones 
which account somewhat for the deviation from unity; the variation with ß 
is approximately accounted for. The theoretical expression doea not anti- 
cipate a variation with a ',  the variation with a of the experimental data 
may be In part due to the sensitivity of the shifting formulae discussed 
earlier. The field assunption used l.i the theoretical expression for n 
Is no longer valid for small a, as discussed In part III, and this may c 

explain the lack of variation with a for small a. The summary, Sec. E of 
part III, lists the expressions for n,, as valid for a > 0.5 only. From a 
practical standpoint, however, for a >C.5. the agreement is satisfactory; 
If necessary, a more accurate theoretical expression can be derived. 

k,)    The 1 Plane Badiating Slot 

The I pl&ne radiating slot denotes a slot located In the broad 
face of rectangular waveguide, and coupling the waveguide to a half space. 
The slot Is rectangular and centered, with its sides parallel to the wave- 
guide walls; the geometry is Indicated in Figure k.^1     Of a variety of 

J 
b 
± 

I 
I 
T« 

2i 

H—* 

I 

'2 
T 

SIDE VIEW 

Figure ^,31 - Geometry of the E Plane Badlating Slot, 
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poasitle eq'-dvalenfc circuit representationa,  tvo are choeen^    the "center- 
line", at reference planes T- and T    , and the "invariant", at reference 

planes T.' and T  •.    The centerline representation is the one at which the 

theoretical fomulae apply;  the invariant representation,  as  discussed in 
Part II, Sec. B, l),  is so chosen as to reduce to a purely series circuit 
for thick slots and for slots with negligible loss.    These two equivalent 
circuit representations are presented in Figure ^.52. (a) and (b).    The four 
parameters for the centerline circuit are Q./T    , B/T       H /Z    and X /Z    ; 

Do        DO       ao ao 
those for the Invariant circuit are G'/Y    , B'/T    ,  G'/Y   *n<l 2 JL ,  idiere 

DO D     o a    0 
the reference planes are spaced 2 jC atmt.    All pararifc,"er9 have been nonna- 
lizüd to the characteristic admittance of the wnveruide. 

f 

iBb 

jXo 

R0:i 

jX0 e 
j> 

1 

CENTERUNE REPRESENTATION 
(a) 

INVARIANT REPRESENTATION 
(b) 

Figure ^,32 - Equivalent circuit representation for the 
E plane radiating slot. 

At "-.e tine at which the data reported here were taken, there vns 
no precision method available for the measurement of dissipative structures. 
One has been devised since, hovrver, and new data are being taken utilizing 
this procedure, but the new data will not be reported here. The radiating 
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•lot» seasured can be roughly classified as "lossless" and "baring appreci- 
able loss",  the latter occurring vhen a measurable (non-infinite) VSWR is 
produced by the slot for some location of the variable short-circuiting 
plunger placed in back of it.    The foraer catecorr (where the VSWH's pro- 
duced are too high to be aeasured) occurs for very oaall slots, permitting 
a purely lossless equivalent circuit representation.    These small slots can 
therefoie be analyzed by means of the tangent relation procedure, utilizing 
an equivalent circuit analogous to Figure U.l-(b) for a finite thickness 
transverse slot.    The difference is that a series, rather than a shunt, 
element is utilized, and parameters B./l   and x are replaced by BJ./T   and 
2 Z ,  respectively.    It is noted that the circuit of Figure U.32-Cb)  re- 
duces to this for no loss. 

The latter category (for measurable loss) applies to the larger 
slots.    Since no precision method was available, the parameters for these 
slots were measured at the centerline reference planes by the two-point 
method (described in the Final Report, Chap.  II, Sec. C).    These latter 
dfit", are therefore admittedly approximate^ 

Measurements were taken for the following range of slot sizes: 
relative slot width a « a'/a varying in steps by 0.1 from 0.1 to 0.5, for 
relative elot heights 0 = b'/o equal to 0.6 and 1.0, and for a varying in 
steps of Cl fron 0.3 to 1.0 for ß = 0.3.    In addition, measurements were 
made at a = 1.0 for ß = 0.U and 0.6.    The data were obtained by varying the 
slot width while inaintaining the slot height constant.    For these measure- 
ments,  however,  the waveguide was not coupled to an actual half space.    For 
the ß = 0.3 run,  the slot radiated directly into space, as shown in Figure 
I+,33-(a).    For the larger slot heights,  i.e.,   for 3 = 0.6 and 1.0, a metal 
plate VJBS attached to the guide to approxinate a large baffle, as shown in 
Figure ^.33-(b).    (A more detailed drawing of this attached plate is given 
in Figure 2.^-    The air chuck included In the figure is not used for the 
radiating measurements.)    Further details concerning ihe experimental  tech- 
niques are given in Part II,  Sec. B,  3). 

For the slots for which  there is negligible radiation,   the effect 
of the surrounding space is small, and, as mentioned before,   the data were 
analyzed by means of the tangent relation method.    For such slots the re- 
sults  to be given should be fairly reliable.    However,  for the larger slots, 
for which appreciable radiation occurs,   the lack of a proper half space will 
be more significant,  and,   in addition,  only two point measurenente were 
taken.    For the larger slots,   therefore,  the results  to be quote! must be 
considered as first order values only. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure U.33 - Approximations to the half space. 

The experimental results are listed in Table U-III,    As mentioned 
ahove,  the "lossless" data occur at the invariant reference planes of Figure 
^Oli  so that the paremeters are ByV*   «id 2 Z ; the results for the slots 
for which there is appreclahle loss are obtained directly at the centerllne 
reference planes, and the corresponding parameters are, therefore, B^/IQ 
GL/Yä , H 7Z and X /Z 
D 0 ' a' 0    a' 0 The last two parameters are also alternatively 

presented as G- /T and B it * a' 0    a' 0 

The theoretical expressions for most of the parameters at the 
centerlina representation are obtained from those for the parameters of 
slots in other locations, and from certain microwave network conalderationa. 
These considerations are discussed in Part III, Sec. E, 5)« The exception 
to the above is I^/Z , the expression for which is given by Equation (^.135) 
The expreesions for the other parameters are given as Equations (3*133)» 

and Z_/Z. . respectively. Equation VYo ^ V' 0 
(3.133)  for B,/y    may be written in tenns of other parameters as: 

(3.132) and (3.I3U)  for Bb/Yo 

V *1 

B. 3 
—) 

B B, B. 

?Y 'Tee      V2Y ;Tee 2      Y 
0 0 no c 

?J (U.5) 
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X PLAKE HÄ.DIATIX5 SLOT 

gxperiaental Result» 

X   =    1.25oG= . a   =   0.S00» , b   «    O.^OO" 

a   s   a'/a      .      ß   =   fe'/t      ;      2 -fc , a' and V are in Inches 

"Loesleu" tloti (at invariant reference planes)! 

a' b' a ß VTo zx 

.300 

.^6o 

.450 

.100 

.120 

.120 
!400 
.500 

.250 

.300 

.300 

- 9.8 
- 5.^ 
- 2.l+5 

.019 

.025 

.023 

.100 

.185 

.270 

.360 

.U5I 

.2U5. 

.2^5 

.250 

.252 

.2& 

.111 

.205 

.•500 

.400 

.501 

.612 

.612 

.625 

.630 

.635 

-70 
-16 
- 6.75 
- 3.16 
-    1.68 

.009 

.023 

.032 

.oUU 

.oUU 

.101 

.180 

.27C 
•335 

MX) 
.1400 
.Uoo 
Mo 
.400 

.112 

.200 

.300 
»372 
.507 

1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

-3^ 
- 12.2 
- 5.01 
- 2.96 
- 1.41 

.011 

.043 

.055 

.055 

2.      "Lossy" slots (at centerline reference planes)t 

a' V a ß ^/Y B./Y B /I E /Z x/z 
b    0 1J    0 a    0 a    0 a   0 a   0 

.5* .12 .60 .30 .782 -0.^7 
0.430 

-.0009 
::0o?6 

- .265 17.2 
.63 .12 .70 .30 .788 .0005 .236 

1.44 
21.7 

•72 .12 .80 .30 .699 1.108 .00^9 
.0240 

-.052 19.2 
.81 .12 •90 .30 .682 1.415 -.055 6.66 15.3 
•9.0 .12 1.00 :S .712 I.6P6 .0001 -.067 .023 35.0 
• 90 .16 1.00 .7U6 1.469 .0006 -.051 .228 19-5 

13.4 •90 .24 1.00 .60 .836 1.117 .0005 -.075 .090 
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Wiere the notation has been diacuseed earlier In ''.his section. It It noted 
that the expression for K/Y   involves the term (B./T   + B /2T )  for the 

E plane Tec. Since in the discussion above for the X plane Tee the theore- 
tical results for small a were consistently higher in value than the corre- 
sponding experimental results,  one would expect a similar hehavior here for 
B,/Y    for small a. 

D    o 

Since for the "lossless" data,  the experimental results are at the 
invariant reference planes, while the theoretical results are at the center- 
line ones, one must utilize the appropriate shifting formulae in order to 
compare results.    These formulae are given in Tables 2-VII and 2-Vin,  where- 
in one simply sets the conductances to zero. 

For comparison between theoretical and experimental data at the 
centerline reference planes the experimental data were shifted through the 
length ■£ of transmission line.    However,  the resultant values of B./T 
were not xeasonable,  indicating an error in 2-€.    The reasons why 2<£ is 
suspected rather than B^/Y0 are first that the latter is determined by the 
slope of the D vs. S curve which is generally accurately known,  then that 2J6 
involves a mechanically measured length for the slot strjeture, which is not 
as accurate as an electrically measured length, and finally that the result- 
ant BIJ/YQ values are very sensitive to slight errors in 2^.    Because of the 
above, comparison is made between the theoretical and experimental values 
of B|/Y0  , where the theoretical values are shifted from the centerline re- 
ference planes,  using 

Bi VYo 
Y 3      B B. 

0 1 + -£(-§:+ 2?) 
(^.6) 

Y    ^Y       " Y oo o 

This comparison is given in Figure k.jk,  where the experimental 
points are indicated, and solid lines are drawn through their average, and 
where the theoretical values are indicated by the clashed lines. The data 
are plotted as a function of relative slot width a = a1/»! with relative 
slot height ß = b'/b as a parameter. It is seen that the agreement is 
good for ß = 0.3, but that for ß = 0.6 and 1.0 the theoretical data lie 
above the experimental data, as expected. (Actually, the expectation app- 
lied to BV/Y0 , but sinilar behavior should occur here as seen from Equa- 
tion (U.b).) As mentioned earlier, 'he theoretical data apply to a half 
space coupled to the wavegaide, whild thi* experimental data do not. Even 
though negligible radiation occurs, '■''-ere exists stored higher mode energy 
in the neighborhood of the slot outside of the guide, and the distribution 
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of this stored eaerg? will be sonevhat affected by the lack of a larg* 
baffle.    The value of the susreptance BJ/T   will therefore be affected; It 
is difficult to knov, however,  If the erfect la negligible or not. 

The theoretical and 9355erimental values for B|j/T0 for a> 0.6 are 
compared in Figure ^OSt *here the theoretical data are represented by the 
solid lines, and the cxperiaental data by indicated points,  which for ffcs0.3 
are also connected by a dashed line.    The data are plotted as a function of 
a, with ß as a parameter.    The experimental points are »s«s to lie consis- 
tently lower than the theoretical values.    Since for these slow dimensions 
appreciable radiation occurs,  the behavior mentioned above may be due to 
the lack of a large baffle or may be due to the flanges which couple the 
structure containing the slot to the slotted section on one side and to the 
variable short on the other.    The effect of the flanges may be greater than 
that of the lack of a "baffle because most of the radiated power occurs in 
the direction of the flanges.    However,  their effect on the susceptance is 
difficult to investigate ae one must know their exact distance from the 
slot and how their phasing affects the susceptance value. 

The general shape of the rurves of B-v/l   VS. a is similar to 
that obtained for Bt/Y„  , B_/T    and (Bv/Y     + B /2Y )_    .    As was found *    0 »    r*   0 bo a     0 Tee 
for the others,   the susceptance value is capacitlve for a = 1.0.    For 
ß = 1.0, however,   the slot may be either capacitlve or inductive, depending 
upon the value of a.    There is agp-in a cross-over region, which occurs for 
a between 0.6 and 0.7» as has been true for the other susceptances, and 
which is a broad region, as for the E plane Tee.    It is more capacitlve in 
content that the E plane Tee,  Just as the transverse radiating slot was more 
capacitlve in content than the transverse slot.    This latter fact results in 
the cross-o^er region for Bv/Y0 occurring very near resonance, so that for 
a lying between O.63 and 0.07  the slot Is resonant for all values of ß. 
(The small shunt susceptance Ba/Y0 has been neglected in this discussion on 
resonance: E^/Y    is  the doninant suscerotance term.) 

'    bo ' 

A comparison between theoretical and experimental values for the 
dominant conductance terra Gvj/Y.   , at centerline reference planes,  is given 
in Figure 4.36;  the results are plotted as a function of a with ß as a para- 
meter.    The theoretical results are represented by solid lines and the ex- 
perimental data by indicated points.    The experimental data seem rather poor, 
but this is not suiprising in view of the circumstances.    First, as mentioned 
earlier,   these data are only first order ones,   since they were obtained by a 
two-point procedure.    Then,   conductance values are generally less accurate 
than susceptance oneb since they are masked by the latter;  the same situa- 
tion arose in connection with the transverse radiating slot.    In addition, 
the conductr-..,e vali es vary only over a smr.ll range and the ordinate scale 
is enlarged;  t   • discrepancy between the theoretical and exoerimental values 
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It never greater than 20 percent.    The effect of the lack of an adequate 
baffle, and of the flanges, may likewise affect this discrepancy, where, 
generally,  the experimental values are smaller than the theoretical ones. 
The variation with a of the theoretical values of ^/TQ IS siraijar to that 
for 3r/T0 ,  for the transverse radiating slot.    However,  the variation with 
ß is seen to he opposite to that for Br/T0 ;  the reason lies in the factor 

l/n    , which increases with Increasing ß. 

The shunt pamaeters of the centcrline representation art ^/Z© 
and Xe/Z0  .    These two parameters are specified rather than the alternative 
C^/YQ and Ba/T0 because theoretical egressions for the former arise natur- 
ally.    The theoretical expression for HQ/ZQ was given earlier as Equation 
(3'135)l *be theoretical  expression for J^/ZQ was not crvaluated directly, 
hut rather is given In Iquation (3.13^) as    - 1/(3 /T ) for the E plane Tee, 

? ?0 

which is approximately valid if (B /?.)•>> (G /* )     •   Actually,  therefore. 

theoretical expressions are available for B&/20 and Ba/y    .    For this reason, 

cosiparlson between theory and experinent will be made for these paradecers. 

If (R /Z )2 (B /Y )2<<1,  it follows that 
a   o a   o 

I 1 a 
Z =    '    B /Y 

o a'   o 

B    ,, 
a a    / ax2 

(»+.7) 

f =  f if)c V+.s) 
0 0 0 

This condition is fulfilled for the data here, as seen from Table U-IJCI. 

Comparison between the experimental and theoretical values for 
Ba/Y0 is afforded by Figure 1+.37.  where the values are plotted as a func- 
tion of a, with ß as a paraneter.    The theoretical values are those for 
Ba/^o of tbe E plane Tee, and are represented by the solid lines.    The ex- 
perimental data ara t'ivön ^»7 the indicated -noints, and are connected by the 
dashed lines.    The experimental data for a > 0.6 correspond    to the slots 
with appreciable loss, parade   jrs  of which were evaluated by the two-point 
uetrod directly at the centerline reference planes;  that for a^Lo.5 cor- 
respond to the "lossless" data evaluated at the invariant reference planes 
and shifted to the eenterline reference planes.    For a£ 0.5,  the experi- 
Ticr.tal B /Y    values are then dependent only on the 2^  data  reported in 
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Table U-III, which, as discussed above, are questionable. As seen in 
Figure ^OTt agreement is obtained on the general variation with both a 
and ß and on the order of magnitude. Since this parameter is not dominant 
in determining the slot behavior, and since the magnitudes involved are 
small, the disagreement is not as bad as implied. In addition, it is re- 
called that the experimental data for this parameter are not as reliable 
as for the other parameters. 

In Figure ^.38, the theoretical values of %/Z0 are plotted as 
a function of a. There is no variation with ß indicated; the dependence 
on ß is negligible. The experimental data is not plotted because of the 
large scatter obtained, as seen in Table 4-III. Since the value of 2^/ZQ 
are much greater than those of ^/20, the latter are effectively masked by 
the former, so that it is almost impossible to obtain accurate experimental 
values for B^/ZQ. The theoretical curve for J^/ZQ  is seen to behave simi- 
larly to those for Sy/Y. and G^/Yol being of the sane order of magnitude 
and varying similarly with a. 

Theoretical data for GO/YQ are given in Figure 4.35. where the 
data are plotted as a function 0? a. The experimental points are not plot- 
ted because of the scatter mentioned above for J^/ZQ.    Comparison with 
Table U-III, however, indicates an order of magnitude agreement. It is 
seen that the values of &a/Y are very a^iall. The values of ^/Z0 are not 
plotted since they are essfinlially negative reciprocals of B /T . 

Ä  0 

Since the conductance values are masked by the (larger) suscep- 
tance values, with the result that it is difficult to measure accurately 
the conductance values,  it is generally better to tnst a theoretical result 
for the conductance than an individual experimental result.    I^his general 
coanent, although especially true for the shunt resistance TL^/ZQ, also app- 
lies to G,/Y , and G /Y    for the transverse radiating slot. 

DO r    0 

As mentioned earlier, because much of the data reported in Table 
U-III was obtained by a two-point method and because an adequate "infinite" 
baffle was not employed, another set of data is being taken which answers 
these criticisms. 

P.      Thick Slots 

The equivalent circuit paraneters for slots of finite thickness 
are obtainable fror the parameters of slots of infinitesimal thickness by 
means of appropriate microwave network considerations. The thick slot is 
considered in terns of its constituent elements, namely, junctions and 
lengths of transmission line. The Junction parameters are generally 
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«iprMslliIe In tents of the pamoetere of corresponding Inf initeslaally 
thick slots. The panuMters for a ntmiber of such Junctions hare been given 
in fart III, See. I. It should he recognized, however, that the Junction 
panuaeters were obtained hy microvare network considerations from the para- 
■eters of slots of infinitesimal thickness; only the latter parameters were 
detezmined from the Tarlational expressions. 

The thick slots discussed below are the tzansrerse radiating slot, 
the slot-coupled I plane lee and the X plane radiating slot. The experimen- 
tal data taken for them directly yield the parameters of the overall thick 
structure as a function of slot thickness. Such data are given in both 
tabular and gmphlcal fozn. The measuroment methoda involved, and the BX- 
^erimer^-u' wechni^ues necessary for obtaining the data, are discussed in 
i-is-?* 21. 9he thick transverse slot coulplng identical «avegaldes is omlt- 
*s4 herd tince it has been folly discussed in the above-mentioned Final 
Beport. 

The data are treated in two ways. Ihe first is to insert the 
theoretical values for the parameters of the Junctions and lengfehs of trans- 
mission line in the coiaposite equivalent networl: for the thick slot, and to 
compute from this a theoretical prediction for the parameters of the overall 
thick slot. These theoretical results are then graphically compared with 
the corresponding experimental data; tho agreement has been found to be very 
satisfactory. The second method of treating the data IB based upon the 
understanding that the parameters of a component Junction of the thick slot 
will not change as the slot thickness is varied. The parameters of this 
Junction are computed from the experimental data of the overall thick slot 
and the theoretical results for the remaining Junctions and lengths of 
transmission line of the composite network. A plot of the parameters of 
this Junction as a function of slot thickness should yield a horizontal 
line. The latter «ay of treating the data serves both to check the internal 
consistency of the data, and as a semi-experimental means of detemlnlng the 
Junction parameters. The check, however, is a very sensitive one, and pro- 
duces a scatter in the above-mentioned plot. The scatter has been investi- 
^ited and is found to be completely explained by the possible errors in the 
expertmental data. The composite and overall equivalent networks for the 
various thick slots are given in Fart II, together with all the pertinent 
relations allowing one to treat the data in the two fashions described above. 
Consistent notation has been employed, wherein the parameters of the thick 
slot have the additional subscript "tk", and those of the Junction the sub- 
script "J". 
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I.)    The Tmnsverse Badlatiitg Slot 

The geometry of the thick slot under consideration is given In 
Figure h,kOt together with its overall equivalent circuit representation. 

1 
""""""x t-Hrf 

>}»}»»}» 

I 
i 
2 

*■ 

f- 
rtkU   <6rtfc 

I 
I 

GEOMETRY OVERALL  EQUIVALENT  NETWORK 

Figure ^.40 - The thick transverse radiating slot. 

As is shovn in Figure ^.Uo, the equivalent network is referred to plane T.. 
Experimental data were taken of the input aomittance at plane IT, yielding 
the values of & .Jt   + j B ^Y , for slots of three different aperture 

dimensions as a function of thickness t of the clot. Details of the experi- 
mental techniques involved have heen given in the Final Report, Chap. V% 

and in Part II, C, of this report. 

The three thick slots on which measurements were taken are num- 
bered I, II and III, and have the following cross-oection diaensionsi 

I) a«    =    .Sll"    ,    b«    =    ,161" 

II) a'    =    .631"    ,    h'    =    .321" 

II) a'    =    .269N    ,    h1    =    .320" 

■'«^■fjte** JSWtfStesi 

■ >■ 
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Tha noteilen he« been usod consistently In previous sections, and is given 
espllcitly In Figure 2*20.   The waveguide formed by the thick slot itself is 
a propagating one for slot I, a guide at a very near cut-off for slot II, 
and a below cat-off guide for slot III.    These considerations are with re- 
spect to the doninant mode, of course.    The experimental results ara Hated 
in Table U-IT for the three slots.    For slot III, which is belov mt-off, 
the YSVt «as cot aeascrable so that eusceptance values only are reported. 

The theoretical values for & *,/*   and 3 .Jl   are obtained from rtsr  o TXJC  O 
the composite equivalent circuit representation shown in Figure k.kl.   The 
component Junctions axv shovn in Figure k,k2, (a) and (b).    It is seen that 
the characteristic ad     tance of the slot guide is not T* »  ^e'/oii, but is 
rather T   , *hich in given by; 

f IV 
-a = -* -a (k.o) 
T n^   T o to 

0 
Khere V/l     »    X /X'   , and rJr is given by Aquation (2.1).    The term ^/T 

o'   o S   S t o'   L 
is sjqplicityly given in Bquation (2.^).    The use of JQ instead of Y'  eliml- 
nateß the use of a transfozsör in the equivalent circuit of Figure ^.^2-(a) 
for the transverse junction (cvf. Figure 2.5~(a))i and is used because of 
this sl^lificati- n.    These rotere are further discussed in Bart II, Sec.C. 

The parameters B^^/T   and & vJ^0 
of t*18 overall structure are 

obtained from the components of the composite representation by the use of 
Equftiion (2*9) •    The theoretical ezpression for ^j/Y0 is taken as 0.55 
B^/YQ ! a slightly less accurate but simpler expression would be B^/2Y0 . 
Parameter Bt/Y0 io given by Equation (3.107) or ('•10g). depending on the 
slot dimensiors,' values in graphical form appear in Figures U.3, J+jU   k.S 
ßgä. U.J, valid at X a 3.20 cms.    The theoretical expressions for * ifo0 

an^ 

^j^o   =    Gr/To (U-10a) 

\J\   -   VTo   "   Bt/"Yo (U-10^ 

vhich are deduced from tha com^Dsite netwDrk of Figure k.kl.    If the alter- 
native compoelte network of Figure 2.2l-(a) is used,  then 
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siot i: a'   = 

i'/a   a 

T/Y o'  o 

THICK   TBANSVUBSI! BUHATING SLOT 

Experimental Sesulta 

.811" , b«    =    .l6l"        ,        X 

.901 .       i)1/^  =   .tog       ; 

2.21 I t and d ar« in inches. 

X» 
g 

1.299» 

2.00« 

t r d WVo BrtA 

X.199 U.9 .O67 2.1U 2.31 
1.100 3.82 .110 1.28 I.63 

.999 2.56 
IM 

.l6l 0.97 O.96 
,901 .251 O.87 O.32 
.«01 I.U7 - ,290 0.79 - 0.28 
.701 
.600 

2.52 - .154 1.02 - O.97 
- 1.7^ 3.83 

U.79 
-  .088 I.63 

.501 
Mi 

.0U3 3.l6 - 2.19 
- 0.64 S.26 - .006 5.^3 

.202 ä:9^ .065 2.10 2.73 
,102 .112 1.18 1.73 
.O77 U.10 .123 1.07 1.58 
.050 3.45 .137 1.01 1.33 

Slot Ii: a» a .631" 

a«/a = .701 

f/Y 
0'  0 

= .113 

i)1  =  oa" 

Wb   =   .802 

t ard d in inches. 

X« 
g 

1.259" 

21.6" 

i 
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IA5LZ k-TT (continued) 

siot in: 

t   1 r 0 
GrtA rtkr  0   1 

!   .993 i ?.6 
4.9 

- .285 .2^ -  -99    1 
.900 i -  .2S2 .28 - .60 
»SOI ^.3 - .275 •33 - .62 
.700 
.601 

3.S - .2b5 
- .253 :S ::b6i 

.^01 ;    2'Ao 
- .258 •^ -.63 
" -253 .60 - .57 

.300 1    2.09 
!    1.94 

- .25^ .66 - .53 
.5^9 - .2ol .70 ::S .201 j    1.77 - -265 .7^ 

j   .151 j    1.62 - .226 •71* - .3^ 
.101 I   1.^9 - .307 .76 - .25 

1  .0]£ 
i.io 

-  -322 •78 - .20 
.051 - '.p '1$ - .18 
.026 1.37 .76 - .13 

I/o       = a'/a 

Y /T 
0    0 

.209"      ,       v   =   .; :0';    ;    \    = 

.299 . W^   =    '802 

~ J 7.95 I * an^ d are in inches. 
VSirR >  30 over most of the rp.n6e. 

X« 
g 

1.259" 

J .595,, 

* 
d 

'     rtk   0   1 

iSjo 
- .023 - 12.3 I 

- 12.4 - .023 
.Uoo - .021 - 13.7 
.3^7 - .023 - 12.2 
.299 -  .023 - 12.0   j 
.251 - .021 - 13.3 
.201 -  .023 - 12.3 
.151 "  •021 - 13.5 
.102 - .023 " l2-2 1   .07U -  .022 - 12.6 
.04s -  .026 - 10.8 
.025 -  .032     1 -    8.S 
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ligure U.l+T - Composite network for thick tranarerse radiating *lct. 

^0        S/sssSf.        * 

TRANSVERSE. JUMOTION 
(0) 

*' 'A 

I 
HALF 

SPACE 

RADIATING  JUNCTION %f 
Figure ^.42 - Component Junctions of the thick transverao radiating »lot. 
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rj'  o 

B  ./Y 

t     r   o 

»t    [VTo   "   VTo] 

(U.lla) 

(i*.m) 

Parameter B^/lg has been discussed above, and egressions for parameters 
Öy/To «ul Br7T0 are given in Part III, Sec. E, 3); numerical values at 
k m 3.20 CBs. are reported graphically in Figures U.9, U.10, k.lZ and U.13 
for Br/T0 and in figure k.lh for Gy./T0.   Expressions for   T^1 and T0/Y0 are 
given, respectively, in Equations (2.5a) and (2.^).   The length t of the in- 
tervening transmission line is simply the slot thickness. 

The theoretical values for these component parameters for the 
three slots are obtained as: 

SLOT 
tj'  0 rj'  0 V1. VYo 

1 .20U .8U •77 2.000" 2.21 

II -.267 •73 .13 21.6" .113 

n, ■*.5 .66 -M J .595" J 7.95 

The last slot has imaginary values for V and f /T   because it is below 
cut-off. ^ goo 

1 comparison of theoretical and experimental valuep for B^jj. emd 
ß-^jj is given graphically in Figures U.lfJ to h.Mf.   The theoretical values 
obtained from the component theoretical values listed in Table U-7 are re- 
presented by solid lines; the experimental values by the indicated points. 
The agreement is seen to be quite satisfactory, although slightly better 
agreement Is obtainable if some of the component parameter values are 
changed slightly.    The results of such changes for some of the graphs are 
shovn by the dashed lines; the changes involved are given in the respec- 
tive figures. 
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Ho conparison la made for ^^TQ for slot III bo^avv« the ezperi- 
aental VSWE values were not measurable.    However, It wxs ascertained that 
the 7SVR «as above }0 over most of the range so that the conputatlon of 
GJ-UC/TQ and %TftJ'T0 from the measurements is particularly simple, since 

G rtA   '   0 • BrtA   =    C0t^d ik'l2) 

If T2*>  1,  r2» cot2^ d (r = 7SWE).    The theoretical values of 
Brtk/^o are likewise simply computed from Equation (2.7}.    The difference 
In the shape of the curves for the various slots is due to the value of the 
slot £■ids wavelength, XI.   For slot I, XL = 2>00" , so that the curves will 
he repetitive with a period of 1.00" ;  this is seen to he the case.    Since 
X' s 2.16" for slot II, only a slow variation of the input admittance values 
Is obtained.    The behavior for slot III occurs because the slot guide is 
beyond cut-off.    In all instances, however, very satisfactory approximations 
to the Input admittance values for the thick slot are obtained by the use of 
the composite network of Figure k.kl, employing the theoretical expressions 
for the Junction parameters. 

The experimental data and a portion of the theoretical data for 
the component Junctions can be treated in another fashion.    The equivalence 
between the ovsrall network of Figure k.ko and composite network of Figure 
k.kl can be used to obtain a semi-experimental value for the parameters of 
the radiating Junction, shown in Figure U.Ua-Cb).    The results for slots I 
and II are given in Figures ^.^8 and ^.^ where the theoretical and seal- 
experimental values of TTJY0 and ft JY0 are compared.    Coirespooding 
results for slot III were not computed, since the slot is below cut-off and 
the conditions set down in Equations (2.6) and (2.7) apply over most of the 
range.    The semi-experimental values of the xadl' :.i3g Junction parameters 
were computed using Equations (2.3)• 

In Figures k,kS and 4,1+9 the theoretical values, obtained from 
Table U-7, are represented by the solid straight line as the value ic inde- 
pendent of slot thickness t.    The "experimental11 values are shown by the 
indicated points, which are seen to fluctuate somewhat.    They scatter about 
some constant value which in some cases does not agree well with the theoife- 
tical one, although in moat cases the agreement is good.    In order to be 
able to detemine the cause of these fluctuations, it is desirable to find 
the effect of individual errors lii measurements or incorrect theoretical 
values for the junction parameters on the mdiating Junction admittance 

rj'   0 

-f.fr.    '■ 
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The »inlttance ^rj/
To computed fron Kqtatio&e (2.3/  i» directly 

affected by error« in a) T
ry[/*o ^^c^i in turn, depends on the neaeored 

TSta and location of roltage ainisraa, b) slot thickness t, c)  the Talue of 
To/T0 , and d) the value of Bt J/T0.    The sensitlrity of ^Vj/To to these 
error* Is a function of thickness and may be so calculated.    In addition, 
there aay be mechanical factors, such as imperfect centering of the slot, 
variations in the cross-sectional dimensions of the slot, or such electri- 
cal imperfections a« poor contact between vacuum chuck and slot and between 
sl^i and infinite plane (see Par» II, Sec. C) which are not easily taken 
into account theoretically. 

The effect of isaall deviations in the values of the fi-rs'i-'sention- 
ed (pantitles, however, is readily accounted for m the manner shown in 
Table U~TI.   The possible errors in the experimental quantities are arrived 
at from «perience with the perfoxnance of the measuring equipment, while 
the possible range of variation in the network parametero is determined frc« 
the tolerances put on those values.   A short discussion is given below of 
these possible srors* 

a) VSUR:    The inability to determine high TSVR's accurately 
when tbe measurements were first begun was a considerable 
source of error.   The measuring equipment was improved, 
however, at a later date so that higher accuracy could be 
achieved.   The following limits of accuracy are based on 
repeated checks against standard mismatches.   For approxi- 
mately the first ^ialf of the aeasurementa (before the 
equipment was improved), Ar « +  .07 r, r > 4; Ar a + .03 r, 
U > r> 3? Ar a + .03 r, r«* ft while the remaining data 
was taken with a tolerance of A r a + .02 r, r< 5« 

b) Location of voltage minimum:    nie accurate location of 
voltage minima in the guide becomes increasingly difficult 
at low YSV&'s.   The procedure (employed in measurements of 
lossless discontinuities} of accentuating the "dip" in the 
voltage curve by raising the gain of the detector to any 
desired value cannot be applied here to the same degree 
because of the non-aero level of the voltage minimum which 
will go off scale for too great an amplification.    However, 
it was found that even for VSWR'g as low as l.U, the voltage 
minimum could be located to within 2 mils, i.e., Ad a + .002M. 

c) Slot thickness:    To achie\a different slot thicknesses 
the slots vorr cut down on a lathe after each measurement. 

4  
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Egclmatee of Brror for the fttdlAting Jqnetlon 

The maxlmufli total error la Tryr0 introduced b/ Int induml n 
error« in the neasuremente of V.S.V.R. r ard dletanee d to toe voltage 
ainlnum fron terminal plane T^, and In the value« of I^/TQ •    ♦*' *. ,uld 

^C 
^r 

^0 30 

30   . T 

^(^) To 

?C , B 

0 

i*.ere C i «tanda for either & ./T   or 2 Jl.    , and nhere 

 Ll 
»r, d 

5B 

rtk 

The most probable error,  xather than the maximum error, li obtained by 
taking the square root of the sum of the squares. 

To evaluate the actual estimates of error, the ssositlritij of 0  . 
to variation« in the quantities listed above must be oomputod.    These J 

sensitivitib« are found to be: 

? (arA) 
3 (t« t) 

«    2 JJ 
u.     artk 

-   cot «e • t s 
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fUSa U-TI (Contimfd) 

(io/T)        l2 ♦ B2 \ L T0 TO        r,   J 

Ö    I-       o 0   J   J 

^(VV   .Hill..   .Üi^L   .    ^VT9) 

i(BtJ/T0) 12
+B

2   0^ ^(Brtk/To) dO^I^ 

3(3 7T ) A2 J2   ft 4 d(B  71 ) 3 (B  7T ) 

?<WV    ^«2&rtk    ^WV       ^W 

—J»   p     »   --   H25)c   (co.- ^e d - r   »In   -* d) 

o 

1 ><BrtA' 
«(rz - I) )4 
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^MJ U-TT (CoBtlmifld) 

1 ^     —"   -    -    ~      -—***  ft 

o 

«ier»        A   «   cot -^i t   *   ^   — 

^ *. 

1. ia .!u 
0 0 0 
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Gar« Mti taken to torn down th« sane face of the slot each 
tine, and the turned-down surface «as lapped afterwards to 
remore any high spots.   After lapping, the slot thickness 
«as measured with a microoeter to within 1 mil so that 

A t » + .001". 

d)      Y0/T0 and B^J/TQ \   Fron previously reported agreement he- 
tween theory and experiment on the valuee of Xo/T0 and Btj/T0 
the tolerances on these parameters can he taken as + 3 percent 
for Btj/T0 , and + 2 percent for ^/T0.   These estimated errors 
are approximate and are not as small as indicated in some ranges 
of slot dimensions* 

▲ complete error aoalysis has heen carried through for slo^ X; for 
a range of slot thicknesses from .5" to 1.2fl; the sensltiTities of 3t>i/?o 
and fij.j/T0 to errors in the above-mentioned quantities are plotted as func- 
tions of t in Figure U,50.   The values of *TJlo and ILJ/TO,  together with 
the estimated errors as obtained from Figures ^.5° ^^^ ™.e estimated com- 
ponent error« above, are given in Table Mm. 

TABI2 k-Vll 

Sflnfii-ejoperinental values of T ./T   for slot I 
 rJ    2  

.811" b' .l6l" 

Theoretical value of I ./T     =    ,fih 
rj 0 

t  s slot thickness in inches. 

S 
i  .77 

2.00" 

t 
^  > 
B  ^T rj'  0 rj   0 

1 1.199 .97 + .09 
•Sh + .06 

.69 + .08 
i   1.100 .72 + .07 

.999 .97 ♦ «02 .76 + .05 

.901 .98 +  .02 .72 + .Ob 

.801 .87 + .oU .76 + .05 

.701 

.600 

.•jOl 
Jioi 

.88 + .06 
•91 + .08 
.98 + .13 

:9S2' 

.77 + .08 

.76 + .08 

.74 + .07 

.71+" 
.202 .80 
.102 :g •77 
.077 .81 
.050 •91 .83 
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It is ceen froa Figure H.Ug that the toleranccB on Brj/T0 (gp^er 
lange of gCÄttex' from sone constant value, «dills thoae on &rj/T, 
except for two points. 

the entire 
e io eo 

▲ similar error analysip has been worked through for slot II but 
the details Trill not be presented; similar results are obtained. It Is 
thus ccaflrased that the expectation of a constant value for irj/T0 consti- 
tutes a very severe check of all the paraae'ers Involved, in that slight 
errors in otherwise reasonable data oay give rise to a considerable scatter 
in the result. 

In Figure U,1^, two sets of points are given corresponding to the 
semi-experimental data. The circled points corrsspond to a IQ/TO value 
equal to that given in Table U-V, vbile the crosnes correspond to a slight 
change '. ^ that value. The exact amountb are £iven on the figure« all of 
the other quautlties are the aame for both sets of points. The circled 
points indicate a slight slope which is largely eliminated by the better 
choice for To/T0. However, the original cKoice is actually quite adequate 
for obtaining satisfactory engineering results for the parameters of the 
overall network, as seen in Figures M5 and U.^6, where such severe demands 
are not made on the accuracy of al] the components of the composite network« 

2.) The Slot-coupled E Plane Tee 

The geometry of the thick slot-coupled 1! plane Tee is given in 
Figure ^51, together with its overall equivalent circuit representation at 
Invariant reference planes. It is at these reference planes that the ex- 
perimental data for this thick slot were taken. The parameters are ^.j/l , 
ntk » 2J?tk an* ^'tk* The measurement procedure used to determine tfie 
parameters of the thick slot are similar to tbota for the thin slot. The 
pertinent experimental techniques are discussed in Part II, Sec. A, 3)» 
MeeEurements were taken on a slot of cross-section dimensions a1 = .809"t 
b' » .lpyä( in X band VBveguide at a wavelength of 3'2C cms., as a function 
of the slot thickness t. 

The theoretical parameters for the ovevall network of Figure 
U^l-Cb) are obtained by the use of the coapouite network given in Figure 
2.10. The overall thick slot structure is considered to consist of an X 
plane Tee junction coupled to a transverse junction, or change of cross- 
section, by means of a length of guide equal to the slot thickness. The 
B plane Teee junction is shown in Figures 2.9-(h) and (c), with regard to 
its geometry and its equivalent network at both the centerllne and invari- 
ant reference planes. The notation associated with the parameters of the 
networks is also given in the figures. The geometry and equivalent network 
for the transverse junction are given in Figure 2.9-(a). The text associat- 
ed with these figures includes further inform&ticn concerning these compon- 
ents of the cossDOsite network. 
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T,'    Tt' 

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE 
(0) 

INVARIANT   REPRESENTATION 
(b) 

Figure U.51 - The thick slot-coupled E plane Tee. 

The composite network is partly at centerline and partly at in- 
variant reference planes; it is chosen In this manner to simplify the cal- 
culations. The I plane Tee Junction component of it is that at Invariant 
reference planes and is the one shown in ^Ig^xe 2.9-(c). However, the 
theoretical parameters for this Junction aie availahle directly for the 
centerline representation of Figure 2.9-(h), thus repairing the shifting of 
these values to the invariant reference planes. The necessary relations 
are given in Tahle 2-V. The shift of the reference plans in the stub guide 
fiom Ti to T? is accounted for hy altering the lezigth of the coupling trans- 
mission line, as shown in Figure 2.10; the network of Figure 2.9-(a) »ay 
then he used directly. 
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Th« parameter» of the Tee Junction of Figure 2.9-(b) are obtained 
theoretically as follove:   BM/TQ IS equal to B./T0 which i* glren by Xqua- 
tlon (3.129), BWj/To 1» «l^w «7 Equation (3.I2Ö), ^.j/20 i» takan as xero, 
sad iigi is equal to n,. n^ , shers a«, ii glren by Iqustloa (3.123) or (3.125), 
depending on the slot dlaansiöns, and nt by Equation (2.1).    The theoretical 
▼aloes for the parameters of the transverse Junction of Figure 2.9-(A) are 
obtained as:   at is given by Equation (2.1), f ie taken as zero, and Btj/T0 
it equal to B^/z To, where Bt/To is given by Equation (3.IO7) or (3.108;, 
depending on the slot dimensions.   For the particular slot on which measure- 
ments «era taken, the above con.ponant parameter valuee «ere deteznined asi 

VTo   ^    •609         ' \A   ' - .026 

ncJ   -   .617         . S ' .630 

Btj/To   -    ,212 

When the Tee Junction parameters are shifted to the invariant 
reference planes,  they become: 

VTo     "       *319 • nj     »    .602 

4*2    »   - .0396      ,      ztj    s   -o1^6 

Parameter 2 £* depends only on Bay!„ , but the other parameters are rela- 
ted to all the parameters of centerline repreaen'-ation and sensitive to 
small changes in any of them. Once all the component parameters of the 
composite representation of Figure 2.10 are known, the parameters of tho 
overall network of Figure 4.51 may be obtained by means of the relations 
given in fable 2-1II. 

Theoretical values in graphical form for most of the parameters 
discussed above ara given in Sec. A of this part of the report. However, 
since values of nf are not given there they are now given In Figure U.52. 
The values are plotted as a function of relative slot width a s a1/a, vith 
relative slot height ß a b'/b as a parecieter; the values are valid for Z 
band waveguide at a wavelength of 3*20 cms., as were the other numerical 
values quoted. It nay be noted that when a = 1, n§ a ß, and if a is small, 

n^ = U a ß/n2 (U.13) 
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The. eiperlmental results for the parameters of the orerall 
equivalent network are listed In Table 4-VIII. 

THICK SLOT-CGUPLBD X FLAM 

a'    =    .809» 

a«/a   »    .899 

Bxperinental Eesults 

h»   =    .159«     ; 

V/h   =    .398       : 

T'/T    »   »»'M   =    .8775 
o   o 

X    =   1.76UU   , 'je»   3.5611 

X'    =    2.0108    , V .    3.I2U7 
g 

t  ,   -C'^w »»4 2^tk ar* in inche•• 

t VYo ntk *  tk 2itk 

.900 0.1U0 .979 - .851 .010 

.801 - O.U78 .910 - .810 .011 

.801 - 0.^72 •910 - .810 .011 

.700 - 1.11U •771 - .755 .011 

.700 - 1.167 
!b03 

- .760 
- .682 

.011 
.59^ - 1.80^ ,012 
.U99 - 1.202 .^57 - .5U3 .009 
Ms - 1.272 .458 

-  ',2*1 
.010 

.361 2.317 .1+77 .011 

.361 2.229 .^75 -  .286 .011 

Tor four of the thickness values, two sets of results are given; 
the second set In each case Is obtained by reversing the structure and re- 
peating the measurements.   The reversals serve both as a check on the results 
and as a rough guide to their precision.    As seen, parameter Z£.^ does not 
vary with the slot thickness. 

Conparisons between the experimental results listed In Table 4-7111 
and the theoretical results as computed from the composite network and dis- 
cussed above are given in Figures ^,53 to 4,55.    The comparison is made for 
pararaeters B.j/T    , n^.  and   £'      , all as a function of slot thickness.    The 
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thaoretlcal predictions are represented "by the solid lines and the experi- 
mental data hy the Indicated points. The reason for some points appearing 
as pairs is mentioned above. It is seen thut the agreement between theore- 
tical and experimental values is very satlsfactoiy. In certain ranges, the 
parameters plotted era sensitive to some of the component parameters and 
not to others; in other ranges this is reversed. Generally, however, the 
range of thicknes» from 0.3" to 0.6" is the most sensitive. 

The experimental data and a portion of the theoretical data for 
the component Junctions may he combined to yield a semi-experimented value 
for the X plane Tee Junction parameters. The relations between the para- 
meters of the composite and overall networks that are required for the deter- 
mination of the Tee Junction parameters are given in Table 2-17. The results 
of such calculations as a furstlon of slot thickness are given in Figures 
U.56 and 1+.57» ^vo ■**■ of point« are given for the semi-experimental data; 
the encircled points utilize the theoretical values for the transverse Junc- 
tion enployed for Figures ^.53 to ,*.55, while the crosses use nt a .625, 
rather than »630, the other theoretical values remaining the same. The 
actual points are connected by dashed linest a solid horisontal line is 
drawn through the average of the points for vhlch n^ 9 .623. The reason 
for the latter is, of course, that theoretically one expects the values to 
remain constant independent of thickness. 

It is seen that a scatter is obtained for the plotted points in 
Figures ^.56 and U.57; from experience with the thick transverse radiating 
slot and the thick transverse slot coupling Identical guides the scatter 
occurs because this method of utilizing the data is one which is very sensi- 
tive to small errors in the initial data. The value of n^ = .623 is seen 
to reduce the scatter somewhat and it is for this reason that the solid line 
is drawn through the average of the corresponding points. Only one set of 
points appears for parameter 2 Ij sihce it Is directly equal to 2.8\fc &nd is 
therefore Independent of n.. 

By means of Table 2-VI, the semi-experimental parameters obtained 
above for the Z plane Tee Junction can be shifted to the centerllne refer- 
ence planes, to the representation of Figure 2.9-(h), thereby permitting 
direct comparison with the theoretical values given earlier. These shift- 
ed semi-experimental values are plotted in Figures U,5g and 4,99 as a func- 
tion of slot thickness. A solid horizontal line is drawn through the aver- 
age of the points. These average valaea, together with the theoretical 
predictions for these par^^aters, are compared in Table U-IX. The + values 
associated with the avert.ge values represents the scatter shown in Figures 
U.:-g and U.59. 
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1 FLAUE T2Z JUNCTION 

Centerline Represontatlon 

Parameter Senl-experimental Theoretical 

.60     t •& 

- .01S5 + .002 

.6lg   + .006 

0    + .01 

.609 

- .026 

.617 

0 

It Is seen from Table H-JZ that the theoretical values for the 
centerline parameters of the Tee Junction are in good agreement with the 
eemi-experlmoital values, except for Baj/Yo.    The theoretical value for 
the latter parameter lies outside of the scatter indicated and is about 
30 percent too high.    Since it is such a small quantity, this discrepancy 
is not serious.    It seems, however, that a 30 percent lover value for the 
theoretical prediction for Baj/Y0 should be recomnended in viev of the 
above, and also because the Baj/l0 value was assumed theoretically to be 
identical rith the ^(J^0 value, i.e., it vaa assumed to depend only upon 
the size of the slot as seen from the main guide and independent of the 
dimensions of the stub guide.    The calculation of BgJ^o involved a free 
apace spatial admittance, with the tacit assumption, therefore,  that the 
waveguide walls were not too near; for the Tee junction, however,  they are 
right next to the slot and one can expect a change in the Ba/T0 value.    The 
change is difficult to ostimate, and further theoretical investigation was 
not considered worthwhile because the susceptance value Itself is so small. 
Using Table U-IX as a basis, a semi-theoretical prediction for ^.J^Q B*? 
therefore be given as 

B  JY     =    0.7    B /Y aj    0 '      a'  0 

when the slot size la Identical in both cases. 

Vi.ik) 

T   r 
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Mien theoretical Taluet of Btfc/To • ^k and  ^'tk for the 0Tera11 

network are obtained using the Baj/Y0 value given by Equation (^.l'O, the 
agreement with experiment hecomee «ran closer than that shown In Figures 
^•53 *o ^•55'    Thi» i*i of course,  to he expected, since the latter value 
for Baj/T0 is obtained froa an average of the experimental data.    Graphs 
illustrating this improved agreement will not he given here, however. 

3.)    the g Plane Badiating Slot 

The geometry of the thick X plane radiating slot is given in 
Figure '4.60, together with its overall equivalent circuit representation at 
invarirmt reference planes.    It is at these reference planes that the exper- 
imental data for this thick slot were taken.    The paramters are G^k/^o > 
B ./T   and 2 /..»    The mensuresjent procedure and the experimental techniques 

h-^tk 

zz 
Tl Tl 
'l! '2 

\} } } ? 

Gfk 
r^WW-i 

Btk 
"? 

4 
Ti 

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE 
(0) 

OVERALL EQUIVALENT NETWORK 
(b) 

Figure ^.60 - The thick E plane radiating slot 

employed are discussed in Part II, Sec. B, in U) and 3), rsspectively.    The 
thick slot upon which measurements were taken is Identically the one used 
for investigating the thick slot-coupled E plane Tee.    In fact, immediately 
after each Tee measurement,  the slot «as arranged to radiate into a half 
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space and the appropriate neasurements were taken.    This means that not 
only are the crose-section dimensions the same, hut the slot thickness 
values at which data are available axe the same also, for the most part. 
(For two thickness values only Tee data were taken, vhlle at one value 
measurements were made only on the radiating slot.)   She dimensions 
are a' = .809" hy b1 =  .159", and the slot thickness was varied from .80" 
to ,kOu, approximately. 

The theoretical parameters for the overall network of Figure 
U.öO-Cb) are obtained by use of the composite network given in Figure 2.19. 
The overall thick slot structure is considered to consist of an E plane 
Tee Junction coupled to a transverse radiating Junction by means of a 
length of guide equal to the slot thickness.    The 2 plane Tee Junction is 
shown in Figures 2.9-(b) and (c), where the physical structure and the 
equivalent networks at both the centerline and invariant reference planes, 
respectively, are given.    The geometry and equivalent network for the trans- 
verse radiating Junction are shown in Figure 2*18.    The notation associated 
with the paramete-s of these networks is also given in the figures*    The 
text associated with these figures include further infoimation concerning 
these components of the composite network. 

The composite network of Figure 2.19 is at the invariant refer- 
ence planes; the £ plane Tee Junction component of it is also shown in 
Figure 2.9-(c)«    However,  the theoretical parameters for this Junction are 
available directly for the centerline representation of Figure 2.9-'(b), 
thus requiring the shifting of these values to the representation at the 
invariant reference planes.    The necessary relations are given in Table 
2-7.    The network of Figure 2.18 connects directly to the other end of the 
intervedtag transmission line representing the slot thickness. 

The equations to use in order to obtain the theoretical values 
for the parameters of the £ plane Tee Junction at centerline reference 
planes arc discussed in the previous section,  i.e., on the thick slot- 
coupled E plane Tee.    Also given thsre are the nucerical values for the 
slot under consideration.    However, attention is called to Equation (4.14), 
which relates Baj/T0 to Ba/T0 on the basis of the experimental investiga- 
tion described in the previous section,  rather than by theoretical con- 
siderations alone.    It is pointed out there that Ba1/Y0 = 0.7 B^/Yo yields 
a better value than Baj/Y0 = BJ^/TQ , which is the approximate theoretical 
prediction.    Using the 0.7 factor,  the centerline representation parameters 
for the 3 plane Tee Junction arel 

VYo   =    •609 ' VYo    =:    " •01g 

ncj   =   .617        .        xc./zo  =       0 
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idler« all parameter« except B  ./T   are the sane as those used for thick 

slot-coupled 7ee.    Whau the network Is shifted to the invariant reference 
planes, however,   the values are slightly different from those used for the 
thick Tee;  they hecooel 

B7Y   =      .1405       .        n*  -   »^o6 

jo J 

^,.   =    - .0278        ,        2J2     =    .010»+ 
J J 

The theoretical values for the parameters of the transverse 
radiating Junction ?-r« obtained from! 

8rA  '   A   V1. (U-15a) 

Ixpresslons for S/T   and B./T   &re given in Part III, Sec. E, 3)   * n.  is 
3r     0 n     0 v 

given by Equation (2.1)* 

for the particular slot on which measurements were taken,  the 
parameters of the component transverse radiating Junction are'. 

0rJ/To   -    .333 . Br<5/Yo    =    .305 

Once all the component parameters of the composite representation of Figure 
2.19 are known, the parameters of the overall network of Figure 4.60 may be 
obtained by means of the relations given in Table 2-IX. 

Experimenlal results for the parameters of the overall equivalent 
network are listed in Table U-X. 
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TABU k~X 

THICK 1 FLASI BUDIATINC SLOT 

gxperlmantal Eesult» 

a»   a    .809"    .       b'   »    .159"     ; 

aVa   =    .S99      ,    Wt   »    .39« 

o'  o ' 

X « I.76W+ , M« 

X' « 2.0108 , «* * 

-   .8775 

Slot thicJaess t is In inches. 

t GtA tlc   0 tlsf   0 V2. 
.SOI 0.769 0.018 1.30 - .on 

- ,043 i    .801 0.819 0.029 1.22 
.700 0.956 - O.683 0.693 .^95 
.700 0.957 - O.675 0.608 

0.341 
.^2 

•599 
.U99 

1.22 - 1.^ 

- 2.io 

.kok 
2.73 0.212 .181 

.^3 2.89 0.205 .170 
.045 .»400 5.71 -1.59 O.163 

.Uoo 5.81 -1.37 O.I63 .038 

3.5611 

3.12^7 

The reason for the two sets of values for most of the thicknesses 
was given in the discussion on the thick slot-coupled Tee.    The values of 
^^tk are ^le 8a!:13 a8 those for the thick Tec, and therefore are not re- 
ported here.    Their measurement from the Tee structure is the more accurate 
onet since it is ohtained directly fron a (sensitive) zero power aeasuremeat, 
Parameters B.^yZ0 and X^/Z« are included as alternative parameters, in 
series from (see Figure 2.1o),  to 0 j/Y   and B ,/Y   in parallel form. 

Comparisons between the experimentel results listed in Table 4-X 
and the theoretical results as computed from the oomposite network and 
discussed above are given in Figures U.6l and 4.62, for Btk/^o and G^JJ/YQ, 
respectively.    The theoretical predictions are represented by the solid 
lines and the experimental data by the indicated points; both are plotted 
as a function of slot thickness.    The reason formest of the points appear- 
ing as pairs is mentioned above.    It is seen that the agreement is quite 

t-T 
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satisfactory.   The curvet are repetitive for each inch of slot thicknees 
because the slot guide vavelength is approxinately two Inches.    In the 
range shown, the region from t » 0.23" to O.55" is most sensitive to elicit 
variations in the parameters of the component Junctions; outside of this 
range, the results are relatively insensitive to than. 

The ejqperimeatal data for the overall netvork and the theoretical 
data for the X plane Tee Junction may be combined to yield senl-ezperimen- 
tal values for the parameters of the transverse radiating Junction.   The 
relationsbetween the parameters of the composite and overall networks that 
are required for this detemination are given in Table 2-X.    The results of 
such calculations as a function of slot thickness are given In Figures 
^,63-(a) and (b).    The seasi-ejsperlmental data are represented by the indi- 
cated points, and dashed lines are drawn connecting these points.   A solid 
horizontal line is superimposed on the curves to indicate the average 
values.   Results for t =» 0.6" are indicated, but are excluded from the 
dashed line average because of their large deviation.    Since it happen? 
^olncldcr>t-»\lly that only one set of data was obtained for t = 0.6", there 
is no check available on its accuracy.    It may also be seen from Figure 
U,62 that the experimental value of Gtk/tQ for t = 0,6" shows a larger 
deviation from the theoretical curve than any of the other values, even 
though it is just outside of the sensitive region. 

The scatter evident in these curves is similar to that appearing 
in corresponding curves for the thick transverse radiating slot and the 
thick slot^coupled £ plane Tee; the scatter is due to the great sensitivity 
of the results cast in this forn to saall errors in the initial data.    The 
average of the semi-experimental results   is   compared with the theoretical 
predictions in Table U-XI; the + values associated with the semi-experimen- 
tal results are Indicative of the scatter.   Also included in the table are 
the corresponding semi-experimental results for B  ./?   and 0 ./T   obtained 

rj 0  ^ rj 0 
from the thick transverse radiating slot. (The values of B ./T and 0 ./Y 

rj    0 rj    0 
given there (in Figure k.kS) become those of B   /Y   and G   /Y   vqpon multi- 
plication by n2 = O.396.) ^   0 rJ    0 
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IA3LE U-XI 

TBANS7EHSE BADIATIÜ5 JUUCTICN 

Paraaeter Seoi-C2P er inental Theoretical 

From Tig», k.fy Pron Fiae, kM 

Wo 

.307 + .010 

.&$ + .020 

.300 ♦ .015 

.360 + .030 

.305 

•333 

It ia evident from the tahlo that the theoretical values lie 
within the scatter inlioated, althou^i the theoretical value for Ovj/Yo 
lie« just at the lower linit of the scatter for Figure k.kZ.    The agree- 
nent for 3r4/Y0 is very good.    The semi-experimental data for (rTJYQ are 
consistently slightly higher than the theoretical prediction,  implying 
that a somewhat bettor theoretical value for 0 ./Y   is obtainahle from 

i-j    0 

G   /Y    =   1.05   a?   G It rj    0 ^     t     r   0 
(U.l6) 

rather than from Equation (U.ljja).    The scatter for the conductance values 
is also seen to "be greater than that for the susceptance values.    The scatter 
for the data of Figure ^.63 is also less than that for Figures ^.^8, because 
the latter involves two point data only, while the fomer employs an aver- 
aging procedure for the data. 
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Y.      THE STI3DY OF A HALF SPACE IS TERMS CT SPHEEIGAL TP^SMISSICg tDBS 

(L. Felsen) 

A.  The Utility of a Spherical Trananlsgion Line Description 

In describing the effect of an obstacle on the field in a given 
region excited by an electromagnetic source, it is often advantageous to 
regard tha field as a superposition of an infinitu number of modes *feose 
amplitudes satisfy tranpnission line equations characteristic of the given 
recion. Such a reprssentation is particularly useful if it is found that, 
for a given geometry, the field can be very closely approximated by three, 
two, or perhaps even one so-called propagating modes. In that case the 
infinite-mode space is replaced by three, two, or one transmission lines, 
respectively, propagating the nodes in question. Since for each mode a 
node voltage, mode current, and mode characteristic impedance is specified, 
the impedance offered to each propagating mode by an obstac] e can be con- 
veniently defined. This impedance takes into account the etfeet of higher, 
"non-propagating" modes which are generated by induced currents on the 
obstacle. 

For the case of the far field set up in a half-space by a 
radiating slot in an infinite plane, a spherical mode description is 
especially convenient since far from the aperture, which is centered about 
the origin of coordinates, the source looks like a point so that the far 
fields are essentially transverse, i.e. true spherical waves, centered at 
the origin. The spherical line representation of the half-space, however, 
can be of practical value only if it were found that a small number of 
modes suffices to give a close approximation to the field, making possible 
the replacenent of the half-space byjihis small number of transmission 
lines. This problem was InvestlgEtecrfor the case of narrow rectangular 
slots (b'/a^ .l+) in an infinite plane excited by a cosine electric field. 
Details of this investigation are given in Sec. B. It was found that, far 
from the aperture, the field can be reproduced almost exactly by the H.. , 
H., , and IL.. spherical modes. In the neighborhood of thi Z  - axis 
(see Figure-^5.1) only the R... and E, modes are important. 

L. Felsen, "Spherical Mode Representation of the Field Sxcited by a 
HectanguLar Slot in an Infinite Plane", Thesis forM.E.E. Degree, P.I.B, 
19^. 
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SLOT 

Tlgtir« 5.1 

Tor Ter7 small slots the E^, nod« alone is sofficieat.    In all cases, the 
IL. mode is by far the moetHnportant one; It carries practically the 
erf ire power radiated fron the slot. 

The knowledge of the equivalent network for a slot coupling a 
rectangular waveguide to a spherical «aregoide is necessary for the foznola- 
tlon of iapedaaees in a spherical line from meavurements in rectangular 
guide.   Vith the results of the previous paragraph in mind it is reasonable 
to represent the half-space as a good approximation by a single spherical 
transmission line propagating the E.. mode only.   This principle Las been 
applied to finding the equivalent four-teralnal circuit for a thin trans- 
verse slot mdlatlng into a half-space from the end of a rectangular 
savegoide.   Before discussing possible representations for the coupling 
effect of the slot, some of the basic considerations underlying the spheri- 
cal transmission line approach vill be dealt with. 

B.     Spherical Mode Eepresentatlon of the Tields in a Half-Space 

The electromagnetic fields in the half-space are uniquely deter» 
mined by spacification of either the tangential electric or magnetic field 
components along all bounding surfaces of thö region.   Thus, for the given 
crse it suffices to specify that the tangential electric fleid S xja 
vanishes along the metal sheet and along an infinite hemisphere centered 
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about the orlgla (i.e., no iourcee at infinity), and has the ralne M in the 
aperture. The unit rector n noiaal to the hounding eurfacee poiate^into 
the half-space. She exciting field in f he ape rt ire region is eqoifalsnt to 
a aagnetie surface current dittrihution on a solid aetal plate of density K, 
which can he regarded as tho result of a superpoeitlon of aagnetie current 
eleaents distributed over the aperture. .Consider one such elcsient located 
at (r*. vjz, V)  (of. Figure 5.1). Since its rector direction lies in the 
plans of the aetal sheet, the field it produces at (r, 6, ♦) is identical 
with its free space field sare for a factor of tvo because of the laaging 
effect of the plate. If the element oscillates with angular frequency «, it 
has a aagnetie dipole aooent (-J/OB) M (r1),2 and its free space Berts rector 
is 

-J k |r - r' I 

Ir - r« 

idiere a time dependence e 0  is iapliAd. 

The aagnetie field due to this «ingle element is giren by 

^ (r . r«) » (W ♦ k? ^ • F(r , r') 

jWhere £ is a unit dyadic such that c . A B A . £» A . The total fieli due 
TO all the source elements is than found by superposing contributions from 
the entire aperture (taking account cf the imaging due to the screen)! 

5 ^ = ^ JJ ^ ^ 6 f£,zt|  • * W d s.  (5.i) 
'■"Mr 

where the vector differential operator   V V . operates only on the unprimed 
(field point) coordinates. 

If r » r1  ,  then  ir - r' | Ä5 r - «•* cos Y , and one obtains for 
the far field, neglecting all^teräs decaying more rapidly than l/r: 

. 'V** fr jkr'cosY 
Hvr).   = H,(r).   = ^   5-— (c- r   r )  . nxB (r«) e d S« — ■- far   ~t — far     2rT       r       «w-o-o       JJ 

*p (5.2) 

2 T. A. Stratton, "IlectronBgnetic Theory", Sees. 8.4 and 8.5 (by duality) 

4 

^-•WOiW^^.WW^i.^^.i^Bygi^^^^^ 
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vrAc'r yields a purely transverse vector ir. s-herical coordinates, since 
e. - ^ i^ = e^ B* 66 .    For the nc^etic density H, its vslue S x n in 
tcmc of the slot electric field has been substltvtedT   r , ö  , and i ~aro 
«nit vectors in the r, 3, cad 4 directions, vhile Y is th!e an|le "betveen 
ve.tors r and r1 »rfiich connect the origin vdth the observation point 
P (r, 6,  ^1) and the source point (r1, v/z,  i')  in the aperture,  respective- 
ly (ecc Fieure 5.1) .    If the field ir. the aperture is assuced as 

2 (r«) = y   E    cos ^-f- = BÄ cos ^f- (r   sin ^ + d   cos (t1) —   —        *o   o a' 0 a'     —o ^o (5.3) 

then inteeration of (5*2) yields for the squared field a-.T)lituces (ve sub- 
stitute r' cos V = x1 sin 9 cos (J + y" sin ö sin ^, and integrate over x1 

and y«): 

hz''^iall0/lkTt^^[ 

,             P         ,.           9,    sin2   {—■ sine 8in(J) cos2 (^- sine cos^) 
&/= (cos^e co8^+ sind({>)  €-- -  : -   - 

z .Vhl. 

(5.^) 

(^)2sin2e sin2^ |T -(^.)28in2
a cos2*] 

where H'    is normalized so that its naxlauia value (for 8=0)  is unity,    a1 

and b' are the aperture dinensions parallel to the X and Y axis, respectively. 

In accord with the field rssunption in Equation (5*3)  the aagnetlc 
current elecents are directed along the X axis.    If the slot is long and 
narrow (under these conditions the assumed field choice is most reliable if 
the slot is excited appropriately from a rectangular guide)  the 2 lines are 
approximately circular abcut the X axis.    Thus, any radial vector will inter- 
sect the B lines orthogonally so that the proolem can be analyzed approxi- 
mately in terms of H modes alone.    In general,  the spherical mode represen- 
tr.tion for the transverse rr.gnetic field is given by:3 

Ht(r.) = Yl 
I'  (r)               i        I" (r) 
_l__h| (8, $ +-^ hj (9. (j)) (5.5) 

^    N. Marcuvitz,  "Wavrrv.ide Handbook", McGrav^Hill Book Co., iTew York; 1951, 
Sees. l.S and 2.S. 
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where the single prlzaes denote E nodes and the double prines denote H nodes. 
For this analysis, the double prined quantities alone arc excited, and in 
the following the primes will be onitted altogether since only H nodes are 
considered. The i-th mode current far from the slot is given by (i stands 
for a double index mn) . 

b'  a' 

.(2) 

Vr) = 7 Hn  ^ ^o J  j 
OB ̂  

$1 
2 

a. 
2 

x ^ k* •) V^.h.C^1) + y1 ^'(kr«) 6 • h,«^1)^  dx' dy» 
(5-6) 

and r|2= x'2 + y'2.   For 1 « (1,1), i = (1,3), 1 = (5,3), the ^   functions 
under the integial in Equation (5.6) are n 

^(kr) = ■2i|^2: - cos la- ;    J^ia-) = .-1LJC08 kr-U- 
[     (kr! H 

kr (kr)- 
sin kr 

while the teims involving the node functions hjdJ, (jl) become (for 0'= —): 

,1 . jl 
cos 0   = x'/r' sin 4>   = y'/r' 

(5.7) 

Usin3^') 

This expression and others are derived in a forthcoming report on 
spherical transmission lines. 
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PLOT  OF  SQUARED  FIELD  AMPLITUDES Ht'2 

AGAINST  POLAR ANGLE 6 FOR TWO DIFFERENT VALUES OF 0 
SLOT   DIMENS50NS: a,«.630w, bVlZO" 
 HMMOOE. 
 (Hn+H.a) MOOES. 
 {Hd+H.^+H^MODES. 
 EXACT. 

LEGEND 

FIG. 5.2 
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In order to check how many terms in the •pherleal node expansion 
(5*5) A^e necessary for slots of different cites to closely reproduce the 
exact result in (|>JOi three apertures with the following dimensions were 
chosen: I) »• « .630» = V2, h' = .120"; II) a: = .315". *' a .120" ; 
III) a« = .900", h« = .120". It «as found that the IL  E. , and H-- nodes 
yield a close approximation in all cases. The degree of approximation 
achieved with the H.. mode alone varies with the shape of the slot. For 
the small slot (II), the BL. mode contribution eloce represents the entire 
field for most practical purposes, while for the large slot (III), the 
discrepancy between that lowest mode and the exact result is appreciable. 
To demonstrate the shape of the field anplitude curves, the pattern obtain- 
ed fron slot (I) is plotted in Figure 3*2 in two mutually perpendicular 
planes (<P 3 0 and (p =V2) together with the exact solution. It is to be 
noted that only the E.. and E, modes contribute to the field in the vici- 
nity of the 6 = 0 axis; the effect of the H7, mode is most pronounced near 
the Infinite plane. In the $ = 0 plane, the^field lue to the combined 
effects of the H.. , H.-, and H„ modes has not been plotted since it agrees 
ver;- closely witlrthe exact result. Therefore, the field incident from the 
clot on an obstacle confined to a small region about the 6 a o-axls is con- 
veniently expressed as the contribution from tvo modes, or, as a first 
approximation, as a one-mode field. 

If the slot in the infinite plane is now regarded as a transverse 
discontinuity terminating a rectangular waveguide the analysis is exactly 
as pointed out above except that the cosine aperture field is now only a 
good guess value. To detetmine the true field requires the solution of an 
integral equation which poses prohibitive difficulties. A variational 
fomulation for the field in the half-space might be attempted in which 
first order errors in the guessed slot field introduce only second order 
errors in the space field. However, it is felt that such a formulation, 
though quantitatively more accurate, will not radically change the results 
obtained from a Kirchhoff-type integration of the cosine guess field over 
the aperture. The main purpose of the investigation was to determine 
whether a single mode representation of the half-space is feasible. As a 
first approximation this certainly appears to be the case. 

It is interesting to note that the power radiated from the slot 
is almost entirely carried by the H— spherical mode regardless of slot size. 
This brings out the important fact tmt although three modes are necessary 
in general to closely specify the field at points far from the aperture, the 
integrated effect of the field (namely the pover) is given by one mode alone. 
To demonstrate the relative magnitude of the portions of radiated power 
carried by the three above-mentioned modes the results of the calculation for 
slot (I) are given below. The radiated pover obtained by integrating the far 
field over a transverse cross-section is given by 

"T 
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2TT n/2 

J  f      f    ^ P2slned8d*S'^ (1^ + l^ + I23)      (5.g) 

e» o 

where S * l/i   a /»i/c , the series for (r H ) has heen substtTuted from 
(5*5). and the expression for I. is given To Equation (5.6). For slot (1), 
the result for the radiated power Is 

P = Const, x (1 + .0009^ + .OOI36) (5.9) 

The nunbere Inside the hiacket on the rl^it-hand side of (5.9) are, resnec- 
tlvely, the relative contributions fron the H^., a,   , and H     Kodes.    A 
constant has been factored out to conpare the nighet ^ode contributions with 
unit power carried by the H.. mode. 

The correctness of the radiated power derived on a spherical mode 
basis is conveniently checked by computing the conductance offered by the 
slot to the rectangular guide which it terminates.    The effect of the slot 
radiating into the metshed half-space is a simple two-terminal network 
problem and can be represented by a suaceptance B and a conductance 0 as 
shown in Figure 5.3.    The conductance G is attributable entirely to the 

7€ 
Yft 7 
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Hü 
Z>0 

RECTANGULAR 
WAVEGUIDE 

Scuivclent Circuit for Slot Eadiating into Unbounded Kalf-Space from 
End of Rectangular Guide 

Figure 5.3 

disslpative nropertles of the (matched)  half-space, and can be expressed in 
terms of the radiated power and th« 
guide)  in the plane of the slot as 
terms of the radiated power and the voltage V    (vdth respect to "ectangular 

&   =   ~ (5.10) 
V 2 

0 
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The voltage 7   in the sperture plane Is given by 

(5.U) 
ap 

idiere E is the aperture field, e is the rector node fonetion for the 
dominant (H..) node in rectangulaf guide, and a and h are the rectangular 
«oveguide dimensions parallel to the X and T axis, reepectirely. If 0 it 
evaluated fron Equation (5.10) for slot (I) it is found that 

r4 - J1    *  -76  ; T0 = f 4      (5.12) 
r2   . ,2 

ko  *o      7'' 

where the values of F and 7 have been computed fron Equations (3*8) and 
(^.ll), respectively, and a normalization with respect to the characteristic 
admittance Y of the rectangular guide has been carried out in order to per- 
mit direct comparison with the measured value. The conductance measured for 
slot (1) is .78 (Final Report, Chap. 7, Table 71). It is seen that the agree- 
nent is quite good. For slots (II) and (III) the conductances calculated 
from Equation (^•12) were compared with computed variational results since 
no measurecients were made on those slot sizes. Here, too, close agreement 
was noted. The conductances obtained from the spherical mode analysis were 
always slightly smaller than the experimental or variational results. 

The results lister«, above indicate that althou^i an infinity of 
modes propagate in the half-space a single-mode description of the field 
yields a good approximation to the actual conditions. Certainly, a single- 
node analysis for transmitted power appears Justified. To replace the half- 
space by a single spherical transmission line is a most useful concept if it 
is desired to find the scattering properties of obstacles placed therein. 
The impedance of such obstacles could then be found from measurements in the 
rectangular guide which are very conveniently performed. To allow a transi- 
tion from rectangular-guide to spherical-line quantities, and vise versa. It 
is necessary, however, to know the network coupling the two waveguides. In 
the next section, a discussion of the theoretical determination of the 
equivalent circuit for the slot is given. 

mmmmam*mg 3ten^Mk> 

T 
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C.     Theoretical jhraluatlon of the Slot Equivalent Circuit Parameter» 

In order to find the equivalent circuit for the slot radiating 
froo the end of the guide it is necessary to relate the voltages and cur- 
rents on one side of the discontinuity to those on the other.    Since the 
half-space is to he represented as a spherical waveguide, expressions for 
voltage and current (i.e. transverse electric and magnetic field) in a 
spherical guide in teias of known excitations will have to he derived. 
Suproee that a spherical wave is incident from infinity upon the aperture 
in the infinite plane.   This wave will induce a field in the aperture and 
electric currents in the metal plane.   The total field in the half-space is 
uniquely given by the specification of either electric or magnetic tangen- 
tial field components along the bounding surfaces.   Thus, the problea can 
be solved uniquely with the following boundary conditions: 

1) H. » H   along a hflaisrsheric shell far from the origin 

2) ixa = M In the aperture 

3) Ejqi 3 0 along the metal plane. 

n is a unit vector noraal to the plane end pointing into the half-space. 
Since the spherical tjavcguide region is taken as one whose transverse 
cross-sections are bounded by a metallic surface, and since the mode func- 
tions are so defined as to satisfy boundary conditions on a metallic bound- 
ary,  the aperture constitutes a (longitudinal) discontinuity on the boundary 
which can be taken into account by replacing the slot by an e iuivalent 
magietic current excitation of magnitude M.    Thus, the field in the half- 
space is formed by superposing the responses due to excitations 1) and 2) 
above. 

where 

The total magnetic field in the half-space can be represented asf 

1 

H.  (r)    +   H.  (r) J 
rHj (r) =» ^ (r) 1^ (9, (f» + T , 7.  (r) h ,  (8, $) "si    i w/ -ri 

(5.13) 

for B and H modes, and 

'teso ci 
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It «es shown In Sec. B that for the slot field of Equation (5.3), 
only E modes are excited. Thus, an H node incident from infinity way be 
taken to excite a slot field vhlch, in turn, radiates only E modes so that 
tho entire problem is analyzed in terms 0^ H modes alone. All transnission 
line quantities from now on will be understood to refer to E modes. Jhe  . 
node voltages and currents satisfy inhomogeneous transmission line equations' 

dV. (r) 
-~  = - j^i (r) Z1 (r) ^ (r) + ^ (r) 

(5.1^) 

d I. (r) 
—^  = - j at1 (r) yi (r) V1 (r) + i1 (r) 

where ^C. t T., Z   are as defined in Equation (l) of the Appendix, and v. 
and 1. are "source terns" arising from the presence of apertures in the 
bounding plane and are given by* 

2TT 

^ (r)   =   -   T   M (r«. ♦')  . hj «)) d^» 

0 

2rr 
(5.15) 

ij (r)   =    T 8i   J   M (r'. *')  'hri (*) d* 

v.'here the magnetic source current M is ^qual to E x n. 

To find the unperturbed field, i.e. the field due to an inconing 
spherical B mode wave with no aperture present, we can use the solutions 
for 7 and I from Equation (3) of the Appendix, because v. = i. = 0 for this 
case.    Since then the line is terminated by a short-circuit at the origin, 
we obtain 

V ,  (r)    =   V , J    (kr)   . V 4    =    2 C, 

^ (-)   =  J 7 ^ui JA ^ 

(5.16) 

i %. 

i 
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where the subscript u designates unperturbed quantities (with aperture 
absent).    The scattered rcode voltages.and currents (due to the aperture 
raa^ietic source current M alone) are! 

r   2n 
78i ^) » - J Hn

(2)(kr)   (    f Z**^- h^W d Sl 

O     0 

n 2n 

- j Jn (kr)    j    f n xE (r'). h^'^  (r«)  d S« 

r   o 

r   2TT 
(5.17) 

I8l (r) = ? H^(2) (kr)   f   T n xl (r'). hj^  Cr«) d S« 
o    o 

O &T 

♦   ^ J^ (kr)    j    f n x E (r'). h^"5  (r1) d S» 

r   o 

where CZJ denotes the aperture boundary, and 

r ^^(r) = ^(2)(kr) ^ (0.  (j»  - J  S   ^ ^^(fcr) ^ (8,  *) 

r hi^^r) = j; (kr) hj (9.  (J)  - J  §   Y^ Jn (kr) h^ (9,  (()) 

d S«   =    r' dr'  d ^ 

By sirpeiposing solutions (5.16) and (5-17)  the magnetic field per mode any- 
where in the half-space is given by Equation (5»13)  in terms of the inci- 
dent and. aperture fielde as: 
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♦ // a x , (r.).[\ S^)(to, jj«^) ^ „_ ^ 

CD   2ff 

* / / axi (r.).p? ^ (fa.) ^c-)^,) ^ (fli ^ 
r   o 

- J T.l Jn (^ ii(") (£') h qi     *i ' Sri (e. ♦)    d s» 

Or, for th» total field, 

S (^ ■ J ? T, Jjd^ ♦   //n x ä (r-) . ^ (,. j,, 4 s. 
ap (5.19) 

,diere   ik. I») - 
ZI  ^   k^U ^(l)(r')    .    r > r. 

Z   »2  ii(l)(r) h/-)^.)    .    r  <r, 
(5.20) 

The incident field In (5.19) is taken to conslet of an H 
mode only, which is dominant in the spherical guide under conaiderStion 
(see the reoarks in Sec. B). The equivalent circuit is to he evaluated 
with respect to this mode, and with this understanding, the modal suhscrl 
are oaittsd. However, the scattered field (the integral in (5*19) can al 
be represented In closed fom by (ef. Equation (5»1)J 

suhecrlpta 
so 

■ 

4 

1  1 
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a* 

-J k |r - r« | 

(5.21) 

vhere  I, (r. r«) - ^ ( 1* ^ )  Ä 

Thus, the expressions for the half-space dyadic spatial adaittance in (3«SO) 
and (5*21) ar« identical, representing, respectively, its nodal eapanslon in 
spherical rector saodes and its closed form. The dyadic kernel I. contains 
conductive and reactive parts for all scattered modes. Since ve consider 
only one mode to propagate in the half-space ve would like to determine the 
equivalent circuit to that mode. For this purpose we separate out the con- 
ductive part of the dominant mode term in the kernel since no real dominant 
mods power is then dlesipaced in the disccntinuity. This real part of the 
dominant mode field (capable of carrying real power) can then he combined 
ilth the unperturbed magnetic field. 

The dominant.mode part of the kernel is given hy » h '(Wh  (r') 
for r i^r', and hy »^ lr1'(^)h^~'(r,) for r<rl. Prom Equations (5.18) it 
ia seen that hW is real and h(-T is conplex. In fact 

i/'^r) - ^hr)    - i^ix) (5.22) 

^ere r h^r) - H^ (kr) ^ (8, 0) - J 5 Ygl Nn
(2) (kr) h^ (9, (})) 

(2) so that h  (r) is also real. Therefore, the real pari of the dominant 
mode in the kernel is w hll'(r) h^'lr') Bo that Equation (5.19) can be 
written as! 

5(l) « J *l 7.ai
(l)(r) + |f n XE (r') . | ^ h(1)(r') h(l)(r) 1 d S« 

ap 
(5.23) 

+ ff**i (£') - fj^I. i1) " ?^(1)(l) ^^(r1)! d S« 
ap 



The mipartarbed roltaqe aaplitude 7 can be broken down as follovs. 
The total donioant mode voltage and current are expreatlble at (tee Appendix); 

7(r) - A J'dcr) ♦ B fi (kr) » ▼ ^ (kr) ♦ J B ftf2)(icr) ; 7. a i. - J B 
n      n     u n    '  n      a 

(5.2s*) 

- J 5 Ifr) - A J'dcr) ♦ B ^(Ic.-) = 7 j'Ckr) + J B H«(2)(kr) 

Xqaatiom(5*24} represent correctly the voltage and current behavior off the 
source region. I.e. for points for which r in greater than the distance fraa 
the origin to the furthest point on the aperture boundary.    This can also be 
seen by conporing with the total voltage and current obtained fron super- 
position of tne results in (5*lbl and (5*l7lt since for such points the in- 
tegrals in (5.17) multiplied by J (kr) and ST'Ckr) vanish,   »inatiag identi- 
cal coefficients in Equations (5.16), (5.17)f and in Equations(3.24) we 
obtain 

7tt a A - J B ;   B » -    //n x 1 (r«)  , h^^r«) d S« (5.25) 

ap 

so that (3*23) becomes, finally: 

H(r) » j ^ A h(l)(r) + /7n^ (r'). ^ (r, r')- ^ h(l,(r')h(l)(r)1 d S« 

*P 
(5.26) 

In order to formulate an equivalent circuit for the slot we must 
relate the fields on both sides of the discontinuity. The transvsrse 
magnetic field in the rectangular guide (t<0) propagating the doainetnt 
mode is given by (cf. Final Report, Ch. I, Sees. 2a and b) 

H,. (rg) = Ig (z)  hgQ») - fT n 1 E (r») . ^g (r. r«) d S'    (5.27) 

ap 

where the subscript g refers to rectangular guide, end ^ a (x.y).    Since the 
transverse mgnetic field must be continuous in the aperturs? we can equate, 
from (5.26) and (5.27): 

1 

A 

---A-'- 1    -:!.«*•.» 
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\jg (0) ic (fi) - J 7 A h
(l){x)] X a - 

- Uff«(I,)• ^.I1) " ^ i^^I1)^1^* ^(r.p')]x o d S»   (5.28) 
op 

Iquatloa (5*28) it th« Integx&l equation for th« slot «lectrie field. If 
Xquatios (5*28) is now multiplied lu dot product fashion by 1 (r) and th« 
result is integrated over the aperture, one obtains 

I (0) Tg(0) ♦ J ^ A B » ((dS   ffa*  m* (r«) . J^(r, r') . na« (5)  (5.29) 

ap  ap 

where I (r, r») . I (r. r«) - n h(l)(r«) h(1)(r) *ß   (r, r«) <v «" —   .^e "» —•   ( —  — —  «^  «/g — « 

V0) " i)f - x- ^ . fcg (f) d s 

and Equation (5«23) has been employed. Upon dividing both sides of Zq. (l1*) 

by r   . .Is 

LTe J 
«e finally obtain a relationship that expresses the equiTalent circuit for 
the slot: 

Ig(0) 1 

 -+ jn - 
V (0) * B 

g 

r   B -12     J/dS j/dS« wa (r«)  . £(rt r'). nÄ (r) 

T (0) 
- «    J f/nxl (r)  . h   (^) dS  |2 

ap 
(5.30) 

The two quantities en the left-hand side of (3<30) have the diaea» 
slons of admittance.   Ihe first tem represents the input admittance to the 
structure as seen from the rectangular guide.    The seconl tezm is readily 
interpreted if the output terminal plane Is chosen not at r « 0 bu* ratlitr 
at r a (2q + l)X/U, q a large Integer.    For large values of r th* asympto- 
tic representations for the spherical functions apply (see Appendix), and 
Equation (5.2^) can be written as (for n a 1): 
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T(r) 

- J J I (r) 

- A cos kr - B «in kr 

1 sin kr - B co» kr 
(5.31) 

If r !• aov chosen ae P » (2q+ l)Vi*f anä- *h« ratio of I to T it fonned, 
on« obtain« for the output admittance at r : 

0 

UlsL 
V(r) 

▲ 
.J7. lT'r.M- IM (5-32) 

Zquation (3*30) become«, in tenne of admittance«. 

Ie(0) - T ( 

eg, xn cexma ox aoc 

- M ■ (5.33) 

where T. «tend« for the ri^it-hand side of (5.3O). If the equiTalent cir- 
cuit i« now a««umed to be shunt (rigorously this implies that the field« 
excited in the slot by an incoming dominant mode «are from the rectangular 
or the spherical guide are identical to within a constant factor) then 
Equation (3*33) Allows the simple physical interpretation Illustrated in 
Figure 5*^» and the network 

Yfl(o)- i •YCro) 

z«o r»r0 

Figure 5.U 
Equivalent Circuit 

-Darameters can be determined as follows: 

In| 
V(r0) 

[(n xE (r)    h   (f) d S 
ap ""     "   "     3 

f/^xKr). b(l)(r) dS 
(5.3^) 

ap 
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'l 

jj dS (U S' n xl (r1). £(rt r1). £ xB (r) 

(5.35) 

ap        ap 

I (Ya x5 (£)• ii   (f) * s 
L»P 

^-^ 

where Y 
t 

ffiS   /JäS* Ma(r').n^(r,r') +B (r.r») 1. o-tf (r) 
ap       ap '- ~s -*  

j(n 3c E (r). h    (P) d S 

LaP 

T. is given in a variational fora.    The term T.  represents exactly the two- 
ternlmil input admittance to a thin slot radiating into a half space froa 
the end of a rectangular guide.    Results for this hare been worked out and 
measured elsewhere (Part III, Sec. D., also Final Report, Ch. 7, Uahle 71). 
Therefore, the only paraneter that needs to be evaluated is the transfomer 
turns ratio n as given in (^•3^)»^ 

The tern (l/n )V     in (5.35) is the conductance as seen from the 
rectengular guide due to the matched, dominant-mode spherical line, and is 
therefore subtrtcted fron the two-terminal admittance so that a four-terminal 
equivalent circuit is obtained.    If the half space oculd be represented 
rigorously by a single trarfmlssion line propagating only the dominant mode 
then Y1  would be purely reactive.    However, the half-space is capable of 
propagpting an infinity of spherical modes each of which can carry real 
power.    Thus,  the subtraction of only the dominant mode conductance will 
lea^e a conductive psrt in Y-  which represents th« power radiated by the 
highev modes.    But it ves pointed out in Sec. B tlat the portion of power 
carried by the higher modes is very small in comparison with that of the 
dominant mode so that the real part of Y   should be very small.    This is 
confint^d by the calculations. 

Since the slot is rectangular it is best to express all variables 
in Cartesian coordinates. The functions involved are the following (evalu- 
ated in the aperture)\ 

J    The results in (5.35) are valid also for wider slots scattering E modes 
as well since Y   in its closed fora (5.21)  contains all scattered nodes. 
For E mode scattering the sphrrical node representation (U'.tO) of Y 
includes additional tcr^is. 
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h (x. y) , U   cos   2-5   x 

h(1)(r. f. ♦) = i pi (kr) h(f. (» - J 5 ^ ^ (kr) ^ (| . ^I 

• rtoM-c       »-p^g -kvt     — c 

V.. hi s   -   i P^ cos ♦ 
'e = Tr/2 {5.36) 

p   = \/x   + 7       t    cos (J   =   x/p   ;    sin 4   a   y/p 

^ . ^   =   - sin (>   ;     ^ • ^   =   X/P 

^1 (kr)   =:   8l^kr " COB ^   =   »333 (kr)2 - .0333(fcr)U + .OOn9(kr)6- +.... 

and a and b are the rectangular guide dinensions. The integration over the 
aperture extends from - a1/? to a'/s in x and fron - b'/s to "b'/s in y. 
Since the integral equation (5.?S) for the aperture field cannot be solved, 
a guess value for the field will be employed. A alriple guess value is 

Mr) *   ZQ  COS Jf^ (5.37) 

The evalurtion of the numerator integral in the expreeaion of n 
is straight-forvard.    The denominator integral,  on the other hand,  involves 
trigonometric fm :tions vhose argianents are square roots and,  thus,  is not 
easily eralur.tsd.    Eowever. this difficulty can be avoided by employing the 
series err^nsion for J-ClcrJ and its derivative.    It is found that the 
resulting Fpries of terns converges very rapidly over the range of apertures 

: 
i 

i 
i 



ceii»ld«r«ä ( for X = 1.26") so that only two or three terms need he t&ken. 
The Integrals now reduce to those «here the integrands are trigonometric 
functions multiplied by powers of the variable and are easily found. Thus, 
the result for n is calculated to be: 

|n{ Fr-T^»'^ 
1.3 (fV [l -.lgg(f42. .65g(^)2(^)2 + .C093(r

)1|+---j 

(5.38) 

The numerator and denominator of (5.38) represent directly the result« of 
the nuserator and denominator integrals in Equation (5.3*0* 

The parameters n and T. have been computed frca Equation (5.38) 
and (5.35) f and *™ given in Table I. The terminal admittances T «ere 
taken from the experimental results on .005" thick slots as the most reli- 
able available values (see Final Report, Chap. 7, Table 71). The results 
of the calculation are listed in Table II in Sec. D, where they can be 
compared directly with measured values. 

D.  Experimental Determination of the Slot Equivalent Circuit 

Parameters 

1.  The Scattering Matrix for the Slot 

Since the H_, spherical mode almost completely characterizes pro- 
pagation in the half-space, the equivalent circuit defining the effect of 
the presence of the slot on the dominant modes in both the rectangular and 
spherical guides will be practically losslens. The circuit parameters of 
the general lossless four-pole can be determined most precisely from a 
series of D vs. S measurements (sec Final Report, Chap. II). Such measure- 
ments, however, require a movable short which is cot readily constructable 
for a spherical line. (In the spherical waveguide the transverse cross- 
sections over which the voltage and current are constant are hemispheres 
centered about the origin and bounded by the infinits baffle.) Therefore, 
three fixed metal hemispheres with different radii were constructed to 
serve as individual terminations of the spherical line. Prom the thres 
corresponding input measurements in rectangular guide, the equivalent 

1 
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circuit for the slot can be detoruinnd. The circuit pamneter« so obtained 
can then be checked against a fourth ne&s^irement with the slot radiatlag 
into the untezmlnated half-space, i.e., a matched spherical line. 

The representation of the slot pamneters «as first attenpted on 
a scattering basis since the reflection coefficient (unlike the input inpe- 
dance) in a spherical guide is veil behaved at the origin. The virtue of 
such a representation is that it makes the origin the input terminal to the 
spherical line. With the directions of incident and reflected waves in both 
guides chosen as in Figure 5«5i the relationship between the (voltage) 

\ 
-vincg V|, 

I 
/ 

RECTANGULAR 
GUIDE 

U-'T 

SCATT. 
MATRIX 

inct 

>vrtft. 

SPHERICAL 
.    GUIDE 

'I 
(z-o) (r-o) 

z»o 

SCHEMATIC SCATTERING  MATRIX 

Eepresentation of the Configuration 

Figure 5.5 

reflection coefficients looking to the right on both sides of the netvork 
is given byl 

rgu) = s 11 
z=o 

ÜL (5.39) 
s„„ - ——= 22   r>) 

rso 
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«here S.., S , S are the scattering coefficients for the iris, and the 
subscr'-^ts g and I refer to the rectangular and spherical guides, respec- 
tively Icf. ?lml Eeport, Chap. II, Bq. (12)). 

If r   is taken as the radius of the metallic heoispheric tenai- 
nations, then    T   (r ) in Equation (7} of the Appendix is equal to - 1. 
r   can nov he cho8in to raake  1      (0) particularly siaple.   Ve are concerned 
here with only the E.. atode, i.l3?, n = a ■ 1,    Thus, Equation (7) of the 
Appendix "becomes: 

rs (0) - © 
- j 2^ (Icrj 

(5.^) 

If ^ .  (kr ) is nov chosen as - TT/U, 0 , n/1^, the corrsspondlng values for 
the reflection coefficient at the origin are: 

a) r (0)«+ j   ; h) r (o) = +1  ; c) r (0) = - j 
S B S 

i5M) 

for the given wxvelength X a Srr/k = 1.260", the radii are found to het 

a)    r     »   1.067«      :    h)    r     »   1.22S»      t    c)    r     =   1.390« (5.^2) 
000 

Ihe values in (5.U2) are, of course, not unique.    Hovever, they vere chosen 
because this range fitted the physical outlay of the measuring equipment. 
In the rectangular waveguide, the reflection coefficient corresponding to 
each of the tezminations a), b), c)  is given in terns of the distance i of 
the voltage minimum from plane T. as 

rg(o)a.b.c 
- e ^K-1 

(5.^3) 

She scattering coefficients can nov be detemined from (5«39)«    ^OT expli- 
cit formulae for S,,, S.  , S      in terns of  T   and |      see the Final Report, 
Chap. II, Sqs. (367.*   FCr the case of the untfrminatei half-space,   ( (r)=0, 
so that tne corresponding  !""_ yields S-.  directly as an Independent check. 
The results of neesurements on five slots are givon in Table I. 
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Slot 

Size 

3 • cup measurements Bö 
lemioation 

3n SZ2 ^ 
Sll 

a« ». .35U« 

b« s .IJS" .960 162.6° .960 lieu.?0 
.078 1^7.^0 1 i6?.7ü 

a« « .U^" 

b» = .159" .909 1U1.00 .909 141.1° .17U 102.0° lliiw.70 

a« = .5U" 

b« = .16" Mj I9U.10 .4o6il22J.0. >g35 37.5° .373i92-l0 

a' = .60" 

b« =  .09« .1U6I21.00 .ikS lSl.60 .97912.7° .131 18.U0 

a' =  .630" 

b1 =  .l60n .15S -3^.-S0 .15S1-163.2° .9751-17.7° .11491-46.1° 

For small slot sizes ( jS. I omall) the value of S.. obtained fron 
measurements with the hemispheric terminations checks well with the indepen- 
dently determined one (first two apertures listed in Table I). Actually, 
only the phase of S.. can be compared since the 7.S.W.S. for the latter 
measurements was too high to be determined accurately, and was thus arbi- 
trarily taken as infinite. For larger slot widths the agreement, though 
reasonable, is net as good. This is to be expected since the single mode 
representation of the half-space, on the basis of which the measurements and 
analysis are undertaken, holds best for small apertures, and cannot be expec- 
ted to yield accuiate results for large slots. 

The internal consistency of the calculations of the scattering 
coefficients v&s  checked by making use of the following relationship which 
the scattering matrix for a lossless four-pole coupling two uniform trans- 

n^maa&^i '*.**&&&**)<&,«**■» 
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•aiMion linos 1« known to «atlsfy: 

U 

S   * 012 

11 

12 

12 

22 

1       0 

0       1 
1 (5.^) 

to that 

Is 

where 

U' 

hi 

22' 

Ml1 

;    Isi2i2»l-  ^l2   ;   Y-ip^iTr] 

22 s^i LL ; s 22 12 12' 

Inspection of Table Z shove that the values listed there meet the conditions 
(5.W).   A point of interest in connection with Equation (5.MO is that the 
deriTaiion of the unitary character of the scttttering catrix for a lossless 
structure is based on tlie ability to write the total incident power in texrar 
of the incident and reflected waves as follows: 

Ee t 
Zkrl 

V   I* 
n   n t 

a=l 
inc n' -   V refl n      ! 

1 
J 

(5.^5) 

where V   and I   are K^S values o    This can alvays be done for a unifoua wave- 
guide but not, in general, for the spherical guide.    That isf for the spheri- 
cal guide (froc Equation* (3b) and (3) of the Appsndix, after noraalizing to 
unit characteristic impedance) 

*• K 'n |.-(|0|2.  iBft^-dT,,..    !2-  hr |2) 
ÜC reix i5M) 

s 

The minus sign in front of the bmckets arises fircr, the choice of direefcton 
of incident wave in the spherical line in the direction of decreasing r. 
Equation {5»^) states that the power flow across any hwaispheric cross- 
section is constant, which it should be since no power is dissipated in any 
finite region.    On the other hand,  the amplitudes of incident and reflecced 
waves depend on r.    However, far free the origin the Hankel functions vary 

6 C.G. Montgomery, "Principles of Microwava Circuits", MIT Had. Lab. Series, 
Vol. 8.   McOiaw^Hill Co., New York, ISkg.    Sec. 5,1^ 
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aa 9xpJ± J (kr - n/2jl (cf. Bq, (9) of the Appendix), so that the inequali- 

ty in (5»1-6) can he reposed for kr>^l.    Therefore, the ecatterlne matrix 
for a network hatveen terminal planes z = 0 and r = (2q + l)^. iriiere q is 
a large integer,  is unitary.    But it was enown in Eq, (13b) of the Appendix 
that, for a mode with n odd, such as the E.. mode, the reflection coeffi- 
cients (from which the £ matrix is computeaj at r a 0 and r 9 (2q + 1}X/^ 
are identical.   Thus,  the scattering matrices are identical and unitary 
between "both reference planes. 

The three hemispheric teminations, shown in     gore 5«6(a),   were 
made hy horing a hemispheric cavity Into solid brass stock on a lathe.    The 
rims of the cups Here Insulated with thin mica in order to eliminate the 
pousiMlity of non-uniform contact between the rim and the aperture plane. 

BRASS 

SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW 

PibUre 5.6 (a) 

Hemispheric Terminations 

The aperture structure iself was made especially rigid hy first milling the 
slot into a thick htass plate, soldering the waveguide to it, and then turn- 
ing the face of the plate down on the lathe until the aperture thickness 
-was about 10 mils. A diagram of the slot structure is given in Figure 5»S(b), 
and a photograph of the hemispheric teminations and the slot appears in 
Figure 5»7' *B t^is manner, poscibility for uneven contact between the in- 
sulated cm  rims and the slot plane was minimised. The cups were centered 
with respect to the slot by the use of guide pins and were held to the 
plane with C - clamps. 

«CMMKW «»o«» 
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FLANGE 

I 

^ BRASS 
^ PLATE 

J 

. 

GUIDE 
.IPINHOLE" 

SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW 

Picture of the Slot Structure 

Figure 5.6 (t) 

Figure 5.7 
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g»     The BqgLmlaat Clrealt for the Slot 

In view of the fact that the relationship of input (rectangular 
guide) to output (spherical guide) quantities hy means of Equation (5*39) is 
rather cunhersome, it «as attempted to find a representation which offers a 
simpler method of tmnsfozming input quantities into output quantities, and 
rice versa.    Such a representation «as ohtained by fowwl^fa^ an equivalent 
atbittance network for the slot betvoen terminal planes z a o on the left 
and r a (2q + l)X/U on the right (see figure 5«8), «here q is a large inte- 
ger.    If the E.. mode only is t9.t<m *n propa^tte in the half-space then the 
equivalent circuit is lossless.   iurthcMJöxj, unc.vf *}»« »sf^.'tis'u if 1?JV; 
to the interpretation of Equation (5.33), the admittance 7* in Figure 5.8 
is infinite. z 

^ 

/ 

SCHEMATIC NETWORK 

Admittance Hepreeectation for the Slot 

Figure 5,8 

The lossless equivalent circuit of Figure 3.8 can now he computed 
from three output - input measurements.   Using relation (13h) of the Appen- 
dix, the terminal impedance In the direction of increasing r relative to the 
characteristic impedance,?   of the half-space far avmy can he ejpressel in 
terns of the reflection coefficient at r a 0 as: 

s a 1 * rw 
R»(2qfl)^        1 - f (0) 

(5.^7) 
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feploylog the sane sequence a« that in Xqoation (5.U1} thes« lapedance« 

♦ J     ,     b)   -2S£-   •     .      c)   -Sä£.   - J . (5.JW) 

In tense of the input reflection coefficient, fron (5*^3)« the corresponding 
input impedancee are: 

r 

a,D,c 
(-^) 

g 

where the prime denote« noxoalization with respect to Z in rectangular 
guide. Vith these relationships applied to Iqe. (32), Chap. II, of the 
ifinal Eeport, the relative equivalent circuit paroaeters Z* , Z«  Z* can 
he found, which, in turn, determine the equivalent treoisfomer notworK as: 

T{ - —-  ;  T' -  ^—5  ;  a „ ^i        (5.50) 
*   Z1       z Zl    Z%    - Zl * Zl 

11 T.1 22   .2 12 

The network so obtained is checked against a fourth measureuent which yields 
the input admittanoe for the sic« radiating into the untexminated half- 
gpaca. These results, togetLsr with theoretical results obtained as dis- 
cussed in Sec. C, are listed in Table II. 

übe theoretical value of V  in Table II is infinite under the 
assunptiona in Sec. C for a zero thickness slot. The theoretical value of 
Y' is listed as purely reactive. Actually slight real parts of the order 
oz .02 were obtained but discarded, since that order of nagnitude corres- 
ponds to the tolerances put on the measured value? of T. as taken from 
Final Eeport, Ghap. T, Table 71. The finite measured valu« for T' as well 
as the discrepancy between theoretical aad sspcrlssntal 7i i* at least 
partly due to the physical thickness of the slot (sa« Sec. X). There alao 
exist differences betveen the directly measured input admittances for the 
untermiaated half-space ai.d those obtained by terminating the equivalent 
circuit in a spherical line match. (Where the directly measured input admit- 
tances in Table II do not have real parts, the 7.S.V.H. «as too high to be 
measured accurately and was arbitrarily taken to be infinite.) The differ- 
ences betveen t<he two results can be attributed to a great extent to the 
tolerances on the equivalent circuit parameters. The tolerances due to 
error in the Input data alone were obtained by computing the sensitivity of 
each parameter to small deviations in location of the voltage minimum in 
the rectangular guide, end multiplying by the eapected possible error. 
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fhest tolexaneet were found to be of the order of + .01 on 7i, of the order 
of ♦ .02 on n, and of the order of + (.23 T») on T^. She high ieneltiTlty 
of T' to experleental error« !• aot_too critical since T^ le a eerlea admit- 
tance of large magnitude so that Its reciprocal is the pertinent quantity 
In a network calculation. In addition to errors in the input data there Is 
the possibility of error in the output quantities such as to neues the out* 
put inpedances different fron those listed in Equation (5.4g), Such de- 
viations can be brougit about by a slightly different radios or non-spheri- 
cal shape for the spherical cups,  or by noting the effect of the thin 
iT'Sulating mica strip on '.he cup rims. Contputations to take into account 
the former sources of output error could be made, but it «as felt that the 
non-precision nature (three-rtoint method) of the measurements did not 
«arrant it. At any rate, the agreement between the quantities compared 
in Table II is considered reasonable. 

B.  Kffect of Slot TMckness on the EqulTalent Circuit Parameters 

The schematic and equivalent circuit representations for the thick 
rectangular slot radiating from the end of rectangular waveguide are given 
in Figure 5.9. The thick slot is taken to be a tiansraisslon line of length t 
and constants )f * and T ' coupling the rectangular guide with constants ni 
and 7 to the spherical |ulde with constants k and 1( . The network between 
terminals T. in Figure (5»9"^) represents the effect of change in cross- 
section of the rectangular guide, while the network between terminals T, and 
T0 in the same figure takes into account the coupling between the slot and 
tns spherical guide. The parameters B+i/? and n' have been encountered on 
numerous occasions before (See Part IIj n' is equal to l/n.) and are given 
by t 

Bti Y"** *  «55 x (Admittance of thin slot of same dimensions coupling two 
0 Identical rectangular guides) 

(5.51) 

1 - (f)2 
a 

cos (2^) 

where a1 and b' are the dimensions of the j|lot parallel to the guide dimen- 
sions a, b, respectively. The parameters s and B'/Y are obtained from 
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SCHEMATIC 
(0) 

1 
nu 

Si 
s s 

T, 

REDUCED FORM  OF CIRCUIT (b) 
(C) 

TRANSMISSION 
|UNE OF LENGTH t 

Yi 
»0 

T'/#to^\T» 

EQUIVALENT  CIRCUIT IN  COMPONENT FORM 
(b) 

Representation for the Thick Slot 

ügure 5.9 
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See. C, Equations (501*) »td (5.35)t tevpectlrelj, from the theoretical 
circuit for the Junction effect for a thick slot radiating into a half- 
•pace. In this ease I. corresponds to B', T. represents the tendnal 
admittance T^,. of a tnlek slot radiating info a match (see Fart 17), and krtk 

K " /rt ^ ^«P ^»  «o thftt   ! » I - / 
ISTtri 

/* 

«here S is the sane dsnoninator as in Xquatlon (5.28). Since the trans- 
former vith turns ratio n' has been retained in the equivalent circuit 
formulation for the change in cross-section in rectangular guide, the 
characteristic admittance T ' is defined in the usual manner as 

V CD ^ 
(5.52a) 

so that 

(5.52b) 

In order to determine hov the theoretically deilved circuit in 
Tigure 5*^ 1» affected by physical thickness of the slot it is desirable to 
transform the equivalent circuit of Tigure 5*9~(b) into the form given in 
Tigure 5»9~(c) «0 that direct comparison vith the theoretical (and measured) 
networks is easily achieved. The conversion to the simple form of Tigure 
5.9~(e) 1* brought about by first changing circuit 5*9?) iato the standard 
n form of Tigure 5^10. 

TT - Bepresentation for Thick Slot 

Tigure 5.10 
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The ir panuaeten are found from short-circuit termination« as follovs: 

lU flT2-0 22       '2 7^ 12       T1T2»0       72 Tj-0 

Khich, in tezmt of the quaatitiea In llgore 5.9-(T)), heeomefi 

^i  «   j     -LI   .a.2     o      cot^I t 

ooo 

Z22 Ji 
"B« T t 
--   .  -ft-   cot a«' t 
- 0 o «. 

53) 

(s.:*) 

Zi2 T • 
- J n n' esc »e1 t 

from which the parameters in Figure 5»9-(c) are detemined as 

ri-^ : ^"^ : 

7or sme1: thicknesses, 

^ : ^u^-t 

0 0 *o 

—*•    TT   cos %' t 

-?   T0
, 

- j n c   -»-   cot ae» t 

(5.55) 

(5.55a) 
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The parameters T./T , T /Y , and n have been computed for thick- 
nesses tip to .3" for four alfferenv slot dimensions and are plotted in 
rigure 5»11.    Since the thick slot circuit parameters depend on the values 
of B. ./T and B'/l , the accuracy of the foxmer can he no better than that 
of the latter. In addition, the replacement of the thick slot by a length t 
of single-mode transmission line can no longer be Justified for small thick- 
nesses because of higher mode interaction effects. In spite of these in- 
accuracies in the small-thickness range the curves in Figure jj.ll indicate 
the trend of change in the parameters with thickness. Thus, the element 
Y /T is always large and negative; this is borne out by the measurements 
(cf. Table II). Also, the absolute value of Y./X should increase with slot 
thickness; this trend is also confirmed by the experimental values if one 
compares the Y./Y parameter from the 3*019 measurements on "thick" (about 
10 or 15 mil ) sl8ts with the value of B /Y found previously for 5 "nil slots, 
in the Final Report, Chap. 7, Table VI. Qn0the other hand, there exist no 
experimental values for n for the 3 mil slots so that no thickness comparison 
Can be made here. It is apparent, however, that for small slots the theore- 
tical values for n are higher than the experimental ones, thus opposing the 
trend predicted for n by Equations (5.55a). But for small slots, the cosine 
field assumption is not too accurate and may cause deviations since the 
expression for n is not variational. The different curve shapes of Figure 
5.11 obtained for different slots are due primarily to different guide wave- 
lengths for the slot guides of thickness t. 
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I 

AfifraiiuIXl   yundaaental BeIatlon«hiT» in Spherical Twumaigalon Llnw 

The hoBOgexMona tranamltslon line equations for the 1-th node in 
a spherical line are the folloidng:3 

d 1. (r) 

dr - J «C1 (r) Z1 (r) 11 (r) 

d I. (r) 
—^    «   - jaCl (r) Tj (r) ^ (r) 

idiere       X ,-/^4 k^   -   n (n + 1 ) 

(1) 

1        ^ 3   «i 
for E modes 

2L. ;     k   ■   m Vi* e     s 

•».  i k .  , Z   and T. are, reepectirely, the propagation constant, "cutoff" 
wrenumbSr, characteristic impedance, and characteristic admittance, for the 
1-th mode,   i stands for the double index (m, n).   Equation (l) can he ex- 
pressed in terns of T. alone as! 

d2 7, 

d (kr)' 
1 - 

n (n ♦ 1) 

(kr)2 
(2) 

*foich is a modified form of Bessel's equation, with solution either as 

Yi(r) = Aj Jn (ycr) + B1 Nn (kr) (3a) 

or 

N, Marcuvitz,  "Waveguide Handbook", McGrav-Hill Book Co., »ew York; 1951. 
Sees. 1.2 and 2.Z. 
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1 

Vr) . C1 I/« (to)   ♦   Dl i^ (to)   .   T^   ♦   Twnt (3») 

«here CD 
U^ (kr)   -   }   (kr)   ±   J 4   (kr) 

¥1 Tl ^" ¥1 

Equation (3a) la the •tanding.KBve eolation ilille Sqa&tloa (3"b) li the tra- 
rellng «are eolation, with O*' «nd fi '^ repreeentlng wree tnTellng 
toward, and awBKfrom tht origin, respectively, for an aeeuned tine variation 
of ^J»*.   The y   t ft   , tf UT , t (2; function« ar* reepectlTelyi tl» «pherl- 
cal Sessel, Keonann, and Snksl functions of the 1st and 2nd kind.   The 
spherical Eessel and Heccnann functions are related to the ordinary Beseel and 
Hermann functions as follows: 

JB(to) ^ '»uz™ •• s.<te'■/¥^,', nf 1/2 
(kr) (U) 

Upon uslne the first of Equations (l) and (31)) we find the corresponding 
current solution; 

- J 9 Ur) » ci'(l)(kr) + D. a'(2)(kr) = A.i*' (kr) + B.ft« (kr) (5) x in in in in 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument. 

From {jb), we can define the voltage reflection coefficient 
fir)  , looking In the direction of Increasing r, as follows: 

n 

(1) CHx*'(kr) C       J2 5n(kr) 
P.(r) » -^    »   -i   e      7n 

»A(2>(kp) 

ra(^ 
J 2  [l>)-?n(kr0)]    ^ 

^(^«taa"1 

Jn(ta.) 
(6) 
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In particular! 

^n10) - - nw '*2 '',,<1:ro> <7) 
•ince, for r-tol   H   (kr)-»a>   ,    J   (kr)—»o    ;     nyo,   for the Hj. mod* 
in ipherlcal guide (I.e., n ■ 1), thX spherical functions are giren tyt 

^(Icr) -   *^5   - cos kr     ;     ^(kr) =   - sin kr -   ^fiJS        (g) 

Sines the Neuaann functions become infinite at the origin it is 
desirable to relate solutions for specific quantities at the origin to those 
far removed therefrom.   Such a relatiosship can be derived for the voltage 
reflection coefficient.   For kr 77 1, the spherical Bessel and Heuosnn 
functions reduce to 

$ (kr) - sin (kr - n w/2)    ;   N (kr) S' - cos (kr - n n/2) (9) n n 

so that the phase function n for the Hankel function H becomes (n n 

rj n(kr) S tan"1      cot (n TT/2 - kr)   k kr -(nfUap)"/2, p»0, 1, 2 .». (10) 

Siqppose, nov, ib&t the voltage reflection coefficient P (r ) at r » r   is 
known.   The raflection coefficient at the origin in terms or f7 (r ) is 
given in (7).   Upon suhstituting (7)  into (6) ve can write for any r! 

J 25 (kr) J 2 fkr - (nfl)TT/2 | 
> »- r (0) e      u -', Tjr) » -  rn(0) e       cn        » -  r (0) e        '- -1. kr 7>1 n n n 

(U) 
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IqaRtion (11) Imediately suggest! the selection of two special ralues of rl 

a) r«q(X/2) , b) r» (2«l + l)(x/U) ; q - large integer  (12) 

In terns of these radii, Equation (ll) reduces to: 

tM-l ») rn (qx/2) 2 (.i)a rn(o) . b) rn((2v-i)x/ujs'(-i),ifi rn(o) 

(13) 

Thus, for the H.. mode, the reflection coefficients at the origin and at a 
radius r s (2q + l)x/4, q large integer, are identical (to within the 
approzimatioA that texns of the order of l/kr and higher can be neglected). 

) 


